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Executive summary
The main goal of this deliverable is to describe the general Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA)
methodology used in the SECONOMICS toolkit. This deliverable also addresses the issues
and characteristics that are needed to model operational security problems for Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) in the real-world scenarios addressed in the project.
Some of these issues were already identi•ed in the various case studies studied in
D5.2—Case Studies in Security Risk Analysis, derived from the outcomes of SECONOMICS
WP1, WP2 and WP3. The basic models used to solve these case studies needed to be expanded with ad-hoc modi•cations to accommodate the complexities posed by these new
scenarios, as e.g. the presence of multiple risks simultaneously affecting several locations,
among other advanced requirements. The general methodology proposed in this deliverable
overcomes these shortcomings, presenting a rich framework to integrate additional dimensions that help us in re•ecting the nuances of the underlying CIP problems in greater detail.
Speci•cally, this deliverable includes:
• A complete speci•cation of a methodology to design general models based on ARA
and its application to solve CIP problems.
• Design requirements for the development of tools implementing this methodology in
different domains, which serves as an input for WP8-Tool Support.
• Two new case studies illustrating the application of this general methodology, along
with its main advantages to identify and address future and emerging threats.
The main body of this document provides a high-level overview of the different aspects
and factors that can be considered in this general ARA methodology to solve CIP problems.
Besides, this document also includes several Annexes providing a more detailed and technical description of the core elements that enable such generalised approach (ANNEX1, ANNEX2 and ANNEX3), along with two case studies illustrating the application of the proposed
methodology (ANNEX4 and ANNEX5). As a result, the main sections of this document body
try to minimise as much as possible the use of mathematical, statistical and technical terminology and concepts, in order to provide an accessible description of the main scienti•c
and technical contributions. In any case, multiple pointers to the Annexes are also provided
in the corresponding sections for those readers interested in further theoretical details and
practical technicalities.
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1. Deliverable Scope and Structure
This deliverable describes a general methodology to design and implement Adversarial Risk
Analysis (ARA) models to address Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) problems. It also
provides an outline of requirements to devise tools implementing this model in practical settings.
The proposed solution described in this document builds on requirements and knowledge
produced in WPs 1, 2 and 3. Likewise, this methodology stems from the outcomes of deliverables D5.1—Basic Models for Security Risk Analysis and D5.2—Case Studies in Security
Risk Analysis. Such documents considered basic application settings and suggested the
need for the general approach presented here to tackle more complex scenarios.
This document is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed methodology to build general ARA models and to address complex scenarios related to CIP problems. First, we brie•y describe typical layouts and conditions de•ning these problems.
They include structural aspects (like the existence of single or multiple objectives) as well
as behavioural aspects of participants (such as coordination among attackers or defenders).
Then, we outline the main steps to implement the proposed methodology, highlighting novel
contributions and their impact to address emerging and future threats in different contexts.
In Section 3 we summarise the main results and assessments obtained from the application
of ARA models to address CIP problems in speci•c application domains, incorporating more
advanced requirements.
Besides, we include several Annexes presenting in full detail the core elements of this
general ARA methodology and its application to two case studies: ANNEX1 describes the
modelling of CIP problems with multiple defenders and multiple attackers. ANNEX2 introduces the elements to model advanced strategic approaches that can be adopted by attackers. ANNEX3 provides additional details about Biagent In•uence Diagrams (BAID), a
graphical approach that help us formalised this type of problems. Finally, the two case studies concerning a cross-domain problem (Oil & Gas sector and cybersecurity) and a railway
network in south Spain are developed in ANNEX4 and ANNEX5, respectively.
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2. General Adversarial Risk Analysis Models
D5.3 describes a risk analysis methodology for security resource allocation in general CIP
problems, involving complex interactions between participants. In these scenarios, one or
multiple defenders will try to protect the utility of components of the critical infrastructure
from multiple threats created by one or several adversaries, called attackers. The general
risk analysis models derived from this methodology will let us formalise the characteristics
of the critical infrastructure and the agents involved in the problem, as well as a variety of
conditions that may exert a direct impact on their decision-making processes to achieve their
respective goals.
The rationale for the design of this generalised risk analysis methodology stems from the
previous work conducted in this WP, which was described in deliverables D5.1 and D5.2. In
D5.1, •ve template models were presented to illustrate the application of simple risk analysis
models to the resolution of security policy making problems. These models were founded on
the ARA theoretical framework. For each model, we included a simple motivating example
and a basic numerical illustration.
In turn, these basic models can be adopted as baseline building blocks to formalise and
solve more general CIP risk analysis problems in different application domains, as it was
illustrated in D5.2. In it, problems related to the airport (D1.3—Airport Requirements nal
version, from WP1) and metro (D3.3—Urban Public Transport Requirements nal version,
from WP3) case studies were formulated. Likewise, we also outlined the solution for the grid
case study (D2.3—National Grid Requirements nal version, from WP2). We used the ARA
framework, adapting the basic templates as required to deal with the speci•c features and
the inherent complexity of such case studies.
The proposed models could be applicable to other CIP problems with similar features
or underlying structures. However, the case studies considered in D5.2 evidenced a number of modelling issues that would always imply the adaptation of this basic methodology
to deal with the particular traits or structural features of new case studies. As a result, this
caveat suggested us the need to create a generalised methodology, also founded on the
ARA framework, that could be •exible enough as to accommodate more complex requirements in real-world scenarios. Additionally, this general methodology will be better suited
to deal with any future emerging threat that might not have been initially considered in the
de•nition and characterisation of the various problem scenarios.
Therefore, we brie•y describe in this section our work to de•ne a general ARA methodology to formalise and solve complex CIP problems. This methodology allows for more general
conditions, such as more complex structures, advanced strategies adopted by participants
or coordinated actions of attackers and/or defenders, that were not previously considered in
our previous work. First, we break down the additional assumptions and conditions that can
be incorporated in this generalised methodology for the resolution and assessment of CIP
problems. Further details about this work can be found in ANNEX1, ANNEX2 and ANNEX3.
Then, we detail the necessary steps to follow this methodology for the creation of models
that can be applied to particular case studies.
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2.1

Critical Infrastructure Protection problems

The goal of the taxonomy presented in this section is to offer a general picture of the different
options and dimensions that can be considered in the formalisation of CIP problems. These
options can exert an in•uence on how the different components of the CIP problem are
modelled and interpreted in the ARA framework.
Topology and structure of the CIP
The •rst dimension to consider in the de•nition and formalisation of the CIP problem is
the existence of any topological or structural characteristics of the underlying infrastructure
that may be worth considering to create a model that better re•ects the real situation to be
assessed. In this case, the different options are:
• No spatial or network structure: The targets or components of the infrastructure
neither have relevant physical or functional relationships among them nor they rely
structurally on each other. Then, two possible alternatives can be considered:
– Single location: We model the CI as a single location threaten by attackers. For
instance, this corresponds to the case of the ATC Tower presented in Section 2 of
D5.2.
– Multiple locations: The CI is modelled as multiple locations which are not linked
or related in any particular way among each other. For example, this pertains to
the metro case study summarised in Section 3 of D5.2.
• Spatial structure: We considered the CI as composed of several targets which rely
structurally on each other, so that an attack on one of such locations may increase the
vulnerability of others depending on it. This alternative corresponds to the case of an
urban space divided in neighbourhoods outlined in ANNEX5 of D5.1.
• Network structure: In this case, the underlying infrastructure is modelled as a network
composed of nodes and links connecting them. Then, different approaches can be
adopted, depending on where the value to be defended resides:
– Network with values at nodes only : In some network problems, value is only
attained at nodes. A typical example could be an underground transport system,
where the value for different types of attackers is located only at the stations, as
explained in Section 3 of D5.2.
– Network with values at nodes and links: This is a generalisation of the previous
case, in which value can be also encountered at links. Therefore, any attack or
threat on one element may get transferred further to one or several other elements
in the system, due to existing linkages. The work to address this advanced case
is developed in complete detail in ANNEX4 of this deliverable.
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• Parallel systems: The entire system is threatened only when all of its elements have
been compromised. For instance, parallel computing systems typically consist of multiple nodes that perform similar operations. Among other bene•ts (like reducing execution time or load-balancing), these topologies can support failures in one or several
nodes without compromising the entire system. ANNEX5 develops a complete case
study on cybersecurity, in the context of the Oil & Gas business sector, considering this
alternative.
Characterisation of defenders in CIP
• Single defender: In this case, the CI is protected by a single defender, as it occurs in
all cases described in deliverables D5.1 and D5.2.
• Multiple defenders: ANNEX1 develops the case of multiple defenders who protect the
CI, with two possible alternatives regarding the cooperation among them:
– Multiple uncoordinated defenders: In this case, there is no coordination at all
among defenders to protect the CI. It may be the case that each defender protects
their own premises or locations, or that they all defend the same site or component. In ANNEX1, we provide details of such approach focusing on the case, in
which the defenders •rst implement their actions and, then, the attacker, having
observed them, performs his attack, which we called Sequential Defend-Attack
problems.
– Multiple coordinated defenders: Here, there exists a certain degree of coordination among all the defenders, usually in the form of resource sharing (technical or
human resources, tactics, intelligence, etc.). As an example, we can consider the
protection of an underground transport system against several threats, as speci•ed in WP3, in which several private and (local, regional or national) government
security bodies could be involved, sharing duties and responsibilities. An interesting issue here is to discern which bene•ts (if any) may the defenders obtain when
coordinating their actions and sharing their resources, compared to the case in
which they act uncoordinately. Further details about this work can be found in
ANNEX1.
Besides the number and coordinated action of defenders, another dimension that can
be considered in ARA models is the adoption of distinct defensive strategies, including: preventive strategies to minimise threats; recovery plans to minimise the impact
of potential attacks; insurance plans to recover from potential losses, the use of false
targets to confound attackers; separation of underlying system elements to reduce coupling and dependencies; addition of redundant components to improve resiliency and
availability; the adoption of multilevel defence strategies, or the launch of preventive
strikes to undermine the capacity and resources of potential attackers. Some of these
strategies have been considered in examples and case studies previously presented
in deliverables D5.1 and D5.2.
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Characterisation of attackers in CIP
• Single attacker: In this case, the CI is threatened by a single attacker, as it occurs in
most of the cases described in deliverables D5.1 and D5.2.
• Multiple attackers: In this type of problems, an organisation needs to protect from
multiple threats.
– Multiple uncoordinated attackers: We assume that the relevant multiple threats
are uncoordinated, in the sense that different attackers do not make a common
cause, although the outcome of different types of attacks might affect each other
(see ANNEX1 for additional details).
– Multiple coordinated attackers: The main difference with respect to the previous
uncoordinated case is that the attackers will coordinately make their attacking
decisions, as they are interested in common targets (again, see ANNEX1 for additional details).
Rationality level of agents
Inside the ARA framework, risks are derived from intentional actions of adversaries. Then,
the analysis supports one of the decision-makers, who must forecast the actions of other
agents. Typically, this forecast takes into account random consequences resulting from the
set of selected actions. Therefore, to solve the problem we must model the behaviour of
opponents, which entails strategic thinking.
ANNEX2 provides additional details about the work carried out to identify relevant options
to model the strategic thinking of opponents in the proposed ARA (specially, in the generalised version which is the main focus of this deliverable). The different available options
can be summarised as follows. Of course, combinations of different opponent models in the
same CIP problem can also be considered.
• Non-strategic participants: The defender considers that the attacker does not follow
a strategy, and thus acts randomly. Based on past data and/or expert opinion, the defender will elicit beliefs about the decision made by the attacker and deploy preventive
measures, consequently.
• Participants seeking Nash equilibrium: In this case, the attacker and the defender
are considered to have confronted each other many times before, and consequently
they can anticipate their preferences, as well as the probabilities that the opponent
selects speci•c actions according to them. We then compute the corresponding Nash
equilibrium for each possible random scenario, which leads us to obtain the optimal
actions that would be chosen by the attacker and their associated uncertainty. This
result can be used to inform the decision-making process of the defender.
• Participants with level-k thinking capacity: In this alternative, the defender assumes
that the attacker will select his action based upon a chain of reasoning of the form “I
know that she knows that I know...”. The depth of this chain of reasoning may be of k
levels, depending on how sophisticated the defender believes the attacker to be. For
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example, if the defender is non-strategic, then she is a level-0 thinker and chooses
randomly. If she chooses her action by assuming that the attacker is non-strategic,
then she is a level-1 thinker. A level-2 defender assumes that the attacker is a level-1
thinker, who assumes she is a level-0 thinker, and so forth.
• Participants seeking mirror equilibria: As implied above, level-k thinking can lead
to an in•nite regress. However, we can overcome this problem if we assume that the
defender has some information (represented by probability distributions) to model her
own beliefs about the attacker intentions, along with information about the attacker
beliefs regarding the defensive strategies. In that situation, the defender is able to
develop a probabilistic model to predict the attacker’s actions (further details about this
approach can be found in ANNEX2).
• Prospect maximising opponents: There is abundant evidence showing that humans
often make choices that do not maximise expected utility, but other type of individual or
group prospects. In ANNEX2, we explain how to perform an ARA when the opponent
maximises prospect functions, using prospect theory Wakker (2010).

2.2

Methodology outline

The main contribution reported in this document is the design and speci•cation of a general
ARA methodology suitable for capturing complex structural traits and behavioural patterns
of agents involved in CIP problems.

Figure 1: Overview of the main steps in the general ARA methodology for CIP.

Figure 1 shows the sequential procedure to follow this general ARA methodology to
model complex CIP problems, comprising the following steps:
1. Analyse the structure and characteristics of the underlying infrastructure: The •rst step
in our general methodology is to identify any relevant structural patterns and attributes
describing the underlying infrastructure to be protected. As we have seen in the previous section, this includes identifying a single or multiple locations to be defended, any
spatial or structural dependencies (such as a network structure) and de•ning which
structural elements (e.g. nodes or links in a network) are valuable.
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2. Evaluate and model defensive agents and strategies: After modelling the underlying
infrastructure, the next step is to identify the number of defensive agents involved in the
problem (single or multiple), as well as their likely defensive strategies. This includes
the identi•cation of any coordinated strategies (for example, to defend a common valuable asset), as well as de•ning a probabilistic model that re•ects the defender’s choices
regarding each possible protective measure to be adopted. In the same way, the model
can also accommodate more advanced rationality behaviours of defenders for whom
we may assume the capacity of anticipating their attack intentions (as we already introduced in Section 2.1 above).
3. Assess and model attackers and their likely strategies: Like in the previous step, in
this case we model the number of attacking agents (single or multiple), the options for
coordinated actions against common targets, along with a probabilistic model to re•ect
the likely preferences of attackers to choose among their available strategies. Likewise,
we can also assign more advance rationality levels to an attacker that may anticipate
preventive measures deployed by the defender.
4. Obtain the optimal attack options for opponents: Once the initial set up of our model
is completed, it is time to solve the ARA problem. To this aim, we select the most adequate template to model each attacker and site, include any additional uncertainties
to better re•ect the complexities of the real world scenario to be addressed and de•ne any resource allocation constraints for the defender and the attacker. Finally, we
assign the objectives and utilities for the defender and the attacker, which de•ne their
respective goals and steer their behaviour in the model.
With these inputs, we can now solve the associated probabilistic model using Monte
Carlo simulation to forecast the likely actions that will be pursued by the attacker (random optimal attack ).
5. Recommend best defensive options to counteract the attack : The results from the
previous sections will serve as an input for this •nal step. Once we have calculated
the most likely actions that the attacker will perform, considering the characteristics
and restrictions included in the ARA model, we can now assess the best strategies to
be adopted by the defender to countermeasure the attack and attain optimal resource
allocation.
Once we obtain this initial result, it is advisable to perform a sensitivity analysis to
better re•ect the uncertainty associated to such results when reporting to the decisionmakers. As well, we can also consider the alternative of sharing risks among defenders
to further optimise the utilisation of available resources.
Thus, the main contributions of this general ARA model to solve more complex CIP problems can be summarised as follows.
• Coordination among multiple attackers and multiple defenders: As previously presented, one of the main advantages of this general ARA methodology is to allow for
the explicit consideration of coordinated actions among defenders or attackers, who
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may decide to joint efforts on common goals or targets. ANNEX1 summarises the different available options and outlines algorithms to simulate these kind of problems in
probabilistic computational models.
• Considering advanced rationality types for attackers and defenders: A contribution of key importance to address complex CIP problems is to integrate advanced
strategic approaches that may be adopted by agents involved in the scenario, who try
to anticipate the opponents decisions and their impact on their own plans, as shown
above. In particular, the defender must account for some level of uncertainty about
the decisions made by the attacker and also model the attacker’s beliefs about defensive measures and strategies. Further details about this approach can be found in
ANNEX2.
• Allowing for more general interactions among different agents: ARA is a decisionmaking methodology derived from in•uence diagrams Shachter (1986), a graphic representation to formalise the problem to be solved, in which we depict the different
elements involved in the scenario and their relationships: agents, decisions, utilities
and uncertain outcomes (e.g. the result of an hypothetical attack). The basic ARA
models described in D5.1 and D5.2 can be generalised to allow for multiple dependencies between decisions taken by agents in the model and their consequences, using a
more elaborated version of in•uence diagrams known as Biagent In•uence Diagrams
(BAID). ANNEX3 provides further details about this approach, as well as an example
to illustrate its application.

2.3

Implementation guidelines

In order to be able to use the ARA methodology, present and discuss their inputs and output
results with the stakeholders, as well as enable them to interact with the models, a more
friendly interface seemed advisable. Therefore, the SECONOMICS Tool was implemented in
WP8, whose integrated Tool framework was described in D8.4. The ARA models developed
for the case studies in WPs 1 and 3 were implemented in Matlab and integrated within the
SECONOMICS Tool. The Tool enables the user to enter the model parameters in a very
intuitive way, presenting the obtained results in a graphical way together with a brief text
description. In spite of the fact that modifying the model parameters is a straightforward
task, adapting the models to arbitrary scenarios is a tougher process which would require
a deep understanding of such models. The Tool, together with the integrated models, were
evaluated at the SECONOMICS summit.
To conclude this section, we suggest a computational architecture to implement ARA
models, that are structured in the project’s Toolkit developed in WP8, following the general
methodology proposed in this document. The Matlab code implementing all calculations
underpinning this tool is also provided. The proposed architecture is composed of •ve main
modules, see Figure 2, featuring the following functionalities:
• Problem space: We need to specify the relevant characteristics of the adversarial
problem. Speci•cally, we need to de•ne: (1) The problem topology, typically one
among those discussed in Section 2.1; (2) Which ARA model will be used to address
D5.3 - General Methods for Security Risk Analysis | version 2.0 | page 13/108

Figure 2: Proposed computational architecture to implement ARA models following the proposed
general methodology.

the adversarial problem, either one of the basic templates or a more general model;
and (3) The type and number of resources available to the defender, including their
associated costs.
• Attacker model: In this module, we de•ne the relevant quantities associated with the
attacker’s problem, such as objectives, probabilities, preferences and possible attacking strategies.
• Defender model: Here, we specify all quantities de•ning the defender’s problem, such
as probabilities, costs, consequences, preferences and utilities. Some of these inputs
will come from the simulation of the attacker’s problem, which must be speci•ed, as
well. Different defence strategies should also be selected and speci•ed at this stage.
• Model solver. This is the central module, which will take the models for the underlying
infrastructure, the attacker’s problem and the defender’s problem from the three previous modules, and will carry out the computational simulations to solve the probabilistic
model. The results will be the optimal solution for the attacker’s problem, and the optimal strategies and actions for the associated defender’s problem, to counterbalance
the attack.
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• Link to Graphical Interface (Toolkit). This module will provide the output to the Graphical Interface in the Toolkit developed in WP8, summarising the results and •ndings of
the model, including numerical, graphical and textual information. This will facilitate the
interpretation of these results by stakeholders and decision-makers.
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3. Case Studies
In this section we offer a brief summary of the results and assessments derived from the
application of ARA models to the resolution of different case studies representing a variety
of CIP problems:
• The •rst two cases were solved in D5.2, using the basic ARA template models with
ad-hoc modi•cations to address their peculiarities. As a result, the need for a general
ARA model allowing the consideration of more general characteristics and problem
conditions was clearly identi•ed.
• The last two cases present the application of the generalised ARA model to examples
in a cross-domain application and cybersecurity. These results illustrate implications of
future and emerging threats that can be considered and modelled with this generalised
approach. See ANNEX4 and ANNEX5 for further technical details about the work
carried out in this regard.
Due to available time and resource constraints in the project, and given that the WP2
case study is strongly oriented to public policy aspects, the ARA case studies focus on
those of WPs 1 and 3. Besides, the cross-domain case study features a unique combination
of modelling requirements that makes it specially suitable to illustrate the capabilities of this
general ARA methodology to address complex scenarios.

3.1

Airport case study

The •rst study presented in D5.2 illustrated the problem of protecting the ATC Tower of a
small international airport from the assault of attackers who aim at hijacking the of•cers. The
detailed requirements for this scenario were provided in D1.3 and D1.4—Model Validation.
The resolution of this problem was modelled using the Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend
template introduced in Section 3.4 of D5.1. In this case, this template was applicable because we are considering the case of protecting the ATC Tower with defensive measures
and then, in the event of a successful attack, we assume that a special unit of national authorities will be immediately called to take over the situation and try to reestablish the control
of premises and liberating the personnel as soon as possible.
In this case, it was possible to •nd an optimal solution with the defender’s problem within
the available budget using modest computing resources (a complete summary of numerical
results is available in Section 2.3 of D5.2). In addition, the model provides valuable insights
about the likely strategies that could be followed by attackers, especially that they may tend to
be cautious when additional protective measures are deployed, thus refusing to launch and
attack or sending at most a single agent. However, we had to expand the basic Sequential
Defend-Attack-Defend template to accommodate the additional complexities of this example,
in particular:
• Modelling additional sources of uncertainty, as it would not be credible that the defender has precise information in advance about relevant factors such as the number
of attackers, possible casualties or the total costs on the defender’s side after an attack.
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• The problem has a multiattribute nature, in that multiple relevant consequences of various types had to be considered, including economic, social (in extreme cases, even
loss of human lives) and image consequences.
• In this example, the defender’s decision to deploy additional protective measures was
considered as •xed (deterministic) to simulate possible prospective scenarios. The
model could be expanded to consider some uncertainty on the attacker’s side when
evaluating this decision.
The general ARA framework presented in Section 2.2 can integrate all these additional
features in a more elaborated model.

3.2

Transport case study

The metro case study was speci•ed in D3.3 and D3.4—Model Validation. This is an interesting example with two additional sources of complexity beyond the basic models: authorities
must deal with more than one threat, and several premises can be affect by such threats. In
this case the approach to solve this problem was to follow an incremental modelling:
• First solve the problem for one threat (unorganised fare evaders) and one location
(single metro station).
• Then, repeat the model with a group of organised fare evaders in a single location.
• We join these two models, considering the case of both unorganised and organised
fare evaders in one station.
• Finally, we expand the model to consider more than one threat (fare evaders and pickpockets) in a single station, and then extend this case for multiple stations.
Section 3 in D5.2 presents a complete summary of the setup of all aforementioned models, along with some numerical results. Further details for the •nal complex model can also
be found in ANNEX3 of D5.2. In this example, the basic Sequential Defend-Attack template
introduced in D5.1 was utilised to solve the problem. However, like in the previous case it
had to be expanded to accommodate additional sources of complexity in this real case:
• The single uncertainty considered in the basic template is the result of the attack.
Nonetheless, in real-world scenarios like this we must take into account additional
factors, such as the •ne imposed for fare evasion, the proportion of organised groups
of fare evaders, and the potential dissuasive effect of protective measures deployed by
the defender.
• Moreover, the basic template only allows us to consider a single threat, whereas in
this case the ideal approach is to combine the two possible threats (fare evaders and
pickpockets) in a single model.
• Finally, instead of considered a single location at risk, it is more desirable (and realistic)
to take into account the simultaneous risk posed at different locations.
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All these limitations can be addressed in a straightforward manner with the general ARA
methodology proposed in this document. As a result, we can directly apply a model that
can manage all these intricacies from the start, avoiding the need to implement ad-hoc
expansions of the basic templates to tackle more advanced scenarios.

3.3

Cross-domain case study

In this example, we illustrate the applicability of the proposed general ARA methodology to
directly solve complex CIP problems. The cross-domain case study presented in this example involves two apparently unrelated domains: the fossil fuel industry and cybersecurity.
Over the past years, the oil and gas (O&G) industry has progressively incorporated operational technology (OT) solutions, especially for the automation and control of offshore
drilling premises. The bene•ts from the integration of OT and IT infrastructures in this business domain are clear, including the centralisation of oversight and decision-making processes, automating former manual mechanical activities, improving monitoring and telecommand with better, near real-time sensors and, as a result, global performance optimisation
in their activities.
However, due to the gradual introduction of computational and networking resources
these infrastructures has also become a very attractive target for cyber-attackers Shauk
(2013), motivated by important economical and strategic interests that are at stake in this
domain. ANNEX5 provides a detailed description of the many challenges faced by cybersecurity systems, as well as different methodologies to address them from distinct disciplines.
In this example, we illustrate the application of our general ARA methodology to tackle this
speci•c problem, putting special emphasis on the innovative contributions of this approach
to guide evidence-based decision-making processes.
We present here an overview of the •ve different steps for the application of the general
ARA methodology, introduced in Section 2.2. More complete details about this particular
case study can be found in ANNEX5. In this example, the scope of the model is an assessment activity previous to the attack, providing assessment to underpinning incident handling
plans.
In the •rst step, we model the spatial or structural characteristics de•ning the CI to be
protected. In this case, the infrastructure is considered to be a single offshore drilling installation, in which OT and IT have already been deployed. Regarding the second step, we
assume a single defender who will always be capable of detecting the attack, and will always
respond to it. On the other side (step 3 in our methodology), the attacker do not represent
a speci•c individual, but a generalisation of potential criminal organisations that represent
business-oriented threats, guided mostly by monetary incentives. It is assumed that the
attacker can commit a single attack, with several direct consequences for the CI to be defended, as well as several subsidiary consequences for the defender’s goals depending on
the risk treatment strategy that is •nally selected. The combination of all these factors de•ne
the defender and attacker utility functions, that they will seek to maximise.
The •exibility of the proposed general ARA methodology allows us to consider, from
the defender’s point of view, all decisions that will be taken by the attacker as uncertain
choices, which we can represent using a probabilistic model (e.g. based on information
about previous attacks or input from experts in cybersecurity). The model is also general
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enough as to consider a longer sequence of attack and defensive actions intertwined among
each other, should that be a case of interest in the future. We refer readers interested in the
complete details describing the de•nition of the ARA model to consult ANNEX5 for additional
information.
Finally, once the set up of the model is •nished, we can proceed with steps 4 and 5
in the proposed methodology. We then solve the defender’s problem by •rst simulating
the attacker’s problem to evaluate the likely attack actions that may be selected and their
possible consequences. This input is then used to conclude the best recommendations to
optimise the defender’s protective plans. Again, the complete list of tables summarising the
numerical results for this case study can be found in ANNEX5. The resulting assessments
concerning the defender’s strategy can be summarised as follows:
• The attacker decision will be strongly in•uenced by the defender’s strategy. The attackers are more likely to commit an attack if they think the defender will accept the risk
(assuming all possible consequences of the attack) instead of sharing the risk (buying
insurance) or avoiding the risk at all (stop drilling operations). In general, perpetrating
an attack is more attractive in case the attacker strongly believes that the defender is
going to accept the risk or is going to continue drilling.
• If the defender thinks an attack will happen, then she would prefer sharing the risk (with
an insurance service) and stop drilling after the incident. In case she believes that there
will be no attack, she should accept the risk and continue drilling to maximise her utility.
Accepting the risk in case of no attack is better than sharing the risk, but accepting the
risk in case of attack is worse for the defender’s interests.
In the near future, it is very likely that cyber-attackers will soon target several fuel production premises simultaneously. The motivations for these attacks may vary from undermining
production capacity to accessing sensitive data or strategic information that other malicious
agents with interest in this market could use in their own bene•t. In response to these new
emerging risks, the generalised ARA methodology presented here can provide a invaluable
tool to address this challenge, as it can seamlessly incorporate complex structural features
and dependencies characterising the underlying CI, as we brie•y show in the following section.

3.4

Addressing future and emerging threats

National security, and more speci•cally the oversight of critical infrastructures such as transport, power grids or telecommunication networks has been a key concern for governments
and organisations around the world. Among all possible risks that may affect these infrastructures, terrorist attacks constitute one of the most worrisome threats for national and
federal authorities. An important consequence derived from this serious concern has been
to improve national security plans, including signi•cant investments in protective responses
Haberfeld and von Hassell (2009).
This CIP problem represents a paradigmatic example of scenarios in which new risks
and threats may emerge in due course. Therefore, authorities and organisations in charge of
national security must be prepared to address these challenges. The general ARA methodology that we have introduced in Section 2.2 offers an adaptive and •exible tool to model
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this kind of situations, providing valuable assessment to optimise the allocation of resources
to prevent possible threats while minimising costs for organisations implicated in the deployment of the defensive plan.
In this case study, we consider the protection of the southwest section of the Spanish
railway system against terrorist threats. Recent intelligence reports have alerted about the
activation of a dormant cell established in Seville, integrated within the city for years without
raising suspicion. In this regard, several Al-Qaeda members have been arrested in southern
Spanish towns over the last years (BBC News Europe, 2011, 2012; New York Post, 2014). In
this example, we consider the case in which terrorists intend to launch an attack in summer
against the railway system and its users, taking advantage of large population •ows during
the vacation period along the Andalusian coast.
We summarise here the application of the general ARA methodology for this case study.
As we showed in Figure 1, the •rst step is to study the spatial and structural characteristics
of our problem scenario. Figure 3 depicts the section of the Spanish railway system considered for this case study. Figure 3a represents the actual map of the railway subnetwork
that will be the setting for our CIP problem, whereas Figure 3b provides a more schematic
representation for it. In this scheme, stations are represented as N, routes as r and critical
points to be protected as s. More precisely, the following sensitive areas are considered:
s131 represents Puente Genil’s viaduct in the Córdoba-Málaga route; s132 represents a
tunnel in Antequera within the Córdoba-Málaga route, and s451 stands for another tunnel in
Jerez de la Frontera, along the Seville-Cádiz route.

N2
Huelva

N1
Córdoba

r14

r24

N4
s131
r13

Seville
s451

r45

Cádiz
N5

(a) Network map.

s132

N3

Málaga

(b) Network scheme.

Figure 3: Railway network for the case study.

The second step is to proceed with the evaluation of possible defensive strategies. The
railway operator is a public company attached to the Spanish Ministry of Public Works, and
it is responsible for the management and security of the infrastructure. It must follow a
security budget that can be assigned to the allocation of defensive resources along the
network, according to certain constraints. Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of
available security measures, along with their estimated unit costs. For the security staff, we
have provided their unit monthly gross salaries. Further details in this regard can be found
in ANNEX4.
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Table 1: Deployment and type of security measures

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7

Measure
Metal detector
CCTV camera
Lamp posts
Fence units
Security guard
Detection dog
Helicopter

Station
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Track
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Critical points
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Type
Static
Static
Static
Static
Mobile
Mobile
Mobile

Unit costs (e)
6,500
650
3,000
4,200
2,600
800
90,000

Mobile defensive measures can be used for recovery purposes in the event of a successful attack. By ’recovery purposes’ we mean solely the detention of terrorists, thus not
considering those protocols that the government and the railway operator should carry out
after an attack. We shall typically use Monte Carlo methods to carry out the computations
needed to solve the defender’s problem.
The third step is to characterise possible attack strategies. Initially, terrorists could attack
any point in the network, trying to generate chaos, damage network elements and cause
the largest number of casualties. Attacks against railway targets entailing large number of
casualties have taken place all over the world since the beginning of the 21st century, as
shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Terrorist attacks on rail transport. Source: Haberfeld and von Hassell (2009).

Date
2001/8/1
2004/3/11
2005/7/7
2006/7/11
2007/2/17

Country
Angola
Madrid, Spain
London, UK
Mumbai, India
Pakistan

Casualties
> 250
> 190
> 50
> 180
> 60

However, to simplify this example we consider that the attacker’s strategy can only comprise several options, summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Type of attacks and their consequences

Attack
Description
a1
Bomb in station
a2
Bomb in train (station)
a3
Bomb en route
a4
WMD in train

Lives
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Fixed assets
Yes
Yes
Yes
—

Station Train
Yes
—
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
—
—

Reputation
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Finally, we can solve the adversarial problem dealing with the defender’s problem, moving
to the attacker’s problem when required to calculate the information about his probabilities
and preferences that will be used as an input for the defender’s problem model. This corresponds to steps 4 and 5 in our general ARA methodology. To perform these simulations,
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we must consider all pairs of feasible combinations—those ful•lling the resource allocation constraints—and the attack strategies described in full detail in ANNEX4. Should too
many combinations need to be considered, we could rely on alternative implementations, as
e.g. genetic algorithms, see Goldberg (1989).
In this way, we have demonstrated how this general ARA methodology can address future
and emerging threats applied to the speci•c domain of national security, choosing the best
protective strategies against terrorist attacks who target a railway network. In this case, the
defender’s aims are: (a) Deter terrorists; (b) Minimise their chances of succeeding in their
attack; and (c) Reduce as much as possible the impact of a hypothetically successful attack.
Likewise, additional complications could also be incorporated to this procedure, in order to consider additional threatening dimensions. For instance, in this example we have
explicitly disregarded possible cascading effects resulting from terrorist actions, since we
have considered that the impact on one target will not propagate along the network. However, in other types of CIP protection scenarios (e.g. communication or energy networks),
these conditions may not hold and we could apply more general approaches to address this
complexity, as suggested in Salmeron et al. (2004) or Holmgren (2006).
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4. Conclusions
In this deliverable we have presented a generalised ARA methodology to create models that
better re•ect the characteristics and traits found in real-world CIP problems. This general
methodology is derived from conclusions of the application of the basic ARA templates, introduced in D5.1, to solve the case studies presented in D5.2. The complex requirements
exhibited by these case studies, compiled in WP1, WP2 and WP3, demanded an ad-hoc expansion of the basic ARA templates to accommodate certain advanced conditions (like multiple uncertain factors, multiple threats to be considered simultaneously or multiple premises
to be protected from threats).
As a consequence, the development of this general methodology offers a richer and more
•exible framework to undertake the analysis of CIP problems entailing advanced features,
such as:
• Integrating spatial and structural characteristics of the underlying critical infrastructure
to be modelled, as well as the identi•cation of valuable spots and premises, or redundancy elements to improve resiliency against attacks.
• Consideration of multiple defenders and multiple attackers, who share interest in protecting or damaging the same targets and are willing to coordinate their actions and
share risks.
• Modelling advanced strategic capacities of defenders and attackers, including the capacity to try and anticipate the opponent’s decisions.
Two new case studies introduced in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 show the applicability of this
general methodology to solve CIP problems involving complex scenarios. In the same way,
we illustrate the capabilities of this methodology to address additional emerging threats that
might be identi•ed in future analyses, without implying any disruption or additional modi•cation in the modelling process.
Finally, implementation guidelines are also provided in Section 2.3 to facilitate the development and integration of the proposed model in the software tools created in WP8. Therefore, this general methodology constitutes the main outcome of WP5 for the SECONOMICS
project, paving the way for the assessment of decision-makers facing the challenge of optimising the allocation of available resources for the protection of critical infrastructures in a
wide variety of circumstances.
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Table of acronyms
Acronym

Description

ARA

Adversarial Risk Analysis

APT

Advanced Persistent Threat

ATC

Air Traf•c Control

BAID

Biagent In•uence Diagrams

CCTV

Close Circuit Television

CI

Critical Infrastructure

CIP

Critical Infrastructure Protection

CNI

Critical Network Infrastructure

CS

Control System

IT

Information Technology

MAID

Multi-Agent In•uence Diagrams

O&G

Oil & Gas

OT

Operational Technology

WMD

Weapon of Mass Destruction

Glossary
Attacker (He): A participant willing to perform disruptive actions to damage the utility of
components of a CI.
Critical Network Infrastructure:
connecting the nodes.

A Critical Infrastructure composed of nodes and links

Defender (She): A participant adopting protective measures to preserve the utility of components of a CI, usually constrained by resource allocation restrictions.
In•uence diagram: A formal graphical representation of a decision-making process in a
compact schema, illustrating the agents involved in the process, decisions made by participants, potential outcomes derived from such decisions and utility functions.
Level-k thinking opponent: A participant (attacker or defender) who is assumed to anticipate the strategy that her adversary will adopt to try to ful•l her goals. The k level refers
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to the depth of the strategic plan, i.e. number of attack/defence actions anticipated by such
participant.
Link: In the context of CNI, a link is any physical or functional connection between two
nodes in the network. These connections may or may not have a utility for the defender.
Monte Carlo simulation: A simulation technique to solve probabilistic models, generating
random samples from the target probability distribution that is the outcome of the model in a
computationally ef•cient way.
Nash equilibrium: A formal rule to describe the behaviour of two or more players in a
noncooperative game. In such a context, participants reach Nash equilibrium when each
one knows the optimal strategy of all other players, and none of them can bene•t from
changing their strategy while the other players keep their strategies unaltered.
Node: In the context of CNI, a node is any physical or functional asset connected to other
assets in the infrastructure layout by means of one or more links.
Non-strategic player: A participant in a game who does not perform rational actions
based on a strategic plan. This corresponds to a level-0 thinking opponent.
Optimal CIP: Best strategic combination of defensive decisions that a defender can make
to minimise the damage on the utility of the CI assets, according to resource allocation
restrictions.
Random optimal attack: Best offensive action that an attacker could perpetrate on a CI,
assuming that he does not follow a strategic plan.
Resource allocation constraints: Set of limitations and restrictions that attackers and
defenders must ful•l when using available resources to meet their corresponding goals.
Sequential model: In ARA, a model that considers a strict order and number of actions
performed by participants in a speci•c scenario.
Strategic player: A participant in a game who performs rational actions according to a
preconceived strategic plan. This corresponds to a level-k thinking opponent.
Threat: Any risk represented for the utility of any component in a CI, generated as a result
of disrupting actions that may be undertaken by an attacker.
Utility (function):
model.

The value of components of a CI as perceived by participants in an ARA
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Introduction to the General Methods for Security Risk Analysis Papers
In D5.31 we provide a risk analysis methodology for security resource allocation in general critical
infrastructure protection (CIP) problems, with complex interactions between the intervening participants, who aim at adversarial objectives. We provide security prescriptions for one or more of the
participants, generally called (She) the Defender, in their effort to defend themselves against multiple
threats created by the adversaries called (He) the Attacker. Part of these attackers may coordinate
their actions to attain better results. We consider that valuable targets may be distributed across various locations. Both the defenders and the attackers may dynamically reallocate, if necessary, part of
their resources over different targets. We further assume that all participants have limited resources
and are subject to other general constraints as e.g. political, economical, logistic, legal, etc.
The methodology developed in D5.3 can be regarded as a generalisation of that introduced in
D5.1 and D5.2. D5.1 provided •ve Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA) templates for security policy
making. For each model, we included a simple motivating example and a basic numerical illustration.
Those models were suggested as basic building blocks for general CIP risk analysis problems, as
illustrated in D5.2. We formulated there several incumbent problems of the airport and metro case
studies, from WP1 and WP3, respectively, also outlying the solution for the grid case study in WP2.
We used the ARA framework, adapting the basic templates as required to deal with the speci•c
features and the inherent complexity of such case studies. The proposed methodologies could be
applicable to other CIP problems with similar features and/or underlying structures. However, such
case studies suggested a number of issues that require generalisations. Furthermore, the models
developed are •exible enough to allow their extendability to cope with future and emerging threats as
e.g., the occurrence of cyberattacks in the airport domain or in the Gas & Oil sector. Such extensions
would possibly require additional modelling advancements to support potentially novel features in
the model as, e.g., the assessment of certain parameters, probabilities, preferences or defence and
attack strategies.
In essence, as described in the deliverable body, the general approach proposed here consists
of deploying one of the previous models over each of the targets within the critical infrastructure,
relating them through resource constraints and value aggregation. From a procedural point of view,
the methodology depicted graphically in the deliverable body could be implemented according to the
following steps:
1. Problem structure.
i. Choose the underlying CIP topological structure.
ii. Determine the number of defenders and their eventual coordination.
iii. Determine the defensive strategies available.
iv. Determine the number of attackers, their rationality and eventual coordination.
v. Determine the relevant ARA template model for each attacker and site.
vi. Expand each of the templates for additional uncertainties.
vii. De•ne resource constraints for the Defender(s) and the Attacker(s).
1
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2. Problem assessments.
i. Assess the Defender’s objectives, probabilities and utilities.
ii. Assess the Attacker’s objectives, (random) probabilities and (random) utilities.
3. Problem evaluation
i. Simulate from the Attacker’s problem to forecast his actions.
ii. Optimise the Defender’s problem to obtain the optimal resource allocation.
iii. Perform sensitivity analysis.
iv. If necessary, share risks among defenders.
The general methodology required the following developments outlined in the •rst three appendices:
• Annex 1. Enhancement of Sequential Defend-Attack Models. Considers the possibility that
several Attackers (with various degrees of coordination) and/or several Defenders (also with
various degrees of coordination) and/or several targets (with various topological layouts) are
present in the CIP problem at hand. We deal with each of these issues one at a time, stemming
from the basic sequential Defend-Attack template. Combinations of the three themes are based
on the previous ideas.
• Annex 2. Modelling Opponents in Adversarial Risk Analysis. Considers that the Attackers may
have a different rationality to that entailed by the expected utility paradigm. We consider random
attackers, Nash equilibria seeking attackers, level-k thinkers, mirror equilibria seeking attackers
and prospect maximisers. We also consider uncertainty about such paradigms through a model
mixture approach. We use the basic simultaneous Defend-Attack template as starting point.
• Annex 3. Adversarial Risk Analysis for Biagent In uence Diagrams. Considers that the Attackers and Defenders engage in much more involved interactions than those in the •ve basic
templates, possibly across several time periods. We de•ne a class of general interactions
through Biagent In•uence Diagrams and describe how to handle such problems, using relevance concepts and showing that, indeed as forecasted in Deliverables 5.1 and 5.2, we may
use our •ve templates as basic bricks for general security risk models.
The outlined methodology is then tested in two additional annexes which complete the range of case
studies from Deliverable 5.2.
• Annex 4. Optimal CIP with Network Structure The general methodology is applied to a problem
with network structure, speci•cally to railway counterterrorism. The elements to be protected
are nodes, links and what we call link hotspots. Different types of resources and ARA models
are used at different elements. Beyond illustrating the feasibility of the general methodology,
we deal with a major threat for an essential public infrastructure and we show how to deal with
networked infrastructures as in WP2.
• Annex 5. A Graphical Adversarial Risk Analysis Model for Oil & Gas Cybersecurity. The general methodology is applied to a cybercontrolled critical infrastructure. Several defense stages
(including insurance) and several attackers are considered. Beyond illustrating the feasibility
of the general methodology, we address important threats over critical infrastructures for the
Oil & Gas energy sector, which entails unusual settings and requirements, and illustrate the
multistage and multiattacker aspects of our approach.
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With these, we have provided the suggested general methodology for CIP risk analysis, focusing
on the defence resource allocation strategic-tactical problem. The methodology essentially goes
through three stages of problem structuring, problem assessment and problem evaluation, and aims
at supporting a group of defenders in deciding optimal defences when protecting a CIP against one
or more attackers.
All in all, we have provided an innovative, rigorous and powerful methodology for security resource
allocation in CIP. The methodology nicely integrate with the rest of SECONOMICS technical WPs as
follows:
• WP4 would provide advice about the objectives of Attackers and Defenders in their interaction,
as well as about the Defender concerns and risk perceptions. These would be crucial elements
in the (random) utility model of the Attacker and the utility model of the Defender.
• WP6, of a more strategic nature, would be used to decide the security budget available as well
as an orientation about the effectiveness of various countermeasures.
• WP8 would implement the models developed here, as it already does with the most basic
ones. As described in the deliverable body, we suggest a computational architecture to implement ARA models, that are structured in the project’s Toolkit developed in WP8, following the
general methodology proposed in this document. The proposed architecture is composed of
•ve main modules: (1) Problem space, specifying the relevant characteristics of the adversarial problem; (2) Attacker model, de•ning the relevant quantities associated with the attacker’s
problem; (3) Defender model, similarly for the defender’s problem; (4) Model solver, the central
module, carrying out the computational simulations to solve the probabilistic model; and (5) Link
to Graphical Interface (Toolkit), providing the output to the Graphical Interface in the Toolkit developed in WP8, summarising the results and •ndings of the model. WP5 also contributed
with the tool tuning, specifying and explaining the meaning and suggested values of the model
parameters implemented. WP5 implemented Matlab code for the various models developed
throughout the SECONOMICS project, as e.g. the basic template models introduced in D5.1;
a model for the protection of the ATC Tower in the airport case study; or models for the simultaneous protection against pickpocketing and fare evasion in the metro case study in D5.2.
The cases performed within WP1, WP2 and WP3, and others beyond, show that ARA indeed provide
a powerful and well founded approach for security resource allocation.
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Enhancements of Sequential Defend Attack Models
Adversarial Risk Analysis has been introduced as a framework to deal with risks derived from the
intentional actions of adversaries. The typical use is in security resource allocation. The analysis
supports one of the decision makers, which we designate the Defender, who must forecast the actions of the other agents, taking account of random consequences resulting from the set of selected
actions. Stemming from the basic Sequential Defend-Attack template model, we provide several variations which bring further realism to it. First we consider the case in which the Defender needs to
face several attackers, which might be coordinated or not. We then consider the case in which there
are several Defenders facing a single Attacker. Multiple attacker vs multiple defender problems may
be seen in the light of earlier approaches. Finally, we consider the case in which several targets need
to be protected.

1 Introduction
Recent applications in counterterrorism, cybersecurity, auctions and competitive marketing are driving renewed interest in developing practical tools and theory for analysing the strategic calculation of
intelligent opponents who must act in scenarios with random outcomes. We use the term Adversarial
Risk Analysis (ARA) to describe approaches in which the solution is based upon an explicit Bayesian
model of the capabilities, probabilities and utilities used by the opponent in his analysis. For various
concepts, methods and applications see Ríos Insua et al. (2009), Banks et al. (2011), Ríos and Ríos
Insua (2012), and Rázuri et al. (2013).
The aim is to support one of the players who will use a decision analytic approach to solve her
decision-making problem. To this end, she needs to forecast the actions of the other agents and,
based on her own choice, the outcomes which she and her opponents will receive. This can be
viewed as a Bayesian approach to game theory, and was proposed, non-constructively, by Kadane
and Larkey (1982), Raiffa (1982) and Raiffa et al. (2002). The approach has been criticised by
Harsanyi (1982) and Myerson (1991), among others. From a practical standpoint, the main obstacle
in implementing this approach to con•ict situations has been the lack of explicit mechanisms which
allow the supported decision maker to encode her subjective probabilities about all components in
her opponents’ decision making. In earlier work, we have focused on relatively simple models, which
serve as templates for complex models. Stemming from them, we explore here a number of variations which may bring further model realism: the presence of several attackers and/or several and/or
defenders and/or several targets to be protected.
We choose the Sequential Defend-Attack Model as our initial template, which we outline in Section
2. Then, we address in Section 3 the case in which we need to protect one defender from multiple
attackers. We distinguish between the cases in which the attackers are coordinated or not. We then
consider in Section 4 the case in which several defenders face a single attacker, again distinguishing
between coordinated and uncoordinated defenders. Multiple attacker vs multiple defender problems
may be seen in the light of earlier approaches. We •nally describe in Section 5 the case in which
several targets need to be protected. We end up with a discussion.

2 The Sequential Defend-Attack Model
We start by considering the Sequential Defend-Attack model, to which we shall add complexities in
stages. The Defender •rst chooses a defense and, then, having observed it, the Attacker chooses
an attack. This corresponds to a Stackelberg game, see Aliprantis and Chakrabarti (2000), and have
been studied in detail in the security domain from a classical game-theoretic perspective by Bier and
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Azaiez (2009), and Brown et al. (2006). To simplify the discussion, we assume that the Defender
(she) has a discrete set of possible defenses D = {d1 , d2 , ... , dm } from which she must choose one.
Similarly, the Attacker (he) has his set of possible attacks A = {a1 , a2 , ... , ak } to choose one from.
We shall also simplify the problem by assuming that the only uncertainty deemed relevant is a binary
outcome S ∈ {0, 1} representing the failure or success of the attack. Finally, for both adversaries, the
consequences depend on the success of this attack and their own action.
Figure 1 depicts the problem graphically. On one hand it shows a coupled in•uence diagram,
an in•uence diagram for each participant with a shared uncertain node and a linking arrow. The
in•uence diagram shows explicitly that the uncertainty associated with the success S of an attack
is probabilistically dependent on the actions of both the Attacker and the Defender: S|d , a. Recall
that arcs into a utility node represent functional dependence, see Shachter (1986). Thus, the utility
functions over the consequences for the Defender and the Attacker are, respectively, uD (d , S) and
uA (a, S). The arc in the in•uence diagram from the Defender’s decision node to the Attacker’s re•ects
that the Defender’s choice is observed by the Attacker. We also show a game tree (with only two
actions per adversary: m = k = 2) for the problem, re•ecting its sequential nature. Note that there
are two utility values, for the Attacker and the Defender, at the tree terminal nodes.
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Figure 1: The Sequential Defend-Attack model
We weaken the common knowledge assumption required by the standard game theoretic approach: the Defender does not actually know (pA , uA ), which model the beliefs and preferences of
the Attacker. We consider the Defender’s problem as a standard decision analysis problem: the Defender’s in•uence diagram in Figure 2, no longer has the hexagonal utility node with the Attacker’s
information and his decision node is perceived as random variable. Similarly, her decision tree denotes uncertainty about the Attacker’s decision by replacing A with A and including a reference
only to the Defender’s utility function. By looking at the in•uence diagram, note that in order to solve
her decision problem, suppose the Defender has already assessed pD (S|d , a) and uD (d , S). She
also needs pD (A|d ), which is her assessment of the probability that the Attacker will choose attack a,
after observing that the Defender has chosen defense d . This assessment requires the Defender to
analyze the problem from the Attacker’s perspective, possibly as we describe.
First, the Defender must place herself in the Attacker’s shoes, and consider his decision problem.
Figure 3 represents the Attacker’s problem, as seen by the Defender. We assume that the Defender
analyzes the Attacker’s problem considering that he is an expected utility maximizer. Thus, she will
use all the information and judgment available she can about the Attacker’s utilities and probabilities.
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Figure 2: The Defender’s decision problem
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Figure 3: The Defender’s analysis of the Attacker’s problem
To •nd pD (A|d ), she should •rst estimate the Attacker’s utility function and his probabilities about success S, conditional on (d , a), and consequently compute the required probability. However, instead
of using point estimates for pA and uA to •nd the Attacker’s optimal decision a∗ (d ) as in the standard
game-theoretic approach, the Defender’s uncertainty about the Attacker’s decision should derive from
her uncertainty about the Attacker’s (pA , uA ), which we describe through a distribution F . This, in turn,
will induce a distribution on the Attacker’s expected utility ψA (a, d ). Thus, assuming the Attacker is an
expected utility maximizer, the Defender’s distribution about the Attacker’s choice, given her defense
choice d , is
pD (A = a|d ) = PF [a = arg max ΨA (d , x)], ∀a ∈ A,
x∈A

where
ΨA (d , a) = PA (S = 0|d , a)UA (a, S = 0) + PA (S = 1|d , a)UA (a, S = 1)
for (PA , UA ) ∼ F . She can use Monte Carlo simulation to approximate pD (A|d ) by drawing n samples
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pAi , uAi



n
i=1

from F , which produce {ψAi }ni=1 ∼ ΨA , and approximating pD (A = a|d ) by
bD (A = a|d ) =
p

#{a = arg maxx∈A ψAi (d , x)}
,
n

∀a ∈ A.

Once the Defender has completed these assessments, she can solve her problem. Her expected
utilities at node S in Figure 2 for each (d , a) ∈ D × A are
ψD (d , a) = pD (S = 0|d , a)uD (d , S = 0) + pD (S = 1|d , a)uD (d , S = 1).
Then, her estimated expected utilities at node A for each d ∈ D are
ψbD (d ) =

k
X
i=1

bD (A = ai |d ).
ψD (d , ai )p

Finally, her optimal decision is d ∗ = arg maxd∈D ψbD (d ).
Note that, in terms of classic game theory, the solution d ∗ for the sequential game need not
correspond to a Nash equilibrium. Assume there would be a third party who knows the Defender’s
true (pD , uD ) and her beliefs F about the Attacker’s utilities and probabilities, as well as the Attacker’s
true (pA , uA ) and his beliefs G about the Defender’s. That party would then be able to predict the
game, identifying the decisions chosen by each player. However, this omniscient prediction would
not be the Nash equilibrium computed based on the true (pD , uD ) and (pA , uA ). Since the players lack
full and common knowledge, their choices are unlikely to coincide with those made in the traditional
game theory formulation.

This approach requires the assessment of UA , PA (s|d , a) . With respect to the random probabilities, we could base them on the corresponding assessments for the Defender, pD (s|d , a), possibly
as follows:
• If S is discrete, PA (s|d , a) could be modeled as a Dirichlet distribution with mean pD (s|d , a) and
variance accounting for the incumbent uncertainty. In particular, when S is binary, PA (s|d , a)
could be modeled as a beta distribution.
• If S is continuous, then PA (s|d , a) could be a Dirichlet process with base distribution pD (s|d , a)
and concentration parameter δ, expressing our uncertainty about such base, see Ferguson
(1973).
In both cases, when lacking information, we could set a suf•ciently large value for the variance or
concentration parameter, respectively.
For the random utility model, the Defender must study whatever information she has about the
aims of the attackers, see Keeney (2007), Keeney and von Winterfeldt (2011) or Keeney and von Winterfeldt (2010) for a detailed treatment of interests, values and objectives of terrorists. Based on their
suggestion, we could view as reasonable a model based on a weighted measurable value function,
as in Dyer and Sarin (1979). To take into account risk attitudes, we could appeal to the relative risk
aversion concept, see Dyer and Sarin (1982), and assume risk proneness on the attackers. Finally,
the uncertainty would be re•ected by distributions over the weights and risk proneness coef•cients.
Wang and Bier (2013) provide another approach for assessing adversary preferences using ordinal
judgments and the probabilistic inversion method, see Kraan and Bedford (2005).
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3 Multiple attackers vs one defender
In the Sequential Defend-Attack model, and, more generally, in any adversarial situation, it is entirely
plausible to face more than one Attacker, and these opponents may have different sets of resources,
different goals and different degrees of cooperation. For example, governments must simultaneously
defend against state-sponsored terrorism, franchise terrorists and solitary actors; similarly, police
must defend against vandals, gangs, and organised crime. Within a corporate competition environment, a company may enter into a bidding against two or more competitors, or an organisation enter
a marketing campaign to improve its market share. We distinguish between the cases in which the
attackers are coordinated or not.

3.1 Uncoordinated attackers
We study •rst the case of a defender which faces several uncoordinated attackers. As an example,
consider the urban police in a city which needs to face drug dealers, pickpockets, car thieves, house
thieves and so on, and suppose that each class of delinquents operates in a manner uncoordinated
with the others.
Although there are several variants of the problem, that shall be outlined below, to •x ideas we
shall use the version illustrated by the multiagent in•uence diagram in Figure 4, see Koller and Milch
(2003) for further details on MAIDs. It is a case in which various attacks have detrimental effect over
the results for the defender. For example, in the motivating case, the police would need to use its
limited human resources to face simultaneously all types of delinquents, with the ensuing detrimental
effect.
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S2

cA1

cD

cA2

uA1

uD

uA2

Figure 4: Multiagent in•uence diagram for a bithreat problem.
We, thus, consider a Defender, D, who needs to deploy defensive resources d ∈ D to face m
uncoordinated attackers A1 , ... , Am . These observe her decision, and, respectively, make attacking
decisions ai ∈ Ai , i = 1, ... , m. The interaction between D and the Ai ’s through their respective
decisions d and ai , leads to random results Si ∈ Si , which depend on all decisions. The Defender
faces multiattribute consequences cD , which depend on her defense effort d and the results s1 , ... , sm .
She then gets her utility uD . Each attacker will get his multiattribute consequences cAi , which depend
on his attack effort ai and the result si . He then gets his utility uAi . Note that, in this formulation, her
probability for the success of attack ak does not depend on whether the other attacks were successful,
but only upon which choices the other Attackers made. This is a reasonable approximation when the
Defender is highly resourced and the Attackers do not coordinate. For example, the outcome of
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one burglary attempt is probably not affected by whether or not other burglars are successful, but
it may be affected by the fact that other people choose to burgle; i.e., if a neighborhood sees a
rash of attempted robberies, successful or not, then police increase their surveillance, lowering the
chance of success. But if the Defender is not suf•ciently well resourced, this version of the problem is
less plausible: an understaffed police department means that a successful attack diverts resources,
increasing the chance that other attacks will be successful. Similarly, if Attackers coordinate, so that
multiple burglaries occur simultaneously, this may increase the chance of success burglary for all.
The Defender aims at •nding her optimal defense strategy d ∗ . The consequences for the Defender are evaluated through her utility uD (d , s1 , ... , sm ). Assuming conditional independence between the outcomes Si of different attacks, given the defensive resources d and the implemented
attacks ai , she needs to assess the probability models pD (si |d , a1 , ... , an ), i = 1, ... , m, re•ecting
which outcomes are more likely when attackers Ai launch attack ai and defensive resources d have
been deployed. She gets her expected utility given the attacks, integrating out the uncertainty over
the outcomes of the attacks:
Z
Z
ψD (d |a1 , ... , am ) = · · · uD (d , s1 , ... , sm ) pD (s1 |d , a1 , ... , am ) · · · pD (sm |d , a1 , ... , am ) ds1 ... dsm . (1)
Suppose that the Defender is able to build the models pD (ai |d ), i = 1, ... , m, expressing her beliefs
about which attack will be chosen by the i-th attacker after having observed the defense d . Our
assumption of uncoordinated attacks is re•ected on the conditional independence of a1 , ... , am given
d . Then, D may compute
Z
Z
ψD (d ) = · · · ψD (d |a1 , ... , am ) pD (a1 |d ) · · · pD (am |d ) da1 ... dam ,
and solve
max
d∈D

ψD (d )

to •nd her optimal defense resource allocation d ∗ .
In order to solve her problem, the Defender needs to assess uD (d , s1 , ... , sm ), the distributions
pD (si |d , a1 , ... , am ) and the distributions pD (ai |d ), i = 1, ... , m, which are the only nonstandard assessments in her formulation. To obtain them, the Defender needs to put herself into the shoes of
each attacker, and solve their corresponding problem separately, as they are uncoordinated. For instance, for the problem faced by attacker A1 , assuming that he is an expected utility maximizer, she
would need his utility uA1 (a1 , s1 ) and probabilities pA1 (s1 |d , a1 ). Then, she would solve
Z
∗
a1 (d ) = arg max uA1 (a1 , s1 ) pA1 (s1 |d , a1 ) ds1 .
a1 ∈A1

However, the Defender lacks knowledge about uA1 and pA1 . Suppose
we may model her uncertainty

about them through random utilities and probabilities UA1 , PA1 . Then, we could propagate such
uncertainty to obtain the random optimal attack, given her defense d
Z
∗
A1 (d ) = arg max UA1 (a1 , s1 ) PA1 (s1 |d , a1 ) ds1 ,
a1 ∈A1

and, consequently, obtain pD (a1 |d ) = Pr(A∗1 (d ) ≤ a1 ), which may be approximated through simulation
by sampling from the random utilities and probabilities, •nding the corresponding optimal attacks and
using the Monte Carlo fraction of samples with the relevant optimal attacks as in Section 2. A similar
scheme would be implemented, in parallel, for the other attackers, A2 , ... , Am , leading to estimates
pc
D (ai |d ), i = 2, ... , m, of the required probabilities.
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As we said, the approach may be generalized in several ways. Sometimes it is reasonable to
suppose that uncoordinated attacks have independent effects. For example, this would occur if one
Attacker were a murderer and the other Attacker were a burglar, and if the police department had different divisions to handle those crimes, with little interaction between various sections. The outcome
for the attempted murder would not affect the outcome for the attempted burglary. This is shown in
Figure 5a. Then, we could rewrite the probability model pD (s1 |d , a1 , ... , am ) · · · pD (sm |d , a1 , ... , am ) in
(3.2) as
pD (s1 |d , a1 ) · · · pD (sm |d , am ),
and proceed in a similar fashion. Here, the Defender’s action would be to decide how much money
to allocate to the Homicide Unit and to the Burglary Unit.
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Figure 5: Some generalizations for the bithreat problem.
Alternatively, it could be the case that there is some cascading effect between the results of the
attacks, see Figure 5b. This pattern is apparent in franchise terrorism, suicide bombings, school
shootings, and other contemporary threats, and corresponds to very weak coordination. A slightly
stronger form of coordination occurs if the Attackers agree to order their decisions, so that A1 chooses
•rst, A2 chooses second, and so forth, For example, assuming that m = 2, it could happen that s2
affects s1 , so that pD (s1 |d , a1 ) pD (s2 |d , a2 ) in (3.2) becomes
pD (s1 |d , a1 , s2 ) pD (s2 |d , a2 ).
Under this assumption, the general scheme required to estimate pc
D (ai |d ), i = 1, ... , m cannot be
implemented in parallel, but requires some sequentiality, as easily generalised.
As a •nal variation, it could be the case that there is just one random outcome S which depends
on the decisions d of the Defender and a1 , ... , am of the various Attackers. A typical example would
be within an auction in which D is the Auctioneer designing the auction mechanism and Ai places his
bid in the designed auction, with S being the result of such auction.

3.2 Coordinated attackers
When multiple opponents coordinate their attacks, the ARA for the Sequential Defend-Attack game
must take account of the kind of cooperation that exists. We have seen examples of partial coordination in attack cascades inspired by previous attacks and in turn-taking in certain games. But often
attacks are strongly coordinated and explicitly strategic. Important examples include:
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• The Spanish government must defend its people against the joint operations of the Basque
terrorist organisation ETA, the ’Ndrangheta and the Colombian narco ma•a (http://www.terra.
com.mx/articulo.aspx?articuloid=578597).
• Iran is the subject of coordinated economic sanctions imposed by many other (mostly Western)
nations.
• Exxon must compete in a world market in which critical price controls are imposed by the
OPEC.
Combating cooperative opponents is common, and arises in terrorism, international relations, business, and many other circumstances.
Our defender needs now to protect from the coordinated actions of attackers. We thus consider
now the case of a Defender, D, who needs to deploy defensive resources d ∈ D to face m coordinated attackers A1 , ... , Am . These observe her decision, and, coordinately, make attacking decisions
ai ∈ Ai , i = 1, ... , m. The interaction between D and the attackers Ai , through their corresponding
decisions d and ai , leads to a random result Si ∈ Si . The Defender faces multiattribute consequences
cD , which depend on her defense effort d and the results s1 , ... , sm . She then gets her utility uD .
When there is strong coordination, one can view the problem as one in which there is a single
Attacker. The challenge is to determine the group utility function that represents the shared interest of
the Attackers. Group utilities combine the individual utility functions of each Attacker. Each attacker
will get his multiattribute consequences cAi , which depend on his attack effort ai and his result si .
Then the group of attackers get their (group) utility uG , which somehow combine their individual
utilities. Keeney and Raiffa (1993) and Ríos Insua et al. (2008) provide discussions concerning group
utilities. Note that many of the bargaining algorithms, see Thomson (1994) may be seen in the light
of maximising a group value function, aggregating individual value functions.
As before, the Defender aims at •nding her optimal defense strategy d ∗ . She evaluates consequences through her utility uD (d , s1 , ... , sm ). She needs to assess the probability model pD (s1 , ... , sm |
d , a1 , ... , am ), i = 1, ... , m, re•ecting which outcomes are more likely when the attackers launch their
coordinated attacks ai and defensive resources d have been deployed. She gets her expected utility,
given the attacks, integrating out the uncertainty over the outcomes:
Z
Z
ψD (d |a1 , ... , am ) = · · · uD (d , s1 , ... , sm ) pD (s1 , ... , sm |d , (a1 , ... , am )) ds1 ... dsm .
Suppose now that the Defender is able to build the model pD (a1 , ... , am |d ), expressing her beliefs
about which (coordinated) attacks will be chosen by the attackers after having observed d . Then, she
may compute
Z
Z
ψD (d ) =

···

ψD (d |a1 , ... , am ) pD (a1 , ... , am |d ) da1 ... dam ,

and solve

max
d∈D

ψD (d )

to •nd her optimal defense resource allocation d ∗ .
Again, the assessment of pD (a1 , ... , am |d ) is nonstandard. We assume that the attackers are a
(group) expected utility maximizer, see Keeney and Raiffa (1993). Assuming that their group utility
is uG ((a1 , ... , am ), (s1 , ... , sm )) and their group probabilities are pG (s1 , ... , sm |d , a1 , ... , am ), then the
Defender would solve for
Z
∗
a (d ) =
arg max
uG ((a1 , ... , am ), (s1 , ... , sm )) pG (s1 , ... , sm |d , a1 , ... , am ) ds1 ... dsm .
(a1 ,...,am )∈A1 ×Am
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However, the Defender lacks knowledge about uG and pG . Suppose
we may model her uncertainty

about them, through random utilities and probabilities UG , PG , and propagate that uncertainty to
obtain the random optimal attack, given her defense d
Z
∗
A (d ) =
arg max
UG (a1 , ... , am ) PG (s1 , ... , sm |d , a1 , ... , am ) ds1 ... dsm .
(a1 ,...,am )∈A1 ×Am

Then, we would get pD (a1 , ... , am |d ) = Pr(A∗ (d ) ≤ (a1 , ... , am )), which may be approximated by simulation as earlier.
We discuss now the assessments of PG and UG . For PG we may use the same approach as
described above, based on Dirichlet distributions and/or processes. This means that, e.g., in the continuous case we could use a Dirichlet process centered around the Defender’s assessment pD with
concentration δi for each attacker. Then, based on the expert judgment aggregation literature, see
Cooke (1991), O’Hagan et al. (2006) and Clemen and Winkler (1990), we could aggregate
P through
various rules, including the arithmetic mean. In this case, the random Pg would be 1/n PAi . Alternatively, we could have a distribution over the weights of the various PAi terms.
For UG we could use the following approach. Suppose that u1 , ... , um are our point estimate utility
functions for each of the attackers, and d1 , ... , dm is a disagreement point, obtained e.g. through
uncoordinated ARA analysis. Then, we could de•ne uG = ((u1 − d1 )q + · · · + (um − dm )q ))1/q , as the
group utility function. Finally we would just need to consider a density f (q) over the exponent q of the
group utility function. See Esteban and Ríos Insua (2014) for a justi•cation.

4 Multiple defenders vs one attacker
Besides multiple attackers, it is also common to have multiple defenders. Examples include:
• Different banks, which share information to create credit scores for customers in order to reduce
default rates and fraud.
• Airline companies,which each run baggage screening systems to prevent the introduction of
bombs on planes, but must generally trust the security systems of each other when transferring
luggage between carriers, see Kunreuther and Heal (2003).
• The multinational military effort in Afghanistan,where the United States, Great Britain, Canada
and others seek to protect the government from overthrow by the Taliban.
Note that each defender may each be protecting its own targets (as in the case of several countries,
each defending its territory against al Qaeda), or they may defend a common target (as when several
companies jointly invest in computer security to protect a database that they all use). These defenders
may act independently, or with weak or strong coordination.
We thus consider now the case in which several defenders face a single attacker.

4.1 Uncoordinated defenders
We start by the case of n uncoordinated defenders Di , i = 1, ... , n that need to face an attacker
A. Examples include neighbours who decide whether or to protect their homes from burglars with
an alarm, irrespective of what the other neighbours make; companies which decide to protect their
intranets from internet attacks, irrespective of what other companies do; or countries which decide to
protect their port entries from bioterrorist attackers, irrespective of what other countries decide to do.
We focus on supporting defender D1 , who needs to deploy defensive resources d1 ∈ D1 to face
an attacker A, in company of the other n − 1 defenders, who make their corresponding decisions
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di , i = 2, ... , n. The attacker observes their decisions, and make his attacking decision a ∈ A. The
interaction between Di and A through their respective decisions di and a, leads to a random result
Si ∈ Si . The i-th Defender faces multiattribute consequences cD , which depend on her defense effort
d and the results si . She then gets her utility ui . The attacker will get his multiattribute consequences
cA , which depend on his attack effort a and his results si , i = 1, ... , n. He then gets his utility uA .
We thus assume we are supporting the •rst Defender, who aims at •nding her optimal defense
strategy d1∗ . The consequences for the Defender are evaluated through her utility u1 (d , s1 ). For this,
she computes her expected utility, conditional on what the other defenders and the attacker will do,
Z
ψ1 (d1 |d2 , ... , dn , a) = u1 (d , s1 )p1 (s1 |d1 , d2 , ... , dn , a)ds1 .
Then, based on her forecast of what the other defenders will do, and what the attacker will do given
the deployed defences, she will compute
Z
Z
ψ1 (d1 ) = · · · ψ1 (d1 |d2 , ... , dn , a)p1 (a|d1 , d2 , ... , dn )p1 (d2 , ... , dn ) dd2 ... ddn da,
and solve for
max

ψ1 (d ),

d∈D1

to •nd her optimal defense resource allocation.
As before, we need to assess p1 (a|d1 , ... , dn ), as well as p1 (d1 , ... , dn ). For the •rst distribution,
we use the earlier argument that
Z
Z
∗
a (d1 , ... , dn ) = arg max · · · uA (a, s1 , ... , sn ) pA (s1 , ... , sn |a, d1 , ... , dn ) ds1 ... dsn .
a∈A

However, the Defender lacks knowledge about uA and pA . We may model her uncertainty about
them, through random utilities and probabilities UA , PA , and propagate that uncertainty to obtain
the random optimal attack, given their defenses d1 , d2 , ... , dn
Z
Z
∗
A (d1 , ... , dn ) = arg max · · · UA (a, s1 , ... , sn ) PA (s1 , ... , sn |a, d1 , ... , dn ) ds1 ... dsn .
a∈A

Note that a typical structural assumption would be
pA (s1 , ... , sn |a, d1 , ... , dn ) = Π pA (si |a, di ).
We need to assess also p1 (d2 , ... , dn ), that is what defender D1 believes how the other defenders
will perform. Because of the simultaneous and uncoordinated nature of the defenders, we may assume that they are independent so that p1 (d2 , ... , dn ) = Πni=2 p1 (di ). We thus describe how to assess
p1 (d2 ), through a similar argument as above. Indeed, D2 would aim at solving, similarly to what D1
does,
Z
ψ2 (d2 |d1 , d3 , ... , dn , a) = u2 (d2 , s2 )p2 (s2 |d1 , d2 , ... , dn , a)ds2 ,
Z
Z
ψ2 (d2 ) = · · · ψ2 (d2 |d1 , d3 , ... , dn , a)p2 (a|d1 , d2 , ... , dn )p2 (d2 , ... , dn ) dd1 ... ddn da,
d2∗ = arg max ψ2 (d ),
d∈D2
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to •nd her optimal defense resource allocation. However, we lack knowledge about u2 and the p2 ’s. If
we model our uncertainty through U2 and the corresponding P2 ’s we would get the desired distribution
as
Z
Z
∗
D2 = arg max · · · U2 (d2 , s2 )P2 (s2 |d1 , d2 , ... , dn , a)P2 (a|d1 , d2 , ... , dn )P2 (d2 , ... , dn ) dd1 ... ddn da,
d∈D2

which, again, may be approximated by simulation. The same argument would be applied for the other
defenders.
Note that in the previous argument we could start a recursion based on what the other defenders
think of what a given defender is doing. This reminds us of the level-k thinking model in Stahl and
Wilson (1995).

4.2 Coordinated defenders
When the Defenders coordinate, one must distinguish complete cooperation from partial cooperation.
Examples of complete cooperation include soldiers in a combat squadron, or a neighborhood association that requires all households to contribute a •xed amount to provide security. In these situations,
there is centralized decision making and so one can view the problem as a two-person Sequential
Defend-Attack game, as analyzed in Section 2.
Partial cooperation is typically more complicated. A prominent example is the international military
alliance between the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Poland which led to the
invasion of Iraq in 2003. Each nation had different interests and made different contributions, but there
was suf•cient common ground and negotiated structure that mutual choices were made. A looser
level of coordination occurs in, say, a Neighborhood Watch program, for which different individuals
volunteer different amounts of time and •nancial support, and coverage may vary widely, depending
upon personal circumstances.
In the ideal cooperative case, each Defender elicits her probabilities about the Attacker’s choice,
conditional on all sets of defensive actions, and also her probabilities for the outcomes given the
attack and the defenses. If each Defender •nds that her expected utility is maximized by the same
set of set of joint decisions, then the problem is solved. But such agreement is rare.
An alternative, when there is disagreement, is to compromise. The Defenders could accept any
set of decisions for which each Defender receives an increase in her expected utility. If there is more
than one set of defense choices that has that property, then the Defenders negotiate, and perhaps
decide to use the set that maximizes the minimum gain in expected utility, or which maximizes the
average gain in expected utility.
Regrettably, it may often happen that there is no set of decisions that improves all the expected
utility of all Defenders. In that case hard negotiation is required, and Defenders who anticipate large
gains in expected utility must •nd ways to compensate those who expect a loss. The chosen solution
depends sensitively upon the resources and relationships between the Defenders.
There are other options. If none of the Defenders feels con•dent in her elicited probabilities for the
Attacker’s choice and/or her elicited probabilities for the outcomes, conditional on all sets of defense
choices, then they might regard their probabilities as a draw from a common distribution. By pooling
their beliefs, the Defenders could broker agreement on a common set of probabilities, enabling a
uni•ed solution as if there were a single Defender. This approach entails combination of subjective
beliefs, which is notoriously problematic, but also often necessary.
Formally, •rst, we could perform our ARA based single defender analysis for each defender, thus
obtaining a disagreement point (d1∗ , ... , dn∗ ), which would be associated with the corresponding optimal
expected utilities (Ψ∗1 , ... , Ψ∗n ). Note though that such values may not be jointly attainable, since they
are obtained individually. Now given that the defenders jointly implement (d1 , ... , dn ) and the attacker
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implements a, the results of the interaction will be (s1 , ... , sn ), which will lead to a utility ui (di , si ) for
each defender Di . De•ne, then, the overachievement for defender Di as
gi (si ) = max((ui (di , si ) − Ψ∗i ), 0).
Finally, we could solve the problem
Z
Z X
1/p
max
···
gi (si )p
p(s1 , ... , sn |a, d1 , ... , dn ) ds1 ... dsn .
d1 ,...,dn

5 Multitarget Protection
We, •nally, consider Sequential Defend-Attack games in which the Defender must protect multiple
targets from a threat. Examples of Defenders in such games include:
• A mayor, who must allocate police resources across multiple precincts, to control several kinds
of criminal activity.
• A CEO, who must develop a budget that funds different departments within the organization,
where each department (target) faces competition from a competitor (threats).
• A government, which assigns security personnel to embassies in other countries, where its
interests may be threatened by bombs, mobs, or espionage.
The game can be seen as an application of portfolio theory in which an opponent observes the
Defender’s investments and seeks to minimize her return.
Suppose there are I targets and J kinds of resources. The Defender may deploy an amountdij of
the jth resource to protect the ith target, so the entire decision is represented by the matrix D = dij .
These allocations must satisfy two standard constraints:
dij ≥ 0,

I
X

dij ≤ Tj .

i=1

The •rst ensures that negative investment is impossible, and the second implies that there is a ceiling,
Tj , on the amount of the jth resource that is available. In general, there are additional constraints,
such as the requirement that a bomb detecting dog must always be accompanied by a security of•cer,
or a directive that some targets receive a minimum level of protection. The feasible choice set for the
Defender is denoted by D.
In this Sequential Defend-Attack game, the Attacker has K resources that may be used for attack.
He observes the initial set of investments D and decides to allocate to the ith target an amount aik of
the kth attack resources.
PSimilarly to the Defender, his full decision is represented by a matrix A such
that entry aik ≥ 0 and i aik ≤ Tk . The Attacker may also have additional constraints, such as a
policy of not using more than three bombs on a single target. The feasible choice set for the Attacker
is denoted by A.
The interaction between the Defender and the Attacker at the ith target produces a random outcome Si which takes a value si ∈ Si . A speci•c set of outcomes across all targets is denoted by
s = (s1 , ... , sI ), where s ∈ S = S1 × · · · × SI . The Defender’s realized utility is uD (D, s) and the Attacker’s realized utility is uA (A, s). In some applications the utility might also depend upon the actions
chosen by the opponent, and then the utility functions for the Defender and Attacker would be written
as uD (D, A, s) and uA (D, A, s), respectively. The ARA is a bit more complicated, but conceptually it is
straightforward.
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The Defender seeks the optimal investment D ∗ ∈ D. Often she can make plausible conditional
independence assumptions that assert that the outcome at the ith target only depends on the total
investments by both opponents for that target, and not upon the outcomes at other targets. That
assumption would fail if, e.g., one target was a power plant and another target was protected by an
electric fence powered by that plant. The conditional independence assumption could be relaxed,
at the cost of having to elicit full joint distributions over outcomes at multiple targets, which imposes
signi•cant cognitive burden. So this ARA assumes conditional independence, and the Defender need
only assess the probabilities pD (si |di , ai ), where di = (di1 , ... , diJ ) and ai = (ai1 , ... , aiK ), for i = 1, ... , I.
The Defender calculates her expected utility for each feasible allocation D, conditional on each
feasible allocation of the attack, A:
Z
I
Y
pD (si |di , ai )d s.
uD (D, s)
ψD (D|A) =
S

i=1

If the Defender is also able to assess probabilities pD (A|D), re•ecting her belief about which attack
will be chosen when she selects allocation D, then she can compute her unconditional expected utility
for each possible defense:
Z
ψD (D|A) pD (A|D) d A,

ψD (D) =

(2)

A

and solve for the optimal defense, D ∗ = arg maxD∈D ψD (D).
As usual, the trick is to assess pD (A|D). Following the method in Section 2, the Defender attempts
to solve the problem faced by the attacker A. If she knew his utility function uA (A, s) and his probbilities
for outcomes conditional on defenses and attacks on each target, or pA (si |di , ai ), then she would
calculate his expected utility as
Z
I
Y
ψA (A|D) =
pA (si |di , ai )d s.
uA (A, s)
S

i=1

Of course, she does not know his true utilities and probabilities, but she can place subjective distributions over both, and thus can generate random (UA , PA ). Thus she can repeatedly sample and
solve
Z
I
Y
∗
A (D) = arg max
UA (A, s)
PA (si |di , ai )d s
A∈A

S

i=1

bD (A|D), her estimate for the probability of the attack which maximizes the Attacker’s expected
to •nd p
utility. She uses this distribution in (2) to •nd her best feasible allocation.

6 Discussion
We have provided approaches to generalisations of the Sequential Defend-Attack model. We •rst
dealt with cases in which several defenders need to face several attackers. The standard approach
would combine ideas from noncooperative and cooperative game theory. We have focused here in an
approach based on the ARA framework, distinguishing the cases in which the defenders and/or the
attackers are coordinated or not. We have analysed the case of one attacker vs several defenders
and one defender vs several attackers. We have also analysed cases in which several targets need
to be protected.
It is possible to generalize the previous discussion to include cases with multiple attackers, multiple defenders and multiple targets, all in the same context of an Sequential Defend-Attack game,
by combining the earlier principles. The ideas extend to other ARA templates like the simultaneous
Defend-Attack or the Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend models.
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Modelling Opponents in Adversarial Risk Analysis
Adversarial Risk Analysis has been introduced as a framework to deal with risks derived from the
intentional actions of adversaries. The analysis supports one of the decision makers, who must
forecast the actions of the other agents, and typically this forecast must take account of random
consequences resulting from the set of selected actions. The solution requires one to model the
behavior of the opponents, which entails strategic thinking. The supported agent may face different
kinds of opponents, who may use different rationality paradigms; e.g., the opponent may behave
randomly, or seek a Nash equilibrium, or perform level-k thinking, or use mirroring, or employ prospect
theory, among many other possibilities. We describe the appropriate analysis for these situations, and
also show how to model the uncertainty about the rationality paradigm used by the opponent through
a Bayesian model averaging approach, suggesting a way to validate the opponent models. We focus
on simultaneous decision-making by two agents.

1 Introduction
Recent applications in counterterrorism, cybersecurity and competitive corporate decision making
have driven renewed interest in developing practical tools and theory for analyzing the strategic calculation of intelligent opponents who must act in scenarios with random outcomes. We use the
term Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA) to describe approaches in which the solution is based upon
an explicit Bayesian model of the capabilities, probabilities and utilities used by the opponent in his
analysis. For various concepts, methods and applications see Ríos Insua et al. (2009), Wang and
Banks (2011), Banks et al. (2011), Ríos and Ríos Insua (2012), Sevillano et al. (2012), and Rázuri
et al. (2013).
In ARA, the aim is to support one of the players who will use a decision analytic approach to
solve her decision-making problem. To this end, she needs to forecast the actions of the other agents
and, based on her own choice, the outcomes which she and her opponents will receive. This is
not a new problem; it can be viewed as a Bayesian approach to game theory, and was proposed,
non-constructively, by Kadane and Larkey (1982) and Raiffa (1982) and Raiffa et al. (2002). The
approach has been criticised by Harsanyi (1982) and Myerson (1997), among others. From a practical
standpoint, the main obstacle in implementing the decision analytic approach has been the lack of
explicit mechanisms which allow the supported decision maker to encode her subjective probabilities
about all the components in her opponents’ decision making.
ARA deals with this problem within the framework of a Bayesian model for the supported decisionmaker’s uncertainty. She may face various kinds of opponents, who may use different rationality
paradigms. However, she herself is a rational expected utility maximiser, in accordance with the
Bayesian decision theory developed in Savage (1954).
Speci•cally, this paper treats opponents who may act at random, or be Nash equilibria seeking,
level-k thinking, mirror equilibria seeking, or prospect maximising, but other kinds are possible. We
describe how to model each of these opponents, and then use Bayesian model averaging to incorporate uncertainty about the rationality paradigm used by the opponent. Details on Bayesian model
averaging can be found in Hoeting et al. (1999) and Clyde and George (2004); a longer treatment is
given in Chipman et al. (2001). As discussed, this may be used to validate the supported decisionmaker’s model for her opponent.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We •rst present the problem of discrete simultaneous
games, and brie•y compare the game-theoretic and ARA approaches. Next we will describe models
for the various kinds of rationality used by opponents, and then how those models can be combined in
order to re•ect uncertainty about the kind of rationality being used by the opponents in the game. We
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will also examine the cognitive burden of the analyses that pertain to different rationality paradigms.
Although this paper focuses on two-person discrete simultaneous games, the methodology may be
extended to more complex cases.

2 Basics
The two-person discrete simultaneous game is described by the Multi-Agent In•uence Diagram in
Figure 6. These diagrams were proposed by Koller and Milch (2003), and use rectangles to indicate
decisions, ovals to indicate probability distributions, and hexagons to indicate preferences.
D

S

A

YD

YA

uD

uA

Figure 6: Two person simultaneous game
In this example there are two agents, the Defender and the Attacker. the Defender chooses from
a •nite set of actions D = {d1 , ... , dm }, while the Attacker simultaneously chooses from the •nite set
A = {a1 , ... , an }. These choices correspond to the rectangles indicated by the corresponding initial.
the Defender and the Attacker receive payoffs YD and YA , respectively, which depend upon both of
their actions (d , a) and (in general) a random outcome ω; e.g., in a Prisoner’s Dilemma game, this
randomness might correspond to the chance of getting a strict or lenient judge. The hexagons in the
diagram indicate the utilities uD and uA received by the Defender and the Attacker, respectively, from
the payoffs YD and YA .
the Defender’s expected utility associated with the pair of actions (d , a) ∈ D × A is
Z
ψD (d , a) = uD (a, d , ω)pD (ω|a, d ) dω,

where uD (a, d , ω) represents the utility she gets from a payoff YD (a, d , ω) and pD (ω|a, d ) represents
her beliefs about the chance of obtaining the outcome ω, given the chosen pair of actions a and d .
Similarly, the Attacker’s expected utility is
Z
ψA (d , a) = uA (a, d , ω)pA (ω|a, d ) dω.

Under the strong assumption of common knowledge (Gibbons, 1992 or Myerson, 1997), the Defender
and the Attacker are expected utility maximisers who know the other’s probabilities, utilities, and
choice set, and both know that all of this is commonly known. In that case, the game may be described
in bimatrix form:
d

a
ψD (d, a), ψA (d, a)

When the common knowledge assumption holds, players can predict with certitude their opponent’s best responses to each of their actions by solving the opponent’s decision problem. the Attacker’s best response, known by the Defender, is then
RA (d ) = arg max ψA (d , a)
a∈A
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and, similarly, the Defender’s best response, known by the Attacker, is
RD (a) = arg max ψD (d , a).
d∈D

These predictive models of best response RA and RD are used to •nd a Nash equilibrium solution
for the game, consisting of a pair of actions (d ∗ , a∗ ) that are best responses to each other, so that
d ∗ = RD (a∗ ) and a∗ = RA (d ∗ ). Since a Nash equilibrium solution is not guaranteed to exist for
discrete games, often the action sets are extended to include randomised strategies, consisting of
probability distributions over the original set of actions, so that a solution can always be found for the
extended game (Nash, 1951). However, the common knowledge assumption is implausible in many
applications. Raiffa et al. (2002), Rothkopf (2007), and Lippman and McCardle (2012) discuss its
failure in detail. ARA avoids this problematic assumption through Bayesian modelling.
Speci•cally, the Defender must acknowledge her uncertainty about how her opponent solves his
decision problem. Depending upon the kind of rationality paradigm she believes the Attacker uses,
she may have to place subjective distributions over the utilities and probabilities held by the Attacker.
She may also have to model what the Attacker thinks about her decision behavior. Things can quickly
become complicated. To start with a very simple example, suppose the Defender believes that the
Attacker has some value v(a) associated with each of his possible actions, and that he will select the
action a∗ = arg maxa∈A v(a). This model would predict the Attacker’s action if the Defender knew the
values v(ai ) = vi , for i = 1, ... , n. But without telepathy, the Defender must proceed as a Bayesian
and describe her uncertainty about (v1 , ... , vn ) through a joint distribution (V1 , ... , Vn ) ∼ F , where F
represents her probabilistic beliefs about the values the Attacker holds. Thus, the Defender believes
that the Attacker will choose action ai with probability pD (ai ) = PF (Vi = max{V1 , ... , Vn }). Now, in
order to maximize her own expected utility, the Defender solves
max ψD (d ) =
d

n
X

ψD (d , ai ) pD (ai )

(3)

i=1

to •nd the action d that maximizes her expected utility. The point of this simple example is to show
how the Defender can replace common knowledge with subjective belief, and then proceed to select
the action that is optimal under traditional Bayesian decision theory.
The next section extends this simple example by showing how the Defender can obtain the probabilities pD (a) that she needs for her solution under various models for the kind of rationality that the
Attacker uses. At various points, we shall mention random probabilities and utilities, which, when
invoked, will refer to a common probability space (Θ, F, P) with atomic elements θ.

3 Probabilistic models of opponent behavior
In general, the Defender does not know what kind of rationality (or solution concept) the Attacker will
use in choosing his decision. There are many standard kinds of rationality described in the literature,
and this section shows how the Defender should use ARA with respect to some of them. Later, we
combine them into a mixture model, so that the Defender can incorporate her personal uncertainty
about the Attacker’s solution concept, both to make her decision and to learn about the Attacker’s
rationality, eventually validating the models she uses.

3.1 Non-strategic opponents
First, assume that the Defender believes that the Attacker is non-strategic. In that case, it is as if
she were playing Nature, in the standard decision-theoretic parlance (French and Ríos Insua, 2000),
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since the Attacker makes his decision at random, without regard to the Defender’s action. Based on
past data and/or expert opinion, the Defender will self-elicit her distribution pD (a).
If the contest is repeated and the Attacker lacks memory of previous moves, then he chooses randomly and independently each time. Then, the Defender would learn her distribution over his action
space through a multinomial distribution, perhaps starting with a Dirichlet prior. Here, the Defender
initially assumes a Dirichlet distribution (p1 , ... , pn ) ∼ D(α1 , ... , αn ), where pi is her initial subjective
probability that the Attacker chooses action ai . Then, after T iterations of the game, suppose the
Attacker
P has selected action ai exactly hi times, so that the counts for his actions are (h1 , ... , hn ),
with i hi = T . Bayesian inference shows that the Defender’s posterior distribution for the Attacker’s
choice is D(α1 + h1 , ... , αn + hn ).
the Defender can now make point probability forecasts for the Attacker’s non-strategic choice.
Under the Dirichlet-Multinomial model, one possibility is that
pDNS (ai ) = E (pi |data) =
Now the Defender can solve
∗
dNS
= arg max
d

αi + hi
P ,
T+
αi

n
X

i = 1, ... , n.

ψD (d , ai ) pDNS (ai )

i=1

to determine her best choice in the non-strategic case.
In a slightly more general vein, suppose that the Attacker has memory, and can recall previous
games {(ai , dj , ω)}Tt=1 . To simplify the exegesis, we assume he can recall only the preceding game,
and we also limit the outcome of that game to discrete levels indexed by ω, re•ecting, say, the degree
of success from his action. Both of these simplifying assumptions can be easily weakened.
In this case, through the Markov property, the Defender can use a matrix beta prior, as in Ríos
Insua et al. (2012), to learn the corresponding parameters through
ijω
(p1 , ... , pn )|ai , dj , ω ∼ D(αijω
1 , ... , αn ).
ijω

If, after an (ai , dj , ω) game, the Attacker has selected action ak exactly hk times, then
ijω
ijω
ijω
(p1 , ... , pn )|ai , dj , ω, data ∼ D(αijω
1 + h1 , ... , αn + hn ),

and the Defender could use the probability mass function
ijω

pDNS (ak |ai , dj , ω, data) = E (pk |ai , dj , ω, data) =

ijω

αk + hk
,
Aijω + T ijω

P
P ijω
ijω =
where Aijω = k αijω
k hk .
k and T
A shortcoming of this approach is that the size of the conditioning set grows according to the
product of the cardinalities of the sets D, A and Ω. However, by using the concept of mixtures of
Markov chains (Raftery, 1985), one can linearly control the size of the conditioning set by writing
pD (a|ai , dj , ω) = w1 pD (a|ai ) + w2 pD (a|dj ) + w3 pD (a|ω).
In order to make inference about the transition probabilities and weights, one can use Gibbs sampling,
as described in Ríos Insua et al. (2012). Note that the inference made on the weights may be used to
check the in•uence of various elements ai , dj or ω over the decisions made by the Attacker, through
the posterior probabilities p(wi |data), i = 1, 2, 3. This approach extends to the case in which the
Attacker can recall a larger number of previous games.
This Bayesian analysis is related to learning and the •ctitious play approach in games (Ozdaglar
and Menache, 2011). If all opponents play in this way, then under certain conditions, they converge
to a Nash equilibrium, if they interact for a suf•ciently long time.
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3.2 A Nash equilibrium seeking opponent
Suppose now that the Defender believes that the Attacker will compute a Nash equilibrium in order to
select his action. This could be because she believes that he has studied game theory or he is longmemoried non-strategic player, as in Section 3.1, and they have played many games. the Defender
has a subjective distribution for (UA , PA ), the random variables that represent her beliefs about the
Attacker’s utility and probability functions (uA , pA ). She also has a subjective distribution for (UD , PD ),
which is what she thinks the Attacker believes are her utility and probability functions (uD , pD ).
For the probability space (Θ, F, P) with atomic elements θ ∈ Θ, the random quantities ARA needs
are (uAθ , pAθ ) ∼ (UA , PA ) and (uDθ , pDθ ) ∼ (UD , PD ). Also, the Defender believes the expected utilities are
(ψDθ (d , a), ψAθ (d , a)), with, for example,
Z
θ
ψD (d , a) = uDθ (a, d , ω)pDθ (ω|a, d ) dω.
For each θ, she can compute the corresponding Nash equilibrium (d NE (θ), aNE (θ)), which will typically
be a distribution over the d ’s and a’s, respectively. Then, she would calculate
pDNE (a) = P({θ : aNE (θ) = a}).
∗ that solves
Ultimately, she will choose the action dNE
∗
dNE

= arg max
d

n
X

ψD (d , ai ) pDNE (ai ).

i=1

3.3 A level-k thinking opponent
When the Attacker’s rationality entails level-k thinking (Stahl and Wilson, 1994, 1995), the Defender
knows that the Attacker selects his action based upon a chain of reasoning of the form “I know that
she knows that I know ...” which will go k levels deep, depending on how sophisticated she believes
the Attacker to be. Thus, if the Defender is non-strategic, then she is a level-0 thinker and chooses
randomly. If she chooses her action by assuming that the Attacker is non-strategic, then she is a level1 thinker, and so forth. In this situation, the Defender will maximize her expected utility by reasoning
one level further in the chain than the Attacker.
Concretely, the Defender needs to solve (3), so that her optimal decision is
X
ψD (d , a)pD (a).
d ∗ = arg max
d

a

In thinking about pD (a), she considers the problem faced by the Attacker and assumes he is an
expected utility maximizer, so that his decision can be predicted by solving
X
ψA (d , a)pA (d )
a∗ = arg max
a

= arg max
a

d

X Z



uA (d , a, ω)pA (ω|a, d ) dω pA (d ).

d

(4)

the Defender does not know the elements (uA , pA (· | ·), pA ) required to solve (4). As a Bayesian, she
expresses her uncertainty about these through random utilities and probabilities (UA , PA (· | ·), PA ).
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Substituting these in (4), she obtains a predictive distribution for the random action that the Attacker
will choose through

X Z
A = arg max
UA (d , a, ω)PA (ω|a, d ) dω PA (d ),
(5)
a

d

which provides the pD (a) = P(A = a) required in (3). Here, the distribution of A may be estimated
through Monte Carlo simulation by sampling from the random utilities and probabilities and computing
(and accumulating) the corresponding optimal alternatives as follows:
Algorithm 1 Simulating from the Attacker’s problem
For k = 1 to N
Sample (ukA , pkA (· | ·), pkA ) P
∼ (URA , PA (· | ·), PA )

∗
Compute ak = argmaxa d ukA (d, a, ω)pkA (ω|a, d)dω pkA (d)
Approximate pD (ai ) ≈ card{1 ≤ k ≤ N : a∗k = ai }/N, for i = 1, ... , n
In the above triplet (UA , PA (· | ·), PA ), the •rst two elements are relatively easy for the Defender to
elicit, since they represent what the Defender believes are the Attacker’s utility function and beliefs
about the outcome of the game, conditional on their decisions. For example, PA (ω|a, d ) could be
centered around her own pD (ω|a, d ) with some additional uncertainty. As far as UA is concerned,
typically she shall have information about the interests of the Attacker, which she would aggregate
with a weighted measurable utility function. Using the relative risk aversion concept, as in Dyer and
Sarin (1979), she could model the risk attitude of the Attacker that determines the functional form of
his utility function. Finally, her uncertainty would be re•ected by distributions over the weights and
the risk coef•cient.
In contrast, the third element, PA (d ), often requires higher-level strategic thinking. She must
model what the Attacker thinks is the Defender’s decision analysis. Thus, if the Defender supposes
that the Attacker is a level-1 thinker and that he is modeling her as an expected utility maximizer,
then from his perspective the Defender is modeled as solving the optimization problem in (3) where
the required (uD , pD (· | ·), pD ) are unknown to him and therefore must be represented through random
utilities and probabilities (UD , PD (· | ·), PD ). This allows the Attacker to elicit his predictive probability
distribution over her possible actions through
!

X Z
pA (D = d ) = P arg max
UD (x, a, ω)PD (ω|x, a) dω PD (a) = d ,
(6)
x∈D

a

which he needs to solve (4).
Now, the Defender’s uncertainty about the Attacker’s distribution FD for (UD , PD (· | ·), PD ) can be
modeled though FD ∼ FD , her probabilistic beliefs about the distributions FD used by the Attacker to
solve her decision problem and compute his pA (d ). This gives the PA (d ) required in (5) through
!

X Z
UD (x, a, ω)PD (ω|x, a) dω PD (a) = d
(7)
PA (D = d ) = P arg max
x∈D

a

with (UD , PD (· | ·), PD ) ∼ FD and now FD ∼ FD .
Once the Defender obtains PA (d ), she plugs it into (5) to obtain the pD (a) required in (3), thus
making the Defender a level-2 thinker. This level-k thinking process would continue, to the level
that the Defender deems necessary, as in the following loop, which constitutes a hierarchy of nested
decision models:
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Algorithm 2 Simulating the level-k thinking process.
For i = 2 until necessary

i
FiA ∼ FR
Sample UiA , PiA (·|·), PiA ∼ FiA , with P
A


i
i
Compute PD (A = a) = P argmaxx∈A d∈D UiA (d, x, ω)PiA (ω|d, x) dω PiA (Di = d) = a
i
FiD ∼ FR
Sample UiD , PiD (·|·), PiD ∼ FiD , with P
D


i+1 = a) = d
Compute PiA (Di = d) = P argmaxx∈D a∈A UiD (x, a, ω)PiD (ω|x, a) dω Pi+1
D (A
i=i+1
Note that pD (a) and PA (d ) de•ned, respectively, by (5) and (7) would correspond to a step i = 1 in
the above loop. To sum up the levels of thinking in level-k rationality, in terms of the notation we have
used,
• A level-0 the Defender acts at random (non-strategically).
• A level-1 the Defender chooses her alternative optimally, but assumes that the Attacker acts
randomly, since he is level-0, as in Section 3.1.
• A level-2 the Defender assumes that the Attacker is a level-1 thinker, who assumes she is a
level-0 thinker. the Defender stops at i = 1 in the hierarchy, with the elicitation of FD ∼ FD , which
determines PA (d ) representing her beliefs about the probability model used by the Attacker to
predict her action.
• A level-3 the Defender assumes that she faces a level-2 adversary: the Attacker’s calculation
assumes she is a level-1 thinker, who thinks about his decision problem. the Defender stops at
i = 2 in the hierarchy, with the elicitation of FA2 ∼ FA2 , which determines PD2 (A2 = a).
• A level-4 the Defender assumes she is facing a level-3 adversary: the Attacker takes strategic
account of what he thinks she thinks he thinks that she thinks. the Defender stops at i = 2 in
the hierarchy, with the elicitation of FD2 ∼ FD2 , which determines PA2 (D 2 = d ).
• And so forth.
Rothschild et al. (2012) use this framework to provide an algorithmic approach to level-k thinking.
the Defender •rst selects the value k (k > 1) that she believes is the depth of the Attacker’s analysis.
Then she places a uniform distribution over the Attacker’s actions and supposes that the Attacker
has a uniform distribution over her action space. the Defender climbs up one level at a time in
the hierarchy by simulating from these distributions and solving to •nd the new distribution for the
Attacker’s optimal action, and consequently inferring his corresponding new distribution over her own
action set. She repeats until she reaches the selected value of k.
We believe it is more natural to think in terms of an alternative approach, as suggested in Ríos
Insua et al. (2009) and Ríos and Ríos Insua (2012), which proceeds by climbing up in the hierarchy
until the Defender •nds it dif•cult to reason meaningfully. Indeed, at higher levels of thinking, the
Defender will probably lack the information necessary to assess the distributions FAi or FDi associated with the decision analysis of Ai or D i , respectively. At this point, the Defender might assign
a probability distribution over Ai or D i , without going deeper in the hierarchy, thus summarizing all
remaining information she might have through the direct assessment of PDi (Ai = a) or PAi (D i = d ), as
appropriate. At this stage, one reasonable possibility is to assign a noninformative distribution. Lee
and Wolpert (2012) describe experiments in behavioral game theory which suggest that opponents
rarely go further than levels k = 2 or 3. So, in most cases, the Defender need not to go beyond k = 3
or 4 in order to be one level deeper than the Attacker.
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3.4 Mirror equilibria seeking opponents
As implied above, level-k thinking can lead to an in•nite regress. Classical game theory avoids this
through the common knowledge assumption, which allows players to use deterministic predictive
models of their opponents decisions. Another way to preclude the in•nite regress is through the
mirroring equilibria concept (Banks et al., 2011), which we formalize here.
Assume the Defender has distributions for the random quantities (UA , PA (· | ·), PA (·)) which describe the Defender’s beliefs about the Attacker’s utilities and probabilities, as in (5), and she also
has (UD , PD (· | ·), PD (·)) which describe the Defender’s beliefs about the Attacker’s beliefs regarding
her own utilities and probabilities, as in (6). This completes step i = 1 in the hierarchy for level-k
thinking.
Suppose for a moment that the Defender has a point mass in θ, in the generic probability space
(Θ, F, P) introduced previously. In this case, she believes that the Attacker will solve for his optimal
decision

X Z
∗
θ
θ
a (θ) = arg max
uA (d , a, ω)pA (ω | a, d ) dω pAθ (d ).
a

d

Next, by assuming non-point mass support P, she deduces her predictive distribution over the Attacker’s choice in A,
pDME (a) = P({θ ∈ Θ : a∗ (θ) = a}).
Note that this may be written as
pDME (a) = P arg max
x∈A

X Z

!



UA (d , x, ω)PA (ω | d , x) dω PA (d ) = a .

d

Symmetrically, knowing θ and pDME (a), the Defender thinks that the Attacker believes that she is
trying to solve
#
"
XZ
θ
θ
∗
uD (d , a, ω)pD (ω|a, d ) dω pDME (a),
d (θ) = arg max
d

d

which yields a random optimal decision d (θ) on the underlying probability space (Θ, F, P) with distribution
pAME (d ) = P({θ ∈ Θ : d ∗(θ) = d }).

We say that the distributions pDME (a) and pAME (d ) are consistent and constitute a mirroring equilibrium
if they jointly satisfy
!

X Z
ME
ME
UD (x, a, ω)PD (ω | x, a) dω pD (a) = d ,
(8a)
pA (d ) = P arg max
x

pDME (a)

=P

a

arg max
x

X Z

UA (d , x, ω)PA (ω | d , x) dω

d



pAME (d )

!

=a .

(8b)

When such a pair of consistent distributions is found, this provides the Defender with a probabilistic
model to predict the Attacker’s actions, in which it is assumed that he uses the mirroring equilibria
as the solution concept. At this point, the Defender steps out of the mirror-equilibrium paradigm and
uses her utility and probability functions to select the action that maximizes her expected utility; i.e.,
max
d

n
X

ψD (d , ai )pDME (ai ),

i=1
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with pDME (a) obtained as the •xed point solution of the mirroring analysis (8). The mirroring solution
concept may be viewed as a way to enforce coherence in the Defender’s probability judgments.
The existence of •xed points solutions to the mirroring distribution equations in (8) is a complex
question and only partial solutions are generally available. The problem is closely related to the
existence of Bayes Nash equilibria solutions. The most complete theory exists in the context of twoperson asymmetric auctions. Lebrun (1996, 1999) shows that when bidders’ valuations of the item
on auction have continuous densities, then the solution to the mirror equilibrium exists, is unique, and
the cumulative distribution functions over the bidders decisions are continuous. However, except in
some special cases (Kaplan and Zamir, 2012), no closed form solution exists. Various algorithms
for solving the asymmetric two-person auction have been proposed (Li and Riley, 2007; Gayle and
Richard, 2008), but none has been proven to converge. In fact, the most popular approaches, based
on the back-shooting algorithm, are provably non-convergent in an open ball around 0 (Fibich and
Gavish, 2011). This is an important open problem.

4 A cognitive comparison
We compare now the four previous models for opponent rationality, and the standard game theoretic
approach, in terms of the cognitive load that the analysis imposes upon the Defender. The following
table summarizes the elements which must be assessed according to the hierarchy in level-k thinking
introduced in Section 3.3.
0
1
2
···

1
uD
UD
UD2
···

2
pD (· | a, d)
PD (· | a, d)
PD2 (· | a, d)
···

3
pD (a)
PD (a)
PD2 (a)
···

4
uA
UA
UA2
···

5
pA (· | a, d)
PA (· | a, d)
PA2 (· | a, d)
···

6
pA (d)
PA (d)
PA2 (d)
···

Row 0 corresponds to the utilities and beliefs of the Defender and the Attacker, as perceived by
themselves. The elements in row 1 all correspond to random utilities and probabilities perceived by
the Defender, including those she believes are the Attacker’s utilities and probabilities, subscripted
by A, and those she believes are the Attacker’s beliefs about her own utilities and probabilities, subscripted by D. Row 2 includes what she believes the Attacker believes are her beliefs about the
Attacker’s utilities and probabilities, subscripted by A, and so forth.
To summarize the cognitive demands of the various approaches, we shall refer to element (i, j)
in the matrix as the cognitive element in row i and column j. All the approaches we have discussed
require the elements (0,1) and (0,2). Beyond that:
• The standard game theoretic approach requires also elements (0,4), and (0,5), and these must
be common knowledge. This limits the scope in realistic applications.
• The non-strategic opponent model requires also (0,3), but uses no speci•c strategic principles
in assessing it; as sketched in Section 3.1, the Defender needs only data and/or expert opinion.
• As sketched in Section 3.2, the Nash equilibrium opponent model requires elements (1,1),
(1,2), (1,4) and (1,5), which are used to calculate (0,3).
• The level-k opponent model requires elements:
– (1,4), (1,5) and (1,6), which are used to produce (0,3), or,
– (1,1), (1,2) and (1,3), which are used to produce (1,6), and this in turn, with (1,4) and (1,5)
produces (0,3), or,
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– additional layers are needed to handle k > 2.
• The mirror equilibrium opponent model requires elements (1,4), (1,5) and (1,1), (1,2), and uses
the consistency condition to produce (0,3), as sketched in Section 3.4.

4.1 Prospect maximising opponents
One possible criticism of the opponent models presented so far is that they assume that both players essentially seek to maximise expected utility. The assumption is arguably reasonable for the
Defender—ARA is designed to support her decision-making, and can prescribe that perspective for
her. But it is more tenuous for the Attacker, and there is much evidence that humans often make
choices that do not maximise expected utility (Camerer, 2003). In the context of counterterrorism,
both terrorism psychology (see, e.g., English, 2010) and logistics (see, e.g., Brown et al., 2006) suggest that adversaries tend to invest their attack resources in order to produce the best outcomes in a
certain sense. A well reported example is the corporate-like organisation of piracy in Somalia (Sevillano et al., 2012), referred to as cutthroat capitalism (Carney et al., 2009). Thus, attackers optimise,
but they may not be optimising expected utility.
An alternative descriptive model of decision making under uncertainty is prospect theory (Wakker,
2010); here one optimises some criterion other than expected utility. To illustrate how the expected
utility solutions may be extended to other optimization criteria, suppose that the Attacker’s choice is
modeled as the solution of
#
"
XZ
a∗ = arg max
vA (d , a, ω)πA (pA (ω|a, d )) dω πA (pA (d )),
a

d

where vA is a value function and πA is a weighting function over the Attacker’s probabilities pA , as
de•ned in Kahneman and Tversky (1979). Note the formal similarity with equation (4).
the Defender does not know these probability distributions and value and weighting functions.
She must elicit personal distributions over them, which we model through (VA , ΠA , PA (· | ·), PA ). By
propagating the uncertainty quanti•ed in these distributions, she induces a probability distribution
over the Attacker’s action space, as in (5), through:
"
#
XZ
A∗ = arg max
VA (d , a, ω)ΠA (PA (ω | a, d )) dω ΠA (PA (d )).
a

d

This distribution is the pDPT (a) = P(A∗ = a) required for her to maximize her expected utility in (3). Also
as before, the Defender could examine a hierarchy of nested decision analysis, in the more complex
level-k framework, in order to ultimately elicit pDPT (a).

5 Combining opponent models
The •ve procedures that we have discussed correspond to different opponent models. These lead
to different adversarial forecasting models and, consequently, potentially different optimal actions
for the Defender. But in many situations she will not know which model among these possibilities
(and others) correctly describes the Attacker’s behaviour. However, as a Bayesian, she will have a
subjective probability about the relevance of each model she considers. These subjective probabilities
allow her to combine her solutions through a Bayesian mixture model, as described in Clyde and
George (2004) or Hoeting et al. (1999).
Defender has for each of the k opponent models that she
Let p(Mi ) be the probability that the P
thinks might describe the Attacker, with ki=1 p(Mi ) = 1 and p(Mi ) ≥ 0, i = 1, ... , k. Let pDi (a) be the
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probability distribution induced by each opponent model over the Attacker’s action set, through the
kind of analysis describedPin Section 3. the Defender then combines all these distributions into a
single distribution pD (a) = ki=1 p(Mi ) pDi (a), a weighted average for which the weights are her beliefs
about the type of reasoning the Attacker will use. She should then solve
#
"
!
k
k
X
X
X
X
i
i
∗
ψD (d , a)pD (a)
p(Mi )
p(Mi )pD (a) = max
ψD (d , a)
d = max
d

a

d

i=1

i=1

a

to determine her best possible choice.
When there is repeated play, the Defender can learn what kind of rationality the Attacker employs,
and thus validate her model for the Attacker’s decision making. By appropriately embedding these as
parametric models, she can build in a model selection strategy based on p(Mi |data), as data about
games accumulate. At a given time she could decide to use in her mixture only opponent models
which have high posterior probability, or, if one model emerges as a winner, she could use it solely.
But, as argued in Draper (1995), this underestimates her uncertainty, which may be disastrous in
certain applications, such as national security. The model selection strategy may be seen as a model
validation approach. As data accumulates, p(Mi |data) may be viewed as a measure of how valid she
believes model Mi to be. For additional discussion of this perspective, see Berger and Ríos Insua
(1998).

6 Discussion
We have provided a description of a family of opponent models for adversarial risk analysis, in the
context of discrete, simultaneous two-person games. The ideas extend easily to continuous games.
The extension to other forms of interaction (like sequential defend-attack, sequential defend-attackdefend, or general coupled in•uence diagrams) will become complicated, but the approach is clear.
When extending the methods to multiple adversaries, one needs to consider whether to allow for
the possibility that opponents coordinate their decisions. Beyond that, there are also technical issues, such as determining when mirroring equilibria exist, or determining whether it is necessary to
climb higher in the level-k hierarchy, taking into account value-of-information concepts. Additionally,
although we discussed some aspects of learning from repeated play, much more could be done.
There is no simple solution for a serious strategic analysis. But this is exactly the conclusion one
should expect. the Defender’s success depends critically upon the accuracy of the information that
she has about her opponent, and, in particular, it is often sensitive to what she believes the Attacker
believes about her.
In general, the Defender will not have precise knowledge about what kind of rationality (or solution
concept) the Attacker is using to select his action. But, at the cost of additional computation, the
Defender can use a mixture model to combine the results from different opponent models, then use
this distribution to choose the action that maximizes her expected utility. In addition, if there is data
on the opponent’s decisions in similar situations, one can compute the posterior probabilities of each
opponent model and the parameters within each model (e.g., the opponent’s random utilities and
probabilities), thus validating them. From this perspective, ARA provides a •exible and attractive
framework for making strategic decisions.
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Adversarial Risk Analysis for Biagent In•uence Diagrams
We describe how to support an agent’s decision making when facing an adversary such that their
joint problem is modelled as a biagent in•uence diagram. General interactions entailing sequences
of defence and attack movements, possibly repeated across time, are explored. We describe an
adversarial risk analysis methodology to support the agent, avoiding strong common knowledge assumptions.

1 Introduction
In his landmark paper, Shachter (1986) suggested extending in•uence diagrams to multiagent cases
as an important problem. This suggestion has been faced mainly from a game theoretic perspective,
stemming from Koller and Milch (2003) who introduced Multiagent in•uence diagrams (MAID) to •nd
Nash equilibrium solutions in general non-cooperative game-theoretic problems, discussing how they
provide equivalent solutions to game trees. A main drawback of such game-theory based methodology is its common knowledge assumption, criticised in e.g. Raiffa et al. (2002) or Lippman and McCardle (2012). Most versions of non-cooperative game theory assume that the adversaries not only
know their own payoffs, preferences, beliefs, and possible actions, but also those of their opponents.
When there is uncertainty in the game, it is assumed that players have common probabilities as in
games of incomplete information, see Harsanyi (1967). These strong common knowledge assumptions allow for a symmetric joint normative analysis in which players try to maximise their expected
utilities (and expect other players to do the same). Their decisions can be anticipated and dominated
by Nash equilibria concepts. However, in many contexts, including counterterrorism, cybersecurity
or competitive marketing, players will not typically have full knowledge of their opponent’s objectives,
beliefs and possible moves. This may be aggravated as participants try to conceal information.
At this point, Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA) provides a solution, as common knowledge is no
longer required. In supporting one of the participants, which we call the Defender, ARA views the
Defender problem as a decision analytic one, but procedures which somehow employ the gametheoretical structure and other information available are used to estimate the probabilities of the opponents’ actions. ARA is a methodology that combines statistical risk analysis and game theory from
a Bayesian perspective, see e.g. Ríos Insua et al. (2009). A main motivation for ARA developments
arises from security and counterterrorism studies. Speci•c ARA related work presenting case studies
dealing with protection from intelligent threats include defending an airport against terrorist attacks
(Cano et al., 2014); preventing ships from piracy risks (Sevillano et al., 2012); or anti-IED defence in
routing problems, see Wang and Banks (2011).
These and other applications have been modelled using relatively simple ARA models, with basic
sequences of defence and attack movements. Indeed, we can identify a number of templates that
can be viewed as basic building blocks for general security risk analysis problems, see Brown et al.
(2006), Brown et al. (2008) or Ríos and Ríos Insua (2012) for additional details. They differ from
each other in the way and order in which attack and defence movements take place within the global
sequence of decisions and events, as well as in the information revealed. Five of the most basic
templates, with self-explanatory names, are: the Sequential Defend-Attack model; the Simultaneous
Defend-Attack model; the Sequential Attack-Defend model; the Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend
model; and, •nally, the Sequential Defend-Attack with Private Information model.
Beyond these templates, we consider here general adversarial problems in which we allow for
more complex interactions between the intervening agents, typically consisting of intermingled sequential and simultaneous movements, possibly spanning across different planning periods. Our aim
is to support one of the agents, the Defender, in her security resource allocation decision making
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problem. For that, she needs to forecast the Attacker’s intentions. Assuming that the Attacker is an
expected utility maximiser, we can predict his actions by •nding his maximum expected utility action.
The uncertainty in our assessments about the Attacker’s probabilities and utilities is propagated over
to his random optimal decision. Sometimes, such assessments may lead to a hierarchy of nested
decision problems, as described in Ríos Insua et al. (2009), close to the concept of level-k thinking,
see Stahl and Wilson (1995). Thus, we solve general adversarial problems using MAIDs ability to
model complex interaction problems, taking advantage of the concept of strategic relevance (Koller
and Milch, 2003), but relaxing the common knowledge assumption by using the ARA methodology.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the biagent in•uence diagrams we
shall be dealing with, illustrating them with a driving example. Section 3 presents the main features of
our proposal applied to the example. We generalise the methodology in Section 4. Section 5 provides
further examples. We end up with some discussion.

2 Biagent In•uence Diagrams
We describe the basic structures that we shall be dealing with. We shall essentially face coupled
in•uence diagrams, one for the Defender and one for the Attacker, possibly with shared uncertainty
nodes and some links between the Attacker and the Defender decision nodes. We designate them
Biagent in•uence diagrams (BAID), see Koller and Milch (2003) who introduce Multiagent in•uence
diagrams. Figure 7 presents the BAIDs for the •ve template models sketched in the introduction.
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Figure 7: In•uence diagrams for the •ve template models.
In them, we can observe several decision (rectangle), chance (circle) and utility (hexagon) nodes, corresponding to the Defender (white) and the Attacker’s (grey) problems, respectively. Stripped nodes
S represent common uncertainty nodes. Besides, when an agent’s action is observed by his/her adversary prior to her/his own decision, there is an arrow pointing to the decision node of the observing
agent, see e.g. the arrow between decision nodes D and A in Figure 7a. The remaining features are
shared with standard in•uence diagrams, as in Shachter (1986). Schemes for implementing ARA
within such stylised settings may be seen in Ríos and Ríos Insua (2012) and Ríos Insua et al. (2013).
However, such templates may not be suf•cient to cope with complexities in many real problems.
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We thus consider general adversarial problems for two agents interacting with each other over
time. As an illustration, consider the in•uence diagram in Figure 8a, which we shall use to outline
the methodology. To •x ideas, we could associate it with a scenario related with the protection of a
critical infrastructure. At any given time, the incumbent authorities might have to decide whether or
not to increase the infrastructure’s protection against terrorist attacks. To this aim, they could order,
decision D1 , an internal audit to obtain a reliable diagnosis of the compliance with security standards
and protocols. Meanwhile, the terrorists, decision A1 , might be pondering about in•ltrating within the
infrastructure to gain intelligence for future attacks. D1 and A1 are simultaneous, yet unknown to each
other, actions. Depending on the results of the audit, the Defender might deploy additional measures,
D2 , by e.g. reinforcing security controls on people and items. This time, the Attacker observes the
Defender action, and feels that his time might have come, fearing that new countermeasures could be
added in the near future. He then might choose his attack A2 , possibly consisting of a direct attempt
to cause damages to people and/or assets. The interaction between actions D2 and A2 would yield
a random outcome S, which describes the result of the attack. This or similar sequences of defenceattack movements could be repeated across time, possibly spanning along different planning periods.
For each agent and planning period, there is a utility node which aggregates all their costs and
consequences, as e.g. represented by uD and uA in Figure 8a.
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Figure 8: ARA modelling of a general multistage biagent problem.
Note that, within the general layout of the in•uence diagram shown in Figure 8a, we may identify
speci•c sequences of defence-attack moves from those described as basic templates in Section 1. In
particular, nodes D1 –A1 , and D2 –A1 , correspond to a Simultaneous Defend-Attack template, in which
both agents decide their movement simultaneously, without knowing the action chosen by each other.
Similarly, nodes D2 –A2 reproduce the backbone structure of a Sequential Defend-Attack template, in
which the Defender •rst chooses her action and, then, having observed it, the Attacker decides his
own move. As we discuss in the next sections, detecting this type of patterns within the global layout
of an in•uence diagram will be of great help when dealing with complex adversarial problems.
We shall not be able to deal with all BAIDs, conceivable as the mere superposition of two IDs
(one for the Defender and one for the Attacker) with some shared chance nodes and some arrows
linking their nodes. To ensure consistency between the informational structure and the ordering of
the decision makers’ analysis, we follow Shachter’s (1986) terminology and algorithm. Essentially,
we require that if any two decisions are simultaneous, then there is no directed path between them.
Thus, for our purposes, a BAID is an acyclic directed graph over decision, chance and utility nodes,
where chance nodes can be shared, such that, from each decision maker’s perspective is a proper
ID.
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To check whether a BAID satis•es this constraint, one must test whether the diagram generated
from the BAID for each player is a proper ID. For each player, an ID is obtained by deleting the other
decision maker’s preference nodes in the BAID, and converting his/her decision nodes into chance
nodes. Chance nodes that are not shared with the chosen player are eliminated. Also, decision
nodes owned by the other decision maker may become barren nodes and, thus, be eliminated. Each
player’s ID must then de•ne a total order of decisions and a corresponding partial order of chance
nodes.
The total order for the Defender is associated with the order of decisions made by her: D1 → D2 →
· · · → Dm for m decision nodes. This implies the existence of a time or precedence-based ordering
and induces a partition of the set C of chance nodes relevant for her into the subsets: (1) C0 , consisting
of those random events that are known when she makes her •rst decision D1 ; (2) Ci , composed of
those chance nodes whose values are observed between decisions Di−1 and Di , for i = 1, ... , m;
and (3) Cm , including those chance nodes that are not observed—and therefore are unknown—before
any of the decisions is made. Some of these sets Ci might be empty. This partition de•nes a partial
order over decision and chance nodes C0 ≺ D1 ≺ · · · ≺ Cm−1 ≺ Dm ≺ Cm , which induces an
information structure within the temporal order of decisions that speci•es the information known at the
time each decision is made. Similarly, we may de•ne a partial order B0 ≺ A1 ≺ · · · ≺ Bn−1 ≺ An ≺ Bn ,
for the n decisions A1 → A2 → · · · → An to be made by the Attacker and the incumbent set of chance
nodes B. Note that {D1 , ... , Dm } ⊂ B and {A1 , ... , An } ⊂ C, and it could be the case that C ∩ B =
6 ∅.
Given a BAID, we thus associate two in•uence diagrams with it, representing the Defender and
the Attacker’s perception of their problems. As an example, consider the Sequential Defend-AttackDefend model in Figure 7d. When we address the Defender’s problem, we treat the Attacker’s decision at node A as uncertain from the Defender’s viewpoint and model such uncertainty. This is
re•ected in the in•uence diagram in Figure 9a, where the Attacker’s decision node has been converted into a chance node, by replacing A with A . On the other hand, when the Defender tries
to solve her own problem, she needs to analyse the problem from the Attacker’s perspective, represented in Figure 9b. As we can observe, decision nodes D1 and D2 have turned now into chance
nodes for the Attacker, as he does not know about the Defender’s intentions. Note, however, that
the Attacker will observe the outcome of (for him) chance node D1 prior to his own decision A1 . The
Attacker’s in•uence diagram is built following a similar reasoning.
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Figure 9: The Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend model.

3 Computational Strategy with the Example
As a motivation, we describe how to deal with the security example in Section 2. We •rst solve the
Defender’s problem, depicted in Figure 8b. The Attacker’s decision nodes have been converted into
chance nodes, since they are uncertain to the Defender.
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We need to assess the Defender’s beliefs about which attacks will be chosen by the Attacker at
decision nodes A1 (pD (A1 = a1 ))and A2 , conditional on attack a1 and defence d2 (pD (A2 = a2 |a1 , d2 )),
besides the (more standard) assessments about her own utilities uD (d1 , d2 , s) and probabilities pD (S =
s|d2 , a2 ). Given these, the Defender could solve her decision problem working backwards the in•uence diagram in Figure 8b, following the standard approach in Shachter (1986).
D1. At chance node S, compute the expected utilities
Z
(d1 , d2 , a2 ) → ψD (d1 , d2 , a2 ) = uD (d1 , d2 , s) pD (S = s|d2 , a2 ) ds.
D2. At chance (for the Defender) node A2 , compute the expected utilities
Z
(d1 , a1 , d2 ) → ψD (d1 , a1 , d2 ) = ψD (d1 , d2 , a2 ) pD (A2 = a2 |a1 , d2 ) da2 .
D3. At chance (for the Defender) node A1 obtain the expected utilities
Z
(d1 , d2 ) → ψD (d1 , d2 ) = ψD (d1 , a1 , d2 ) pD (A1 = a1 ) da1 .
D4. At decision node D2 , compute the optimal action d2∗ (d1 ), given d1 ,
d1 → d2∗ (d1 ) = arg max ψD (d1 , d2 ).
d2 ∈D2

D5. Finally, at node D1 , •nd the maximum expected utility decision
d1∗ = arg max ψD (d1 , d2∗ (d1 )).
d1 ∈D1

Then, the Defender’s optimal strategy would be to choose d1∗ at node D1 and, later, choose d2∗ (d1∗ ) at
node D2 .
Note that while the assessment of the utility uD (d1 , d2 , s) and the probability pD (S = s|d2 , a2 ) is
relatively standard, those of pD (A2 = a2 |a1 , d2 ) and pD (A1 = a1 ) require strategic thinking. In order to
anticipate her adversary’s movements, the Defender may analyse the Attacker’s problem, shown in
Figure 8c.
Our proposal is to model the Defender’s uncertainty about the Attacker’s decisions, which stems
from her uncertainty about the Attacker’s probabilities and utility, assuming he is an expected utility
maximiser. For other attacker rationalities, see Rios Insua et al (2015). Therefore, the Defender
needs to assess uA (a1 , a2 , s) and pA (S = s|d2 , a2 ), as well as pA (D1 = d1 ) and pA (D2 = d2 |d1 ). In
general, the Defender will not know the Attacker’s probabilities and utility, but she may acknowledge
her uncertainty about them through random probabilities and utilities,
which we describe through

F ∼ PA (S = s|d2 , a2 ), UA (a1 , a2 , s), PA (D2 = d2 |d1 ), PA (D1 = d1 ) . Then, for each (d1 , d2 ), we would
propagate the uncertainty in F to obtain the random optimal alternatives as follows:
A1. At chance node S, compute the Attacker’s (random) expected utilities
Z
(a1 , d2 , a2 ) → ΨA (a1 , d2 , a2 ) = UA (a1 , a2 , s) PA (S = s|d2 , a2 ) ds.
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A2. At decision node A2 , compute the Attacker’s (random) optimal decisions
(a1 , d2 ) → A∗2 (a1 , d2 ) = arg max ΨA (a1 , d2 , a2 ).
a2 ∈A2

and record the (random) optimal expected utilities
Ψ(a1 , d2 ) = max ΨA (a1 , d2 , a2 ).
a2 ∈A2

A3. At chance (for the Attacker) node D2 , compute the Attacker’s (random) expected utilities
Z
(a1 , d1 ) → ΨA (a1 , d1 ) = ΨA (a1 , d2 ) PA (D2 = d2 |d1 ) dd2 .
A4. At chance node (for the Attacker) node D1 , compute the Attacker’s (random) expected utilities
Z
a1 → ΨA (a1 ) = ΨA (a1 , d1 ) PA (D1 = d1 ) dd1 .
A5. At decision node A1 , compute the Attacker’s (random) optimal decision
A∗1 = arg max ΨA (a1 ).
a1 ∈A1

Then, the optimal (random) attacks would be A∗1 and A∗2 (A∗1 , d2 ). Finally, the Defender’s predictive
density over attack A2 , conditional on her second defence decision d2 and the Attacker’s •rst move
a1 , would be given by
Z
a2

−∞

pD (A2 = y|a1 , d2 ) dy = Pr(A∗2 (a1 , d2 ) ≤ a2 ),

and, similarly, her predictive density pD (A1 = a1 ) over attack A1 , is given by
Z a1
pD (A1 = x) dx = Pr(A∗1 ≤ a1 ).
−∞

This information would be incorporated back into the Defender’s problem to obtain her optimal defence. Both probabilities can be approximated through Monte Carlo simulation.
Note that of the four elements in F , the •rst two are relatively standard probabilistic assessments,
but the last two entail strategic thinking and may lead to recursions as discussed in Ríos and Ríos
Insua (2012), close to level-k thinking, see Stahl and Wilson (1995).
Given the sequentiality of the problem, with alternation of simultaneous and sequential decisions,
we shall need to solve it stepwise, scheduling optimising stages for the Defender’s problem and
simulating stages from those of the Attacker. Indeed, both schemes D1–D5 and A1–A5 can be
combined into a single one which jumps from steps D to steps A, and backwards, as follows:
S1. Perform D1. The quantities pD (S = s|d2 , a2 ) and uD (d1 , d2 , s) are assessed for the Defender.
Then compute the expected utilities in D1.
S2. At step D2, the Defender needs pD (A2 = a2 |a1 , d2 ). Since she lacks it, she switches to the
Attacker’s problem. Using her assessments PA (S = s|d2 , a2 ) and UA (a1 , a2 , s), she performs
steps A1 and, then, A2, getting pD (a2 |a1 , d2 ) from Pr(A∗2 (a1 , d2 ) ≤ a2 ). She then completes
D2.
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S3. At step D3, she needs pD (A1 = a1 ). Since she lacks it, she switches again to the Attacker’s
problem,. Using PA (D2 = d2 |d1 ) she performs A3. Using PA (D1 = d1 ) she performs A4. Then,
she performs A5, getting pD (a1 ) from Pr(A∗1 ≤ a1 ), and completes D3. She completes also D4
to eliminate D2 .
S4. She •nally completes step D5.
Essentially, the approach solves as many D steps as possible with standard ID reduction operations, until some assessment from the Attacker is required to solve another D step. Then, as few
steps from the A problem are solved, with ID reduction operations modi•ed to take into account the
uncertainty about the Attacker’s utilities and probabilities, until the required Attacker assessment is
obtained. At this point we jump back to the Defender problem.
Deciding when to jump from problem D to problem A and backwards is relatively simple to perform
by hand, but it can be messy from an algorithmic point of view. We may achieve this through the use of
the relevance and component graphs, described in Koller and Milch (2003). Basically, the relevance
graph for a BAID is a directed graph whose nodes are the decision nodes of the BAID, and which
contains an edge Nj → Ni if and only if Nj is strategically relevant for Ni . The relevance graph for our
example in Section 2 is shown in Figure 10, together with the so-called maximal strongly connected
components (SCCs, encircled by dotted lines) which, in turn, de•ne the component graph.
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Figure 10: Relevance graph for the general multistage problem.
The relevance graph induces a topological ordering among the attacker and the defender decisions, which is
A2 −→ (A1 , D2 ) −→ (D1 , A1 ),
in consonance with the ordering established in steps S1–S4 above. To wit,
• We •rst reduce all possible nodes in problem D prior to dealing with A2 , step S1.
• We switch to problem A and perform as few reductions as possible until A2 is eliminated,
reducing as many nodes as possible in problem D, and use them before dealing with (A1 , D2 ),
step S2.
• Since it is an (A, D) simultaneous pair, we perform reductions in the A and D problems, before
dealing with (A1 , D1 ), step S3.
• Finally, we deal with (A1 , D1 ). A1 was already eliminated, so we just need to eliminate D1 , step
S4.
In the next section, we generalise this to provide a general ARA strategy to solve complex adversarial biagent problems.
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4 General Computational Strategy
We describe now the general methodology for solving complex adversarial biagent problems. We
assume that two agents, the Defender and the Attacker, deal with a problem which may be modelled
with a BAID as de•ned in Section 2. We •rst describe the basic BAID reduction operations; then, we
provide a brief review of relevance concepts, see further details in Koller and Milch (2003). Finally,
we provide an algorithm for ARA support to an agent in a problem modeled as a BAID.

4.1 BAID reduction operations
As shown in our running example, we may distinguish between reduction operations referring to D
steps and reduction operations referring to A steps. Those in relation with D steps correspond to
standard ID reduction operations as in Shachter (1986), which we just enumerate here:
• Barren node removal. Barren nodes do not affect the problem value and thus can be eliminated
from the ID.
• Arc inversion. This corresponds to applying Bayes’ formula.
• Chance node removal. This corresponds to computing expected utilities with respect to the
corresponding probability distribution.
• Decision node removal. This corresponds to computing (and storing) the maximum expected
utility alternative.
Those in relation with A steps must take into account the uncertainty about the probabilities and
utilities of the Attacker and thus need to be conveniently modi•ed, except for the barren node removal
which coincides. With no loss of generality, we may assume that all involved random utilities and
probabilities are de•ned over the same basic probability space:
• A-Arc inversion. With the same preconditions and postconditions as in Shachter (1986), we
condition on the base measure for the random probabilities and apply Bayes’ formula, to obtain
new random probabilities over the nodes.
• A-Chance node removal. With the same preconditions and postconditions as in Shachter
(1986), we condition on the base measure for the random probabilities and utilities, and compute expected utilities, to obtain random expected utilities.
• A-Decision node removal. With the same preconditions and postconditions as in Shachter
(1986), we condition on the base measure for the random probabilities and utilities, and compute optimal alternatives, to obtain random optimal alternatives. We also store the maximal
random expected utility.

4.2 Relevance concepts
The key concept is that of strategic relevance. A decision node Nj is strategically relevant for decision
node Ni if to make the decision Ni we need to know the decision made at Nj . The relevance graph for
a BAID is a directed graph whose nodes are the decision nodes of the BAID, which contains an arc
Nj → Ni if and only if Nj is strategically relevant for Ni . If two decision variables Ni and Nj rely on each
other, we say that the relevance graph is cyclic. On the other hand, a set N of nodes is said to be
a strongly connected component (SCC) if for every pair of nodes Ni , Nj ∈ N , there exists a directed
path from Ni to Nj . A maximal SCC is an SCC which is not a strict subset of any other SCC. The
component graph, which can be shown to be always acyclic, is composed of the maximal SCCs.
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For any BAID, we can construct the relevance graph following the strategy in Koller and Milch
(2003). If all the decisions made by the Defender and the Attacker are accomplished sequentially, the
relevance graph is acyclic, and we then obtain a complete topological ordering of the decision nodes,
N1 → N2 → · · · → Nm+n , such that if Nj strategically relies on Ni , then Ni precedes Nj . Such ordering
corresponds to the particular sequence of movements that both adversaries carry out during their
interaction, corresponding to our sequential Defend-Attack or Attack-Defend blocks.
However, it could happen that certain pairs of decisions are made simultaneously—one by each
agent—without knowledge to each other, corresponding to our simultaneous Defend-Attack blocks.
Such paired decisions rely on each other, preventing the establishment of a precedence ordering
between them and, consequently, making the relevance graph cyclic. Should that be the case, we
would build the component graph from the SCCs and proceed in a similar manner as in the acyclic
case.

4.3 The global approach
We describe now the global approach in Algorithm 3. To simplify the discussion, we assume that the
relevance graph is acyclic.
Algorithm 3 General computational strategy
Build D’s problem, check if proper. If not, STOP
Build A’s problem, check if proper. If not, STOP
Repeat no decision node antecessors of value node left in D’s problem
While no A assessment required
Apply as many standard ID reduction operations (invert D arcs, remove D
decision nodes, remove D chance nodes, remove barren nodes) to D problem
(in Shachter’s order).
Repeat requested A assessment obtained
Apply A-ID reduction operations (A-arc inversion, A-chance node removal,
A-decision node removal, barren node removal) to A problem (in Shachter’s
order).

5 Revisiting the Tree Killer Problem
We end up illustrating the general methodology with the sequence of moves in the tree killer example
from Koller and Milch (2003), which we adapt to the following CIP scenario described in Figure 11.
A terrorist group is planning to attack the control centre of a critical infrastructure, killing or taking
as hostages the personnel working at the premises. This corresponds to decision node A2 . The
critical infrastructure is protected with a sophisticated computerised surveillance system, which poses
considerable dif•culties to any unauthorised person trying to access the premises. The Attacker is
considering the possibility of hacking the security system, represented by the decision node A1 .
The preparation and execution of the cyber-attack entails some costs for the Attacker, which are
incorporated into the utility node uA . The result of the cyber-attack is uncertain, as described by
chance node S1 , affecting the security system in case of being successful. We assume that the
Defender will not be able to ascertain whether a cyber-attack has been launched, but she will be able
to detect any unusual performance in the HW/SW components conforming the security system, i.e.,
she observes the outcome of chance node S1 . Should she perceive anomalies, she could decide to
accomplish a deep inspection of all security protocols. This corresponds to decision node D1 , which
would entail some costs to the Defender, whose consequences are encompassed in the utility node
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uD . In return for making such decision, the vulnerability of the security system would be reduced
to some extent, guaranteeing a better protection than if no action is made. However, there is still a
possibility that the whole security system collapses, as re•ected by the chance node S2 . Meanwhile,
the Attacker must make a decision about attacking physically the control centre, as he fears that new
protective measures could eventually be deployed in a near future. When he makes his decision A2 ,
he knows whether the Defender has accomplished the inspection D1 , but he does not know the real
impact of his cyber-attack on the security system. Finally, depending on the outcome of S2 , this would
entail consequences both for the Defender and the Attacker, which will be also aggregated in utility
nodes uD and uA , respectively. Figure 11 provides the BAID, which coincides with that in Koller and
Milch (2003), except that we have aggregated the utility nodes. We also present the Defender and
the Attacker problems as in•uence diagrams.
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Figure 11: Adapted tree killer problem.
The relevance graph is shown in Figure 12. The topological ordering induced is D1 → A2 → A1 .
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Figure 12: Relevance graph for the BAID example.

5.1 Supporting the Defender
Since the only D decision node precedes all A decisions, the Defender essentially solves a standard
decision analysis problem. Indeed, based on Figure 11b, we assess from the Defender her utility
uD (d1 , s2 ) and probabilities pD (s2 |s1 , d1 ). In theory, we should also assess pD (a2 |a1 , d1 ), pD (s1 |a1 )
and pD (a1 ), but we shall see that we do not actually need them. Then, we proceed through the
following steps:
D1. Eliminate the chance (for the Defender) node A2 , as it is a barren node.
D2. Eliminate chance node S2 by computing the expected utilities
Z
ψD (s1 , d1 ) = uD (d1 , s2 )pD (s2 |s1 , d1 ) ds2 .
D3. Eliminate decision node D1 by computing d1∗ (s1 ) = arg maxd1 ψD (s1 , d1 ).
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Once the Defender observes s1 , then her optimal decision is d1∗ (s1 ). Thus, note that the Defender
does not need to switch to the A problem in this particular case. A more complete response, would
accompany the above answer with the assessment of pD (s1 |a1 ), which requires assessing pD (a1 ), for
which we would need to switch to problem A, but we shall not refer to this here.

5.2 Supporting the Attacker
Suppose now that we support the Attacker in his decision making. We thus invert the roles of Defender and the Attacker. Based on Figure 11c, we need to assess his utilities uA (a1 , a2 , s2 ) and probabilities pA (s2 |s1 , d1 ), pA (d1 |s1 ) and pA (s1 |a1 ). Once with them, he may solve the diagram through
these steps:
A1. Eliminate chance node S2 by computing the expected utilities
Z
ψA (a1 , s1 , d1 , a2 ) = uA (a1 , a2 , s2 )pA (s2 |s1 , d1 ) ds2 .
A2. Eliminate decision node A2 by maximising expected utilities
ψA (a1 , s1 , d1 ) = max ψA (a1 , s1 , d1 , a2 )
a2

and recording
a∗2 (a1 , s1 , d1 ) = arg max ψA (a1 , s1 , d1 , a2 ).
a2

A3. Eliminate chance (for the attacker) node D1 by computing the expected utilities
Z
ψA (a1 , s1 ) = ψA (a1 , s1 , d1 )pA (d1 |s1 ) dd1 .
A4. Eliminate chance node S1 by computing the expected utilities
Z
ψA (a1 ) = ψA (a1 , s1 )pA (s1 |a1 ) ds1 .
A5. Eliminate decision node A1 by computing
a∗1 = arg max ψA (a1 ).
Then, a∗1 and a∗2 (a∗1 , s1 , d1 ) constitute an optimal decision for the Attacker.
Note though that the Attacker would need to assess pA (d1 |s1 ) which has an intrinsic strategic
component. One way to obtain it is by spreading the Attacker’s uncertainty over the Defender’s
probabilities and utilities onto the Defender’s problem. Thus, if the corresponding Attacker beliefs
are modelled through the random utility UD (d1 , s2 ) and probabilities PD (s2 |s1 , d1 ), we propagate them
through:
D1. Eliminate A2 , which is a barren node.
D2. Eliminate chance node S2 by computing the random expected utilities
Z
ΨD (s1 , d1 ) = UD (d1 , s2 )PD (s2 |s1 , d1 ) ds2 .
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D3. Eliminate decision node D1 by computing the random optimal alternatives D1∗ (s1 ) = arg maxd
ΨD (s1 , d1 ).
∗
Then,
 assuming that node D1 has a discrete decision space, we have that pA (d1 |s1 ) = Pr D1 (s1 ) =
d1 . In this case, because of the acyclic nature of the relevance graph and there being just one
change from D decisions to A decisions, the combined scheme is simple to state.

S1. Obtain uA (a1 , a2 , s2 ) and pA (s2 |s1 , d1 ). Eliminate chance node S2 and decision node A2 , thus
performing A1–A2.
S2. At step A3, we need pA (d1 |s1 ). We switch to D problem to perform steps D1–D3 to get it.
Then, perform A3.
S3. Perform steps A4–A5.

6 Discussion
We have provided an adversarial risk analysis approach to dealing with BAIDs. We assume we were
supporting one of the agents, who essentially forecasts the actions of the adversary and then optimises. This needs to be performed sequentially based on the informational needs of the supported
agent, which takes advantage of the strategic relevance concept. This leads to a strategy which
combines simulation and optimisation stages.
As with standard the IDs the approach has exponential complexity and an effort should be made
to improving computational response times. One possibility would be to try a single stage process
based on the augmented simulation approach to ID reduction see Bielza et al. (1999). It might be
interesting also to produce a computational environment supporting this methodology possibly linked
with GeNIe (2014).
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Optimal CIP with Network Structure
An escalation in terrorist attacks in recent years has stirred the development of new methodological
solutions to support governments in their •ght against such threats. In this paper, we use the adversarial risk analysis (ARA) framework to deal with the protection of critical networked infrastructures.
We deploy an ARA model for each relevant element (node, link, hotspot in link) in the network, taking
the so-called Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend model as a reference. We assume that there will be
just one attack against the whole infrastructure over the relevant planning period. The ARA models
over the network elements are related by resource constraints and aggregation of results over various
sites for the Defender. As an illustration, we consider the case of a potential terrorist attack over a
section of the Spanish rail network.

1 Introduction
Security is one of the main concerns of governments and organisations worldwide, see e.g. the
World Economic Forum (2013, 2014) Global Risks reports over the last few years. Indeed, large-scale
terrorist attacks constitute one of the most worrisome threats faced by authorities. As a consequence,
there has been an intense debate in recent years about how to best defend critical infrastructures
against terrorist attacks. Large-scale terrorist events like 9/11 or the Madrid train bombings have led
to signi•cant national investments in protective responses, see Haberfeld and von Hassell (2009).
Such expenditures have received ample criticism from broad sectors of public opinion, who have
seen them sometimes as disproportionate, see e.g. Sunstein (2007).
The complexity of the current phenomenon of terrorism and its associated challenges reinforce
the need to implement novel analysis tools to support decision makers, see e.g. Ezell et al. (2010) or
Wein (2009) for recent accounts of various methodologies and applications. Lewis (2006) proposes
several quantitative procedures for evaluating the vulnerability of critical infrastructures against terrorist threats and establishing optimal policies for reducing such weaknesses. In the same line, Brown
et al. (2006) apply game-theoretic based optimisation models to make critical infrastructures more
resilient against terrorism. From a more qualitative perspective, Haimes and Longstaff (2002) ponder
on the usefulness of risk analysis as a valid tool for CIP. Other relevant works include Parnell et al.
(2008) and Enders and Sandler (2011), who provide overviews on strategies, models, and research
issues in terrorism risk analysis.
Most of the previous approaches to this problem have a game-theoretic •avour. As such, they can
take account of the intelligent and adaptive nature of the attackers. However, some of the assumptions on which they are based are not realistic, mainly that of common knowledge about each other’s
preferences and probabilities. Alternatively, we propose the use of Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA)
to address the problem of how to best protect from intelligent terrorist threats. ARA provides onesided prescriptive support to one of the intervening agents (she, the Defender), based on a subjective
expected utility model, treating the decisions of the adversary (he, the Attacker) as uncertainties.
We shall consider here problems in which an organisation needs to protect a critical networked
infrastructure (CNI) from terrorist threats. For a recent review on security analysis of general critical
network systems under terrorist threats, see Dziubiński and Goyal (2013). Networked infrastructures
are systems composed of two types of elements: nodes and links. Some links may also contain
critical points with a particularly important strategic, economic and/or functional value. There are
numerous examples of CNIs, including water, oil or natural gas pipelines, transportation routes and
facilities, power grids, and telecommunication networks, see Lewis (2006). Hausken and Levitin
(2012) provide a classi•cation of systems defence and attack models. Within such classi•cation, we
shall be facing a case of protecting a network from attacks against a single element with incomplete
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information.
Speci•cally, our case study will refer to deciding the security resource allocation for a railway network whose operator fears the onslaught of a terrorist group. Railway systems constitute a preferred
terrorist target. In our problem, we assume that the relevant authorities will face a single strike. In
principle, the terrorists may attack any point in the network, trying to wreak havoc, damage network
elements and cause the largest number of casualties. Indeed, attacks against rail targets entailing
large number of casualties have taken place all over the world since the beginning of the 21st century, see Table 1. Following these events, various studies on the vulnerability of railway transport
have been conducted, see e.g. Haberfeld and von Hassell (2009). They highlight that despite all
the improvements in security systems, it is dif•cult to control and protect stations and tracks against
terrorist attacks 24/7. Therefore, railway networks still constitute very vulnerable targets.
Table 1: Terrorist attacks on rail transport. Source: Haberfeld and von Hassell (2009)
Date
2001/8/1
2004/3/11
2005/7/7
2006/7/11
2007/2/17

Country
Angola
Madrid, Spain
London, UK
Mumbai, India
Pakistan

Casualties
> 250
> 190
> 50
> 180
> 60

To address the protection of the railway network, we will adopt an ARA strategy, based on the
Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend model, see Brown et al. (2006), Parnell et al. (2010) or Ríos and
Ríos Insua (2012). In this model, the Defender •rst deploys defensive resources. Then, the Attacker,
having observed such decision, performs an attack. Finally, the Defender tries to recover from the
attack as best as she can. We will deploy one of such models for each relevant element in the
network: nodes, links and critical points, with possibly different types of resources for each element
class. Models will be related by resource constraints and by aggregation of results over various
targets for both the Defender and the Attacker. We will populate the model with a case study referring
to a section of a national railway system.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the ARA methodology we shall use to
address adversarial problems over networks. In Section 3, we describe the main features of the
motivating case study. Section 4 adapts the ARA methodology for networks to deal with the case
study, whereas Section 5 discusses relevant modelling issues. We remain at a conceptual level not
focusing on computational aspects, which may be seen in Ríos Insua et al. (2013). We end up with
some discussion.

2 Methodology
We present the ARA methodology that we shall use to deal with CNI protection problems. A network
operator (she, the Defender) needs to protect from terrorist threats (he, the Attacker). As mentioned,
networked infrastructures are composed of two types of elements: nodes and links. Besides them,
we shall also consider that some links may include critical points, which are speci•c locations of
particularly high-value for both terrorists and the operator. For our case of railway networks, nodes
correspond to stations, whereas links refer to the tracks connecting them. Critical points could be,
e.g., viaducts, tunnels or bridges along certain routes.
We thus consider that we have, in general, ℓ targets, g1 , ... , gℓ , of which ℓs correspond to nodes,
ℓr to links, and ℓc to critical points, with ℓ = ℓs + ℓr + ℓc . We assume that there is a unique directed
path connecting any two nodes. For example, if there is a path joining A → B → C, we rule out the
possibility of having a directed link A → C.
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For the protection of each element, we shall deploy a particular ARA model. The models will be
related by resource constraints and aggregation of results over various sites for the Defender and
the Attacker. As an illustration, consider a generic element in the network, and assume we use a
Sequential Defend-Attack-Defend model for it, shown in Figure 13. Note though that other models
could be used and, even, different models for different types of elements. Node D1 corresponds to
the Defender’s initial decision about the deployment of countermeasures to protect herself against the
terrorist threat. After observing such deployment, the Attacker decides his attack A. S1 represents
the outcome of the attack. The Defender, then, makes a decision D2 , trying to recover as best as
she can from the attack. S2 expresses the result of the Defender’s attempt to recover from it. The
adversaries aggregate their consequences in nodes cD and cA , respectively. The consequences for
the Defender depend on (d1 , s1 , s2 ), i.e., on the effort in implementing her protective measures and
the results of the initial attack and her recovery action. Similarly, the consequences for the Attacker
depend on (a, s1 , s2 ), i.e., on the costs of launching his attack, its outcome, and the result after the
Defender’s subsequent move. The obtained results would then be aggregated by the Defender over
the various sites. The consequences are then evaluated through their respective utility nodes, uD and
uA .
D1

A

D2

S1

S2
cD

cA

uD

uA

Figure 13: In•uence diagram for the railway network case study.
The Defender aims at •nding her optimal defence strategy (d1∗ , d2∗ (d1∗ , s1 )). For this, she needs to
assess the probability models pD (s1 |d1 , a) and pD (s2 |s1 , d2 ), re•ecting her beliefs about: (i) The initial
attack outcome, S1 , when defensive resources d1 have been deployed and the Attacker launches attack a; and (ii) The •nal attack outcome, S2 , when the result of the attack is s1 and the recovery action
d2 has been performed. The Defender would also need to assess pD (a|d1 ), expressing her beliefs
about what attack will the Attacker choose once he has observed the deployed countermeasures.
Assuming we obtain such assessments, we would solve the Defender’s problem in Figure 14, based
on the standard in•uence diagram reduction algorithm, see Shachter (1986), proceeding through the
steps below.
D0. Aggregate results over the various sites
D1. At node cD , obtain the expected utilities
(d1 , s1 , s2 ) → ψD (d1 , s1 , s2 ) =
D2. At node S2 , obtain the expected utilities
(d1 , s1 , d2 ) → ψD (d1 , s1 , d2 ) =
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Z

Z

uD (cD )pD (cD |d1 , s1 , s2 ) dcD .

ψD (d1 , s1 , s2 )pD (s2 |s1 , d2 ) ds2 .

D1

A

S1

D2

S2

cD

uD

d1

a|d1

s1 |d1 , a

d2 |d1 , s1

s2 |s1 , d2

cD |d1 , s1 , s2

uD (cD |d1 , d2 )

Figure 14: Defender’s in•uence diagram.
D3. At node D2 , compute the optimal decisions
(d1 , s1 ) → d2∗(d1 , s1 ) = arg max ψD (d1 , s1 , d2 ).
d2 ∈D2

D4. At node S1 , obtain the expected utilities
Z
(d1 , a) → ψD (d1 , a) = ψD (d1 , s1 , d2∗ (d1 , s1 ))pD (s1 |d1 , a) ds1 .
D5. At node A, obtain the expected utilities
d1 → ψD (d1 ) =

Z

ψD (d1 , a)pD (a|d1 ) da.

D6. Finally, at node D1 , compute the optimal decisions
d1∗ = arg max ψD (d1 ).
d1 ∈D1

Provided that the number of portfolios is not too large, this can be accomplished by enumerating and
evaluating all d1 ∈ D1 . Should that number be large, we could proceed by simulating ψD at a few d1
values, •tting a regression metamodel ψbD (d1 ), see e.g. Kleijnen and Sargent (2000), and solving for
max

d1 ∈D1

ψbD (d1 ).

We shall typically need Monte Carlo simulation to perform the above computations.
The only nonstandard assessment in the above formulation is that of pD (a|d1 ). To assess it, the
Defender may consider the Attacker’s decision problem, see Figure 15, possibly as described below.
Assuming that the Attacker is an expected utility maximiser, see French and Ríos Insua (2000), the
Defender would need his probabilities pA (cA |a, s1 , s2 ), pA (s2 |s1 , d2 ), pA (d2 |d1 , s1 ) and pA (s1 |d1 , a) and
utility uA (cA ). However, the Defender lacks knowledge about them. Suppose we may model her
 uncertainty through random utilities and probabilities UA (cA ), PA (cA |·), PA (s2 |·), PA (d2 |·), PA (s1 |·) . Then,
for each d1 , she would solve
A0. Aggregate results over the various sites
A1. At node cA , obtain the (random) expected utilities
Z
ΨA (a, s1 , s2 ) = UA (cA )PA (cA |a, s1 , s2 ) dcA .
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D1

A

S1

D2

S2

cA

uA

d1

a|d1

s1 |d1 , a

d2 |d1 , s1

s2 |s1 , d2

cA |a, s1 , s2

uA (cA |a)

Figure 15: Attacker’s in•uence diagram.
A2. At node S2 , obtain the (random) expected utilities
Z
ΨA (a, s1 , d2 ) = ΨA (a, s1 , s2 )PA (s2 |s1 , d2 ) ds2 .
A3. At node D2 , obtain the (random) expected utilities
Z
ΨA (a, s1 ) = ΨA (a, s1 , d2 )PA (d2 |d1 , s1 ) dd2 .
A4. At node S1 , obtain the (random) expected utilities
Z
ΨA (d1 , a) = ΨA (a, s1 )PA (s1 |d1 , a) ds1 .
A5. At node A, obtain the (random) optimal decisions, given d1
A∗ (d1 ) = arg max ΨA (d1 , a).
a∈A

Then, we would get

Ra

−∞ pD (ξ|d1 ) dξ

= Pr(A∗ (d1 ) ≤ a), which may be approximated through

Algorithm 4 Simulating the Attacker’s problem
For d1 ∈ D1
For k = 1 to K
For a ∈ A

Sample UkA (cA ), PkA (cA |·),RPkA (s2 |·), PkA (d2 |·), PkA (s1 |·)
Compute ΨAk (a, s1 , s2 ) = R UkA (cA )PkA (cA |a, s1 , s2 ) dcA
Compute ΨAk (a, s1 , d2 )R = ΨAk (a, s1 , s2 )PkA (s2 |s1 , d2 ) ds2
Compute ΨAk (a, s1 ) = R ΨAk (a, s1 , d2 )PkA (d2 |d1 , s1 ) dd2
Compute ΨAk (d1 , a) = ΨAk (a, s1 )PkA (s1 |d1 , a) ds1
Compute ak (d1 ) = arg maxa∈A ΨAk (d1 , a)
Ra
Approximate −∞ pbD (ξ|d1 )dξ ≈ #{1 ≤ k ≤ K : ak (d1 ) ≤ a}/K

Note that different models could be used for different targets to accommodate their own speci•cities. Similarly, the nature and number of deployable resources may depend on the type of target.
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3 Case Description
We analyse the protection of the southwest section of the Spanish railway system against terrorist
threats. Recent intelligence reports have alerted about the activation of a dormant cell established in
Seville, integrated within the city for years without raising suspicion. In this regard, several Al-Qaeda
members have been arrested in Southern Spanish towns in the last years, see BBC News Europe
(2011, 2012); New York Post (2014). The terrorists intend to launch an attack in summer against the
railway system and its users, taking advantage of large population •ows during the vacation period
along the Andalusian coast.

3.1 Layout
The section of the Spanish railway system under consideration is shown in Figure 16a. We have
represented the network more schematically in Figure 16b, indicating the stations (N), routes (r) and
critical points (s). The latter correspond to the following sensitive areas: s131 represents Puente
Genil’s viaduct in the Córdoba-Málaga route, whereas s132 and s451 stand for tunnels in Antequera
and Jerez de la Frontera, in the Córdoba-Málaga and Seville-Cádiz routes, respectively.

N2

N1

Huelva

Córdoba

r14

r24

N4
s131
r13

Seville
s451

r45

s132

Cádiz
N5

(a) Network map.

N3

Málaga

(b) Network scheme.

Figure 16: Railway network for the case study.
Table 2 displays the main features of the stations (associated population), routes (length) and critical
points within the incumbent network. In what follows, we shall use the notation g1 , ... , g12 for the
twelve potential targets.
Table 2: Targets and their main features
Station (city population)
g1
Córdoba
328.488

g2
Huelva
148.568

g3
Málaga
567.433

g4
Seville
702.355

Route (km)
g5
Cádiz
123.948

g6
Co-Ma
159

g7
Co-Se
142

g8
Hu-Se
92

Critical points (distance from head)
g9
Se-Ca
123

g10
s131 (v)
Co-Ma (71)

g11
s132 (t)
Co-Ma (107.5)

g12
s451 (t)
Se-Ca (84.8)

The type of train circulating across the network is composed of three units, each of which consists
of •ve coaches. The train maximum capacity is 780 seats, which is typically full at this time of the
year.
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3.2 Countermeasures deployable by the railway operator
The railway operator is a public company attached to the Ministry of Public Works, responsible of
security, in coordination with Homeland Security and Defense. It has a security budget to be distributed among various countermeasures across the network, subject to constraints speci•ed below.
Countermeasures can be static or mobile; the latter may be used for recovery purposes in the event
of a successful attack. Note that by ’recovery’ we mean solely the detention of terrorists, thus not
considering those protocols that the government and railway operator should carry out after an attack
to: (1) Ensure an adequate response to potential victims; and (2) Restore the service as soon as
possible. These aspects pertain to the domain of contingency plans, with a special unit attached to
the Ministry of Defence, trained to intervene in emergencies. However, the special unit is not responsible of capturing terrorists, which belongs to Homeland Security, so we will not include its eventual
deployment in our model.
The countermeasures that the operator considers include:
• Walk-through detectors. Guarantee all passengers to be checked. Placed at passenger entrance of platform areas, trying to detect metal objects that could be part of an explosive. May
provoke long queues, especially at peak hours.
• Cameras. Part of a CCTV system to monitor sensitive areas in stations, trains and tracks.
• Additional illumination. Long-range self-powered directional spotlights in speci•c areas, improving visibility at night.
• Fences. Prevent persons and animals from accessing tracks in sensitive areas.
• Security staff. Patrol along stations, checking anyone suspicious. Periodically, will inspect
critical points along the routes accompanied by detection dogs.
• Detection dogs. Trained to detect explosives. Must be always accompanied by security personnel.
• Helicopter patrols. Each helicopter is assigned to two crews of one pilot and one co-pilot. Will
randomly patrol along the network, communicating anomalies to mobile units at stations or
critical points.
All the above measures will have a deterrent effect over the terrorist intentions. Besides, security
personnel and detection dogs have also a recovery role, as they will help in trying to capture the
terrorists in case of an attack. Table 3 summarises the features of security measures, together with
their associated unit costs. For the security staff, we provide their unit monthly gross salaries. Agents
will be outsourced to a private security company for two months—July and August, the period in
which the terrorist alert is active. Similarly, we have provided the monthly cost of hiring a detection
dog from a specialised company. The costs entailed by the helicopter patrols include crew salaries
and those associated with equipment operation and maintenance. We have included the overall costs
of installing a walking-through detector, a CCTV camera, a lamp post and a fence unit, respectively,
over the planning period, including their eventual maintenance and repair, and taking into account
their typical lifetime.

3.3 Possible terrorist strategies
In order to assess our uncertainty about the Attacker’s decision, we must analyse the motivations
of this type of terrorist groups, see Keeney and von Winterfeldt (2010). In this regard, terrorists are
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Table 3: Features of security measures and associated costs
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7

Measure
Metal detector
CCTV camera
Lamp posts
Fence units
Security guard
Detection dog
Helicopter

Station
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Track
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Critical points
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Type
Static
Static
Static
Static
Mobile
Mobile
Mobile

Unit costs (e)
6,500
650
3,000
4,200
2,600
800
90,000

usually assumed to be risk seekers, being their main aims: (1) In•ict the largest number of casualties
and damage to their enemies; (2) Have large impact on the media; and (3) Cause panic and chaos
within the civilian population. In our scenario, this turns into the following facts:
• The places where the largest number of casualties can be caused are stations, due to their
higher concentration of people.
• The most devastating attack would be the detonation of an explosive inside a train as it enters a
station. This would cause victims within the train and at the station platform, besides damaging
the train, the station and other assets.
• An attack using weapons of mass destruction (WMD) would cause the greatest panic among
civilians, as with the sarin gas released at the Tokyo subway attack in 1995, see Haberfeld and
von Hassell (2009, chap. 12) and Fellman et al. (2011).
We consider that the terrorist cell has resources to launch a single attack over a single target
within the network over the incumbent period. We further assume that the attack strategies being
considered by the terrorists are:
• a1 . Place bomb in station.
• a2 . Place bomb inside a train and detonate when approaching a station.
• a3 . Place bomb along the route, and make it explode as a train passes by.
• a4 . Place WMD of chemical or biological nature inside a train and detonate it either when
approaching a station.
Note that for attack type a3 , terrorists would ideally aim at putting the bomb as close as possible to
a critical point, so as to cause the largest damage. However, critical points are, normally, particularly
well protected spots, thus becoming a more perilous target for terrorists. We address this issue in
Section 5.2.
In deciding their strategy, the terrorists should take into account the following inherent risks:
(1) Manipulation and transportation of bombs or weapons intended to be used in the attack, since, for
instance, WMDs require more caution and care than explosives; (2) The possibility of being detected
by security forces (aided by technological resources) before putting the explosive in the station, train
or tracks; and (3) Introducing the explosive inside the train and not being able of getting off it before
detonation.

4 The Model
We discuss now in detail the model elements for Section 2, particularised to our case study.
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• D1 represents the decision about the countermeasures deployed by the Defender at each of
xi deployed over
the targets in Table 2. Let xik be the number of units of countermeasure
P
x
objective gk , i = 1, ... , 7, k = 1, ... , 12, with xi = (xi1 , ... , xi12 ), and x¯i = 12
k =1 ik . Their unit costs
qi , i = 1, ... , 7 were de•ned in Table 3. We denote the set of possible decisions by D1 . The
countermeasures must ful•l the following constraints, globally displayed in (9):
– Political. All stations and critical points must have a minimum level of protection, with at
least three security guards and two detection dogs patrolling 24/7 (9h).
– Economic. Due to their high costs, a maximum of two metal detectors can be installed at
each station (9g). Similarly, at most two helicopters may be used for patrolling (9i).
– Logistic. Only mobile elements can be shifted from the nearest post to the point in which
the attack has occurred. Walk-through scanners will be used only at stations (9c). Cameras and mobile resources will be used only at stations and around critical points (9d).
Lamp posts and fences will be used only around critical points in the routes (9e). Helicopters will only patrol over unprotected track stretches in the network (9f). Detection
dogs must be at any time accompanied by a security guard (9h).
Let BD be the maximum budget available for new countermeasures (9a), on top of the existing
ones, for the relevant two-month planning period. Then, the feasible security portfolios d1 =
(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ) will satisfy the above mentioned constraints expressed through
cinv =

7
X

qi x¯i ≤ BD ,

(9a)

i=1

xik integer, i = 1, ... , 7, k = 1, ... , 12,

(9b)

x1k = 0, k = 6, ... , 12,

(9c)

x2k = x5k = x6k = 0, k = 6, ... , 9,

(9d)

x3k = x4k = 0, k = 1, ... , 9,

(9e)

x7k = 0, k = 1, ... , 5, 10, ... , 12,

(9f)

x1k ≤ 2, k = 1, ... , 5,

(9g)

x5k ≥ 3, x6k ≥ 2, x5k ≥ x6k , k = 1, ... , 5, 10, ... , 12,

(9h)

x¯7 ≤ 2.

(9i)

Besides the above constraints, the operator also imposes additional lower and upper bounds
on the number of deployable units over each target for the rest of the countermeasures, see
Table 4. Then, e.g., the constraint referring to upper and lower bounds about x1 is expressed
like 1 ≤ x1 ≤ 2, meaning that, at each station, there must be mandatorily one or, at most, two
metal detectors.
Table 4: Bounds over deployable units of countermeasures
Measure
Min
Max

x1
1
2

x2
0
4

x3
0
2

x4
0
2

x5
3
4

x6
2
3

x¯7
1
2

• A stands for the attack chosen by the terrorists. We denote the set of possible decisions by
A. We de•ne the binary decision variables ajk ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, ... , 4, k = 1, ... , 12, with ajk = 1
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representing that terrorists decide to use attack type aj against target gk , and ajk = 0, otherwise.
Since we assume that the terrorists will launch, at most, one attack, this implies that
4 X
12
X

ajk ≤ 1.

j=1 k =1

The sum will equal zero only if the terrorists decide not to attack at all. Additional logistic
constraints apply to the Attacker’s decision:
– Strategies a1 , a2 and a4 can only be carried out close to the stations, thus a1k = a2k =
0, k ∈ {6, ... , 12}.
– Similarly, strategy a3 can only be implemented when the train is en route. Therefore,
a3k = 0, k ∈ {1, ... , 5}.
• S1 re•ects the outcome of an eventual attack against a certain target. We shall assume that
it takes values in the set S1 = {0, 1}. We de•ne binary variables sjk(1) ∈ S1 , j = 1, ... , 4, k =
1, ... , 12, with sjk(1) = 1 meaning a successful attack of type aj against target gk , and sjk(1) = 0,
otherwise.
• D2 . In case of a successful attack against a station or a critical point, the Defender would use
the available mobile resources to try to capture the terrorists. If the attack occurs at some
noncritical point along the route, the Defender will shift the available mobile resources from the
nearest location, whether a station or a critical point. D2 takes values in D2 = {0, 1}, with d2 = 1
meaning that the recovery measures are deployed, and d2 = 0, otherwise.
• S2 represents the result of the Defender’s recovery action. It takes values in the set S2 = {0, 1}.
We de•ne binary variables sjk(2) ∈ S2 , j = 1, ... , 4, k = 1, ... , 12, with sjk(2) = 1 meaning that all the
terrorists—those still operational after an attack of type aj against target gk —will be captured,
and sjk(2) = 0, otherwise.

4.1 The Defender problem
The dynamics for the Defender are:
• She deploys her countermeasures d1 = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ) over the network elements.
• She observes whether an attack is launched by the terrorists. In case of a successful attack,
she would use available security units from the nearest location, trying to capture the terrorists.
• She faces the multiple consequences in relation with the eventual terrorist attack, and her
recovery action, as speci•ed below.
• She attains her utility.
The repercussion of a successful attack may be tragic and devastating in terms of casualties,
damages and recovery costs, as already experienced in the real cases presented in Table 1. The
most relevant consequences for the Defender are listed below:
• Casualties (killed or wounded people), with an associated cost of clife .
• Damages in •xed infrastructure assets (tracks, signals, viaducts, tunnels, stations,...), whose
costs will be aggregated into a single variable c•xed .
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• Damages in mobile elements (trains), denoted by ctrain .
• Fear in the population, and a negative perception of security, particularly of the railway transportation system. A negative vision of the country’s image overseas. We encompass all these
issues in a single variable cimage .
We provide details about the involved costs clife , c•xed , ctrain and cimage in Section 5.1. We summarise
in Table 5 the eventual consequences of successful attack strategies. In case of no attack, there are
no consequences for the Defender, other than the security investment incurred.
Table 5: Type of attacks and consequences
Attack
a1
a2
a3
a4

Description
Bomb in station
Bomb in train (station)
Bomb en route
WMD in train

Lives
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Fixed assets
Yes
Yes
Yes
—

Station
Yes
Yes
—
—

Train
—
Yes
Yes
—

Image
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

We use a measurable multiattribute value function together with relative risk aversion as in Dyer
and Sarin (1979, 1982) to model the Defender’s utility function. First, the multiattribute value function
for the Defender will be described as a linear additive value function, see Keeney and von Winterfeldt
(2011), through
cD (d1 ) = cinv + clife + c•xed + ctrain + cimage ,
(10)
aggregating consequences over all targets. Note that, effectively, we are monetising consequences.
The Defender’s utility function is, then, uD (cD ).

4.2 The Attacker problem
The dynamics of the Attacker are:
• They see the preventive measures d1 deployed by the Defender over the targets.
• They decide about the type of attack and its target.
• In case of attacking, they observe the result of the attack and face its operational consequences.
• In case of a successful attack, they tackle the recovery measures deployed by the Defender
and face the consequences.
• They get the corresponding utility.
The Defender considers that the relevant multiple consequences for the Attacker are:
• Preparation costs, cprep ;
• The costs associated with the number of terrorists killed or detained over the operation, to
′ ; and
which the Attacker puts a value clife
• Whether they are able to wreak havoc among population, since terrorists also focus on image
′
.
consequences, cimage
′ and c ′
We provide details about the involved costs cprep , clife
image in Section 5.2. As before, we •rst
aggregate the attributes in a linear additive value function
′
′
cA (a) = −cprep − clife
+ cimage
,

and then build the utility function uA (cA ).
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(11)

5 Case Study
We start with the assessment of the quantities related with the Defender’s problem. We assume that
while the terrorist threat is active, trains operate at their maximum capacity with all seats occupied.
The available security budget is BD = 270, 000 e.

5.1 Defender’s assessments
We assess now the relevant consequences, utilities and probabilities in the Defender’s problem.

Human losses clife We •rst discuss the costs associated with the number of casualties on the
Defender’s side. As for the number of victims within the station when terrorists are using conventional bombs—attack types a1 and a2 —we de•ne a random variable zs accounting for the number of
casualties that would occur at the target station. We assume a binomial distribution
zs |gk ∼ Bin(ns , ps ), k = 1, ... , 5,
where ns depends on the particular station, and represents the theoretical maximum number of people that could be potentially affected by the blast if present at station gk . Based on expert opinion, we
assume ns to be equal to, approximately, 0.5% of the corresponding population size for each station,
see Table 2. In turn, ps corresponds to the probability of a random person being killed if present at the
incumbent station when the attack occurs. The operator assumes the same probability for all stations,
although she has uncertainty about its value, placing a beta distribution ps ∼ Be(αs , βs ). To assess
the expected probability of being killed or badly injured in a station, E [ps ], we rely on previous similar
terrorist attacks, see Haberfeld and von Hassell (2009, chap. 10): we have estimated the expected
number of casualties at 50 for g5 (E [zs |g5 ] = 50), from which we obtain the expected probability, equal
to 0.081. The operator also assessed a value for the variance Var[ps ] = 0.001, which will determine,
in turn, the values of αs = 5.90 and βs = 67.27. Finally, we have obtained the expected number
of casualties for the other stations, using their population size ratios, see Table 6. The associated
expected costs are obtained by multiplying the expected number of casualties by the statistical value
of life for the Defender qsvl , see Riera Font et al. (2007). We estimate qsvl = 2.04 Me for killed or
badly injured people, disregarding the associated costs of mildly injured people.
Table 6: Expected number of victims after a bomb attack
Target
Casualties

g1
133

g2
60

g3
229

g4
283

g5
50

Train in station
49.4

En route train
156

We have also estimated the number of casualties that would occur inside the train, either when it
is entering a station, ze , or en route, zr , corresponding to attack types a2 and a3 , respectively. For the
•rst case, we assume that just the coach containing the bomb would be affected, while a whole unit
(•ve coaches) will be damaged in the second one. We use binomial distributions for ze ∼ Bin(ne , pe )
and zr ∼ Bin(nr , pr ), being ne = 52 and nr = 260 the maximum capacity of a coach and a unit,
respectively. To account for the inherent uncertainty over the probabilities, we use beta distributions
for pe ∼ Be(αe , βe ) and pr ∼ Be(αr , βr ), with expected values E [pe ] = 0.95 and E [pr ] = 0.6 and
moderate variances 0.02 and 0.01, respectively, as assessed by the operator. The expected numbers
of victims are shown in Table 6.
In an attack using WMDs (attack type a4 ), according to expert opinion, approximately one half
of the train’s passengers is expected to be contaminated. We use a binomial distribution zw ∼
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Bin(nw , pw ) for the number of victims, being nw = 780 the train maximum capacity, and a beta distribution for the incumbent probability pw ∼ Be(αw , βw ) with expected value E [pw ] = 0.5 and variance
Var[pw ] = 0.008. In addition, all the people present at the station at the time of the attack within a
certain distance from the WMD focus would be affected as well. For simplicity, we consider the range
of the WMD similar to that of a conventional explosive. Subsuming both contributions, we obtain the
estimations in Table 7.
Table 7: Expected number of victims after a WMD attack
Target
Casualties

g1
523

g2
450

g3
619

g4
673

g5
440

We aggregate now the costs due to the occurrence of casualties
#
" 5
5
12
5
X
X
X
X
a4k (zs + zw ) ,
a3k zr +
a2k (zs + ze ) +
a1k zs +
clife = qsvl
k =6

k =1

k =1

k =1

accounting for attack types a1 –a4 . Note that clife would inherit the uncertainty in zs , ze , zr and zw , just
described.
For the costs associated with infrastructure damages, we have consulted
xed
the construction value of the different elements, assuming an affected area of 500 m around the blast.
We denote the costs in tracks and signals, tunnels and viaducts by qtas , qtun and qvia , respectively.
For damages at stations, denoted by qsta , we have used as a reference the cost estimation of Atocha
station damages, one of the targets in the Madrid train bombings, see Buesa Blanco et al. (2005).
The estimated values (in millions of euros) of the above costs are displayed in Table 8.
To discriminate whether a bomb has been put suf•ciently close to a critical point (i.e. less than
500 m from it) under attack type a3 , we de•ne a binary variable h ∈ {0, 1}, such that h = 1 if the
shock wave affects the critical point, and h = 0, otherwise. Note that if h = 1, then one of the variables
a3k , k = 10, 11, 12 must be equal to 1, whereas if h = 0, all of them are zero. We describe how to
determine h in Section 5.2.

Material losses c

Table 8: Associated costs (Me) with damages in •xed infrastructure assets
Cost

Tracks & signals
0.700

Tunnel
4.620

Viaduct
2.000

Station
0.218

Since material costs are relatively low compared with human costs, see Tables 6 and 7, we do not
take into account their associated uncertainty. We express the overall material costs for the Defender
as
12
9
5
2 X
X
X
X
a3k .
a3k + (qtas + h · qvia )a310 + h(qtas + qtun )
ajk + qtas
c•xed = (qtas + qsta )
j=1 k =1

k =11

k =6

The •rst term corresponds to attacks a1 and a2 . The others, to attack a3 , distinguishing whether the
bomb has been placed at a critical point or not.
We have also estimated the costs associated with damages in the train, differentiating whether it
is entering a station (when, according to experts, just the coach carrying the bomb would be affected)
or en route (when •ve coaches would suffer the consequences). Each unit has a cost of qunit = 5.77
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Me. Again, we disregard the associated uncertainty due to the comparatively much smaller costs.
Then, the costs caused by damages in trains are
" 5
#
12
X
1X
ctrain = qunit
a3k ,
a2k +
5
k =1

k =6

corresponding to attacks a2 and a3 , respectively.
Image costs will be modelled through a random variable, cimage , which depends on the type of strategy chosen by the Attacker and on whether the Defender’s recovery action
is effective or not. Should that be the case—when all terrorists are detained—the impact on the
country’s image will be lower than otherwise. We use a truncated normal model with truncation point
zero
pD (cimage |a, s1 = 1, s2 ) ∼ T N (µa , σa2 ),

Image costs cimage

whose expected values and variances, shown in Table 9, have been assessed by experts from the
operator.
Table 9: Expected image costs and associated standard deviation (Me)
s2 = 0
s2 = 1

a1
29(14)
15(7)

a2
29(14)
15(7)

a3
20(9)
10(6)

a4
35(17)
18(8)

Assessment of the Defender’s probabilities We discuss now the assessment of the probabilities in the Defender’s problem. We start with the probability that an attack of type j against

target gk is successful, conditional on the deployed countermeasures, pD sjk(1) = 1|d1 , ajk = 1 = pjk(1) ,
j = 1, ... , 4, k = 1, ... , 12. The operator is quite con•dent about her assessment over such probabilities, so we explicitly disregard the associated uncertainty. The Defender believes that the expected
probability depends on the risk factors mentioned in Section 3.3. We use


E pjk(1) = 1 − (1 − φ1 ) · (1 − φ2 ),
where φ1 represents the chance that the bomb is ruined during the manipulation and/or transportation
phases, estimated at φ1 = 0.3 for a conventional bomb and φ1 = 0.1 for a WMD; and φ2 is the
probability that the terrorists are detected, thus being forced to abort the mission. φ2 depends on the
type and number of deployed countermeasures. We use an exponential model
$
! 7
X
γi xik
φ2 (d1 ) = 1 − φd · exp −
i=1

to account for the fact that each countermeasure is expected to decrease the chances of a successful
attack. (1 − φd ) represents the probability of detection if no additional measures are deployed. Table
10 shows the estimated values of the γ’s and φd , as assessed by an expert, depending on whether
the attack requires the terrorists entering a station or not. For the γ’s, we asked the experts from the
operator about the expected deterrent effect of each countermeasure when considered separately,
•tting the expression for φ2 and obtaining the corresponding coef•cient.
We assess now the probability that the recovery action—provided the Defender carries
 it out
as a response to a successful attack—is also successful, i.e., pD sjk(2) = 1|sjk(1) = 1, d2 = 1 = pjk(2) ,
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Table 10: Probability of detection and deterrence parameters
a1 , a2 , a4
a3

φd
0.4
0.7

γ1
0.28
—

γ2
0.13
—

γ3
—
0.05

γ4
—
0.02

γ5
0.69
—

γ6
0.69
—

γ7
—
1.54

j = 1, ... , 4, k = 1, ... , 12. Again, due to the small variance assessed by the operator, we explicitly
disregard the associated uncertainty. The Defender believes that pjk(2) depends on the number and
proximity of the nearest available mobile resources, as we detail. First, we choose an exponential
model



E pjk(2) = 1 − p0 · exp −µ5 x̃5k − µ6 x̃6k ,

to express the fact that the presence of security members and detection dogs would increase the
probability of capturing the terrorists. (1 − p0 ) represents the probability of a successful recovery
if no additional countermeasures are deployed. x̃5k and x̃6k stand for, respectively, the number of
security members and detection dogs shifted towards target gk from the nearest locations. For an
attack at a station or a critical point, there is no need to transfer resources, since they have their own
assignment, see (9h), therefore yielding x̃5k = x5k and x̃6k = x6k , k = {1, ... , 5, 10, ... , 12}. On the
contrary, for an en route attack, mobile resources will be transferred from the nearest points (either a
station or a critical point). µ5 and µ6 represent the ef•ciency of such countermeasures, attenuated by
a remoteness factor: intervention speed is crucial, which is in•uenced by the distance between the
attack point and the post from which resources are mobilised. Denoting such distance (in km) by d ,
we determine the following expressions:
µ5 = µ50 · exp(−λ5 · d ),

µ6 = µ60 · exp(−λ6 · d ).

The operator has estimated the parameters µ50 = 0.28, µ60 = 0.13 and λ5 = λ6 = 0.03. She also
estimates that p0 depends on the type of attack, with p0 = 0.4 for attack types a1 , a2 and a4 , and
p0 = 0.8 for a3 .
Finally, we found a good •t with a constant risk averse, with respect to cD , utility function, thus
being (strategically equivalent to) uD (cD ) = − exp(kD · cD ), with kD > 0. We have assessed, with
the aid of experts, a value kD = 1.4 · 10−3 for the risk aversion parameter, using standard utility
assessment techniques, see Farquhar (1984).

5.2 Defender’s assessments of the Attacker’s probabilities and utilities
We discuss now the Defender’s assessment of quantities corresponding to the Attacker’s problem.
Note •rst that the costs associated with the preparation of an attack, cprep , will depend on the type
of attack chosen by the Attacker, and are the result of aggregating the following expenses: (1) Fabrication of the explosive; (2) Train ticket; (3) Transportation to the target location. However, we shall
disregard all the above costs due to their extremely low relative value compared to other relevant
costs in this case study.
′
Life costs clife

As a consequence of the attack, we take into account the number v of terrorists
captured during the preparation of the attack or killed in action, when manipulating the explosive or
because they could not get off the train after depositing the bomb. The Defender uses a binomial
distribution to model v
v|d1 ∼ Bin(t, pt ),
where t is the number of terrorists and pt is the probability that a terrorist is killed or detained in
that phase. The Defender believes that the terrorist cell will be composed of between three and •ve
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members with probabilities 0.2, 0.5 and 0.3, respectively. She also estimates that pt can be modelled
as pt = 1 − (1 − φ1 )(1 − φ2 ), with φ1 and φ2 as in Section 5.1. Recall that pt depends on d1 through
′ = 300, 000 e to the possibility of being killed
φ2 . We further assume that the terrorists put a value qsvl
or detained. Thus, the total costs faced by the terrorists in this concept would amount to
′
′
clife
= qsvl
· v.

Note also that, in case of a successful recovery action by the Defender, we have assumed that the
rest of the terrorists, t − v, will be also killed or detained, so the expected global life costs for the
′ = q ′ · t. The uncertainty in v would be propagated to c ′ .
Attacker would then be clife
svl
life
′
Image costs cimage

Concerning the image costs, the Defender believes that the terrorists have
similar expectations to hers, although with a greater uncertainty. Then, she uses a truncated normal
distribution, with the same expected value than cimage |a, s1 = 1, s2 , although with variance ten times
bigger, that is,

′
cimage
|a, s1 = 1, s2 ∼ T N µa , 10 · σa2 .

Once we have assessed the associated random costs for the Attacker, we can aggregate the
consequences for him as expressed in (11). The probability distribution describing the Defender’s
′ and c ′
beliefs about such consequences, pA (cA |a, s1 , s2 ), would inherit the uncertainty in clife
image .

Assessment of the Attacker’s probabilities For the Attacker’s beliefs over
the probability of a

successful attack of type aj against target gk , we model PA sjk(1) = 1|d1 , ajk = 1 as a beta distribution,

with mean pjk(1) and variance δ1 . The operator has little uncertainty about such assessment of the
Attacker’s probability. Thus, she sets δ1 = 0.1.
Mimicking the reasoning about the probability of a successful attack, we assess the Defender’s
beliefs about the probability that the Attacker gives to a successful recovery action, PA sjk(2) = 1|sjk(1) =

1, d2 = 1 , as a beta distribution with mean pjk(2) and moderate variance, estimated by the operator at
δ2 = 0.15.
We consider now the case in which the terrorists decide to use attack type a3 , placing a bomb
somewhere along the route. If the chosen route does not contain critical points, the operator considers that the terrorists will put the bomb at a random point, θ, suf•ciently far from protected places. We
model the value of θ through a triangular distribution. Let us consider a railway section ab of length
dab , and let (x5a , x6a ) and (x5b , x6b ) be the number of deployed mobile resources in the extremes (a, b)
of such section. Then, the distribution of θ given d1 is
T ri(a, b, m),
where m = dab (x5a + x6a + 1)/(x5a + x6a + x5b + x6b + 2) is the mode of the triangular distribution,
re•ecting that the terrorists would tend to put the bomb as far as possible from the most protected
places. Note that the shortest of the distances, d = min(θa, θb) will determine from which post will
the mobile resources be transferred, see Section 5.1.
For a route containing one or more critical points, we will use a mixture model of triangular distributions. Let us discuss the case in which we have one critical point at a given point c. If we denote
by (x5c , x6c ) the number of deployed mobile resources at the critical point, then, θ given d1 will follow
the mixture
w1 · T ri(a, c, m1 ) + w2 · T ri(c, b, m2 ),
where w1 = 1 − w2 = (x5b + x6b + 1)/(x5a + x6a + x5b + x6b + 2) are the weights of the mixture, and
m1 = dac (x5a + x6a + 1)/(x5a + x6a + x5c + x6c + 2) and m2 = dcb (x5c + x6c + 1)/(x5b + x6b + x5c + x6c + 2)
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are the modes of the corresponding mixture component. Again, the shortest of the distances d =
min(θa, θb, θc) will determine from which post will the mobile resources be transferred. For a route
containing one or more critical points, we will use a similar model, but including as many additional
mixture terms as necessary to account for the mobile resources assigned to the incumbent critical
points. Finally, note that should θ be a point within 500 m of a tunnel or a viaduct, then such critical
point would be affected by the blast and, in consequence, we would set h = 1, see Section 5.1.

Assessment of the Attacker’s utility We assume that the Attacker is constant risk prone in
bene•ts. Therefore, his utility function will be strategically equivalent to
uA (cA ) = exp(kA · cA ), kA > 0.
We consider the random utility model for the Attacker
UA (cA ) = exp(kA · cA ), kA ∼ U (0, KA ).
The Defender thinks that the parameter kA takes a maximum value KA = 2.5 · 10−3 .

6 Discussion
We have analysed the protection of critical networked infrastructures from terrorist attacks. We have
considered a generic network in which value can be located at nodes, links and critical points, the
latter regarded as particularly important locations for both the Defender and the Attacker. We have
deployed an ARA model over each relevant target in the network, relating the models by resource
constraints and aggregation of results over various sites for the Defender. The Sequential DefendAttack-Defend model has been used as a reference template, although different ARA models could
be accommodated for each target.
We have illustrated our methodology with a case study dealing with a section of the Spanish
railway system. We have remained at a conceptual level not focusing on computational aspects.
Through it, we have shown how ARA can support the railway operator in choosing her best protection strategy against terrorist attacks, trying to: (1) Deter terrorists; (2) Minimise their chances of
succeeding; and (3) In case of a successful attack, reduce its impact and consequences as much
as possible. Should the attack succeed, we have also considered the recovery decision that the
Defender could make in her aim to capture the perpetrators.
The model chosen is dynamic, in the sense that we have allowed for mobility of resources for the
Defender in case of a successful attack. The model could be further sophisticated at an operational
level, by deciding appropriate patrolling schedules for the mobile resources, with models as in Alpern
et al. (2011), Brown et al. (2014), or Zoroa et al. (2012).
Note that we have explicitly disregarded possible cascading effects resulting from terrorist actions,
in the sense that we assume that the impact on one target will not propagate along the network. This
could be relevant for e.g. communication or energy networks, see Salmerón et al. (2004) or Holmgren
(2006) for related applications.
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Model for Oil and Gas Drilling Cybersecurity
Oil and gas drilling is based, increasingly, on operational technology, whose cybersecurity is complicated by several challenges. We propose a graphical model for cybersecurity risk assessment based
on Adversarial Risk Analysis to face those challenges. We also provide an example of the model
in the context of an offshore drilling rig. The proposed model provides a more formal and comprehensive analysis of risks, still using the standard business language based on decisions, risks, and
value.

1 Introduction
Operational technology (OT) refers to “hardware and software that detects or causes a change
through the direct monitoring and/or control of physical devices, processes and events in the enterprise”, see IT (2013). It includes technologies such as SCADA systems. Implementing OT and
information technology (IT) typically leads to considerable improvements in industrial and business
activities, through facilitating the mechanization, automation, and relocation of activities in remote
control centers. These changes usually improve the safety of personnel, and both the cost-ef•ciency
and overall effectiveness of operations.
The oil and gas industry (O&G) is increasingly adopting OT solutions, in particular offshore drilling,
through drilling control systems (drilling CS) and automation, which have been key innovations over
the last few years. The potential of OT is particularly relevant for these activities: centralizing decisionmaking and supervisory activities at safer places with more and better information; substituting manual mechanical activities by automation; improving data through better and near real-time sensors;
and optimizing drilling processes. In turn, they will reduce rig crew and dangerous operations, and
improve ef•ciency in operations, reducing operating costs (typically about $300,000 per day).
Since many of the involved OT employed in O&G are currently computerized, they have become
a major potential target for cyber attacks, see Shauk (2013), given their economical relevance, with
large stakes at play. Indeed, we may face the actual loss of large oil reserves because of delayed
maneuvers, the death of platform personnel, or potential large spills with major environmental impact
and potentially catastrophic consequences. Moreover, it is expected that security attacks will soon
target several production installations simultaneously, with the purpose of sabotaging production,
possibly taking advantage of extreme weather events, and attacks oriented towards manipulating or
obtaining data or information. Cybersecurity poses several challenges, which are enhanced in the
context of operational technology. Such challenges are sketched in the following section.

1.1 Cybersecurity Challenges in Operational Technology
Technical vulnerabilities in operational technology encompass most of those related with IT vulnerabilities Byres and Lowe (2004), complex software Board (2013), and integration with external networks
Giani et al. (2009). There are also and speci•c OT vulnerabilities Zhu et al. (2011); Brenner (2013).
However, OT has also strengths in comparison with typical IT systems employing simpler network
dynamics.
Sound organizational cybersecurity is even more important with OT given the risks that these systems bring in. Uncertainties are considerable in both economical and technical sense Anderson and
Fuloria (2010). Therefore better data about intrusion attempts are required for improving cybersecurity P•eeger and Rue (2008), although gathering them is dif•cult since organizations are reluctant
about disclosing such information Ten et al. (2008).
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More formal approaches to controls and measures are needed to deal with advanced threat
agents such as assessing their attack patterns and behavior Hutchins et al. (2011) or implementing intelligent sensor and control algorithms Cárdenas et al. (2008). An additional problem is that
metrics used by technical cybersecurity to evaluate risks usually tell little to those evaluating or
making-decisions at the organizational cybersecurity level. Understanding the consequences of a
cyber attack to an OT system is dif•cult. They could lead to production losses or the inability to
control a plant, multimillion •nancial losses, and even impact stock prices Byres and Lowe (2004).
One of the key problems for understanding such consequences is that OT systems are also cyberphysical systems (CPS) encompassing both computational and complex physical elements Thomas
et al. (2013).
Risk management is also dif•cult in this context Mulligan and Schneider (2011). Even risk standards differ on how to interpret risk: some of them assess the probabilities of risk, others focus on
the vulnerability component Hutchins et al. (2011). Standards also tend to present oversimpli•cations
that might alter the optimal decision or a proper understanding of the problem, such as the well-known
shortcomings of the widely employed risk matrices Cox (2008).
Cyber attacks are the continuation of physical attacks by digital means. They are less risky,
cheaper, easier to replicate and coordinate, unconstrained by distance Cárdenas et al. (2009), and
they could be oriented towards causing high impact consequences Board (2013). It is also dif•cult to
measure data related with attacks such as their rate and severity, or the cost of recovery Anderson
and Fuloria (2010). Examples include Stuxnet Brenner (2013), Shamoon Brenner (2013), and others
Cárdenas et al. (2008). Non targeted attacks could be a problem also.
Several kinds of highly skilled menaces of different nature (e.g., military, hacktivists, criminal organizations, insiders or even malware agents) can be found in the cyber environment Board (2013),
all of them motivated and ware of the possibilities offered by OT Byres and Lowe (2004). Indeed,
the concept Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) has arisen to name some of the threats Ltd (2011).
The diversity of menaces could be classi•ed according their attitude, skill and time constraints Dantu
et al. (2007), or by their ability to exploit, discover or even create vulnerabilities on the system Board
(2013). Consequently, a sound way to face them is pro•ling Atzeni et al. (2011) and treating Li et al.
(2009) them as adversarial actors.

1.2 Related Work Addressing the Complexities of Cybersecurity Challenges
Several approaches have been proposed to model attackers and attacks, including stochastic modelling Muehrcke et al. (2010); Sallhammar (2007), attack graph models Kotenko and Stepashkin
(2006) and attack trees Mauw and Oostdijk (2006), models of directed and intelligent attacks Ten
et al. (2008); models based on the kill chain attack phases Hutchins et al. (2011), models of APT
attack phases Ltd (2011), or even frameworks incorporating some aspects of intentionality or a more
comprehensive approach to risk such as CORAS Lund et al. (2011) or ADVISE Conning (2013).
Game theory has provided insights concerning the behavior of several types of attackers—such
as cyber criminal APTs—and how to deal with them. The concept of incentives can unify a large
variety of agent intents, whereas the concept of utility can integrate incentives and costs in such a way
that the agent objectives can be modeled in practice Liu et al. (2005). Important insights from game
theory are that the defender with lowest protection level tends to be a target for rational attackers
Johnson et al. (2012), that defenders tend to under-invest in cybersecurity Amin et al. (2011), and
that the attacker’s target selection is costly and hard, and thus it needs to be carefully carried on
Florêncio and Herley (2013). In addition to such general •ndings, some game-theoretic models
exist for cybersecurity or are applicable to it, modelling static and dynamic games in all information
contexts Roy et al. (2010). However, game-theoretic models have their limitations Hamilton et al.
(2002); Roy et al. (2010) such as limited data, the dif•culty to identify the end goal of the attacker,
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the existence of a dynamic and continuous context, and that they are not scalable to the complexity
of real cybersecurity problems in consideration. Moreover, from the conceptual point of view, they
require common knowledge assumptions that are not tenable in this type of applications.
Additionally, several Bayesian models have been proposed for cybersecurity risk management
such as a model for network security risk analysis Xie et al. (2010); a model representing nodes
as events and arcs as successful attacks Dantu et al. (2007); a dynamic Bayesian model for continuously measuring network security Frigault et al. (2008); a model for Security Risk Management
incorporating attacker capabilities and behavior Dantu et al. (2009): or models for intrusion detection
systems (IDS) Balchanos (2012). However, these models require forecasting attack behavior which
is hard to come by.
Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA) Ríos Insua et al. (2009) combine ideas from Risk Analysis, Decision Analysis, Game-Theory, and Bayesian Networks to help characterizing the motivations and
decisions of the attackers. ARA is emerging as a main methodological development in this area
Merrick and Parnell (2011), providing a powerful framework to model risk analysis situations with
adversaries ready to increase our threats. Applications in physical security may be seen in Sevillano
et al. (2012).

1.3 Our Proposal
The challenges that face OT, cybersecurity and the O&G sector create a need of a practical, yet
rigorous approach, to deal with them. Work related with such challenges provides interesting insights
and tools for speci•c issues. However, more formal but understandable tools are needed to deal with
such problems from a general point of view, without oversimplifying the complexity underlying the
problem. We propose a model for cybersecurity risk decisions based on ARA, taking into account
the attacker behavior. Additionally, an application of the model in drilling cybersecurity is presented,
tailored to decision problems that may arise in offshore rigs employing drilling CS.

2 Model
2.1 Introduction to Adversarial Risk Analysis
ARA aims at providing one-sided prescriptive support to one of the intervening agents, the Defender
(she), based on a subjective expected utility model, treating the decisions of the Attacker (he) as
uncertainties. In order to predict the Attacker’s actions, the Defender models her decision problem
and tries to assess her probabilities and utilities but also those of the Attacker, assuming that the
adversary is an expected utility maximizer. Since she typically has uncertainty about those, she
models it through random probabilities and uncertainties. She propagates such uncertainty to obtain
the Attacker’s optimal random attack, which she then uses to •nd her optimal defense.
ARA enriches risk analysis in several ways. While traditional approaches provide information
about risk to decision-making, ARA integrates decision-making within risk analysis. ARA assess intentionality thoroughly, enabling the anticipation and even the manipulation of the Attacker decisions.
ARA incorporates stronger statistical and mathematical tools to risk analysis that permit a more formal
approach of other elements involved in the risk analysis. It improves utility treatment and evaluation.
Finally, an ARA graphical model improves the understandability of complex cases, through visualizing
the causal relations between nodes.
The main structuring and graphical tool for decision problems are Multi-Agent In•uence Diagrams
(MAID), a generalization of Bayesian networks. ARA is a decision methodology derived from In•uence Diagrams, and it could be structured with the following basic elements:
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• Decisions or Actions. Set of alternatives which can be implemented by the decision makers.
They represent what one can do. They are characterized as decision nodes (rectangles).
• Uncertain States. Set of uncontrollable scenarios. They represent what could happen. They
are characterized as uncertainty nodes (ovals).
• Utility and Value. Set of preferences over the consequences. They represent how the previous
elements would affect the agents. They are characterized as value nodes (rhombi).
• Agents. Set of people involved in the decision problem: decision makers, experts and affected
people. In this context, there are several agents with opposed interests. They are represented
through different colors.
We describe now the basic MAID that may serve as a template for cybersecurity problems in O&G
drilling CS, developed using GeNIe Laboratory.

2.2 Graphical Model
Our model captures the Defender cybersecurity main decisions prior to an attack perpetrated by an
APT, which is strongly “business-oriented”. Such cyber criminal organization behavior suits utilitymaximizing analysis, as it pursues monetary gains. A sabotage could also be performed by this type
of agents, and they could be hired to make the dirty job for a foreign power or rival company. We
make several assumptions in the Model, to make it more synthetic:
• We assume one Defender. The Attacker’s nodes do not represent a speci•c attacker, but a generalization of potential criminal organizations that represent business-oriented APTs, guided
mostly by monetary incentives.
• We assume an atomic attack (the attacker makes one action), with several consequences, as
well as several residual consequences once the risk treatment strategy is selected.
• The Defender and Attacker costs are deterministic nodes.
• We avoid detection-related activities or uncertainties to simplify the Model. Thus, the attack is
always detected and the Defender is always able to respond to it.
• The scope of the Model is an assessment activity prior to any attack, as a risk assessment
exercise to support incident handling planning.
• The agents are expected utility maximizers.
• The Model is discrete.
By adapting the proposed template in Figure 17, we may generalize most of the above assumptions
to the cases at hand.

Defender Decision and Utility Nodes The Defender nodes, in white, are:
• Protect (DP) decision node. The Defender selects among security measures portfolios to
increase protection against an Attack, e.g., access control, encryption, secure design, •rewalls,
or personal training and awareness.
• Forensic System (DF ) decision node. The Defender selects among different security measures
portfolios that may harm the Attacker, e.g., forensic activities that enable prosecution of the
Attacker.
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DP. Protect

AC. Attacker Cost

AP. Perpetrate

DR. Respond
and Recovery

UA. Attack

UC. Contextual Threats

DF. Forensic
System

UCA. Counter-Attack

UM. Monetary
Consequences

UH. Human Consequences

URH. Residual Human
Consequences

DT. Residual
Risk Treatment

DC. Defender Cost

DCV. Defender Cost
Value

DHV. Human
Conseq. Value

AMV. Monetary
Conseq. Value

DU. Defender Utility

ACV. Attacker Cost
Value

AU. Attacker Utility

Figure 17: MAID of the ARA Model for O&G drilling cybersecurity.
• Residual Risk Treatment (DT ) decision node. This node models Defender actions after the
assessment of other decisions made by the Defender and the Attacker. They are based on
the main risk treatment strategies excluding risk mitigation, as they are carried on through
the Protect and the Respond and Recovery nodes: avoiding, sharing, or accepting risk. This
node must be preceded by the Protect defender decision node, and it must precede the Attack
uncertainty node (the residual risk assessment is made in advance).
• Respond and Recovery (DR) decision node. The Defender selects between different response
and recovery actions after the materialization of the attack, trying to mitigate the attack consequences. This will depend on the attack uncertainty node.
• Defender Cost (DC) deterministic node. The costs of the decisions made by the Defender are
deterministic, as well as the monetary consequences of the attack (the uncertainty about such
consequences is solved in the Monetary Consequences node). In a more sophisticated model,
most of the costs could be modeled as uncertain nodes. This node depends on all decision
nodes of the Defender and the Monetary Consequences uncertainty node.
• Value Nodes (DCV and DHV ). The Defender evaluates the consequences and costs, taking
into account her risk attitude. They depend on the particular nodes evaluated at each Value
node.
• Utility Nodes (DU). This node merges the Value nodes of the Defender. It depends on the
Defender’s Value nodes.
The Decision nodes are adapted to the typical risk management steps, incorporating ways of evaluating managing sound organizational cybersecurity strategy, which takes into account the business
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implications of security controls, and prepare the evaluation of risk consequences. Related work
(Section 1.2) on security costs and investments could incorporate further complexities underlying the
above nodes.

Attacker Decision and Utility Nodes The Attacker nodes, in black, are:
• Perpetrate (AP) decision node. The [generic] Attacker decides whether he attacks or not. It
could be useful to have a set of options for a same type of attack (e.g., preparing a quick and
cheap attack, or a more elaborated one with higher probabilities of success). It should be
preceded by the Protect and Residual Risk Treatment decision nodes, and might be preceded
by the Contextual Threat node (in case the Attacker observes it).
• Attacker Cost (AC) deterministic node. Cost of the Attacker decisions. Preceded by the Perpetrate decision node.
• Value Nodes (AMV and ACV ). The Attacker evaluates the different consequences and costs,
taking into account his risk attitude. They depend on the deterministic or uncertainty nodes
evaluated at each Value node.
• Utility Nodes (AU). It merges the Value nodes of the Attacker to a •nal set of values. It must
depend on the Attacker’s Value nodes.
These nodes help in characterizing the Attacker, avoiding the oversimpli•cation of other approaches.
Additionally, the Defender has uncertainty about the Attacker probabilities and utilities. This is propagated over their nodes, affecting the Attacker expected utility and optimal alternatives, which are
random. Such distribution over optimal alternatives is our forecast for the Attacker’s actions.

Uncertainty Nodes The uncertainty nodes in grey are:
• Contextual Threats (UC) uncertainty node. Those threats (materialized or not) present during
the Attack. The Attacker may carry out a selected opportunistic Attack (e.g. hurricanes or a
critical moment during drilling).
• Attack (UA) uncertainty node. It represents the likelihood of the attack event, given its conditioning nodes. It depends on the Perpetrate decision node, and on the Protect decision node.
• Consequences (UM and UV ) uncertainty node. It represents the likelihood of different consequence levels that a successful attack may lead to. They depend on the Attack and Contextual
Threat uncertainty nodes, and on the Respond and Recovery decision node.
• Residual Consequences (URH) uncertainty node. It represents the likelihood of different consequence levels after applying residual risk treatment actions. They depend on the Consequence node modelling the same type of impact (e.g., human, environmental, or reputation).
• Counter-Attack (UCA) uncertainty node. Possibility, enabled by a forensic system, to counterattack and cause harm to the Attacker. Most of the impacts may be monetized. It depends on
the Forensic System decision node.
Dealing with the uncertainties and complexities and obtaining a probability distribution for these nodes
could be hard. Some of the methodologies and •ndings proposed in the sections 1.1 and 1.2 are
tailored to deal with some of these complexities. Using them, the Model proposed in this paper
could lead to limit the uncertainties in cybersecurity elements such as vulnerabilities, controls, consequences, attacks, attacker behavior, and risks. This will enable achieving simpli•cation, through
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the proposed Model, without limiting the understanding of the complexities involved, and a sounder
organizational cybersecurity.

3 Example
We present a numerical example of the previous Model tailored to a generic decision problem prototypical of a cybersecurity case that may arise in O&G offshore rig using drilling CS. The model
speci•es a case in which the driller makes decisions to prevent and respond to a cyber attack perpetrated by a criminal organization with APT capabilities, in the context of offshore drilling and drilling
CS. The data employed in this example are just plausible •gures helpful to provide an overview of
the problems that drilling cybersecurity faces. Carrying on the assessment that the Model enables
may be helpful for feeding a threat knowledge base, incident management procedures or incident
detection systems.
The context is that of an offshore drilling rig, a •oating platform with equipment to drill a well
through the sea•oor, trying to achieve a hydrocarbon reservoir. Drilling operations are dangerous and
several incidents may happen in the few months (usually between 2 or 4) that the entire operation may
last. As OT, drilling CS may face most of the challenges presented in Section 1.1 (including being
connected to Enterprise networks, an entry path for attackers) in the context of high-risk incidents
that occur in offshore drilling.

3.1 Agent Decisions
Defender Decisions The Defender has to make three decisions in advance of the potential attack. In the Protect decision node (DP), the Defender must decide whether she invests in additional
protection: if the Defender implements additional protective measures, the system will be less vulnerable to attacks. In the Forensic System decision node (DF), the Defender must decide whether she
implements a forensic system or not. Implementing it enables the option of identifying the Attacker
and pursuing legal or counter-hacking actions against him. The Residual Risk Treatment decision
node (DT) represents additional risk treatment strategies that the Defender is able to implement:
avoiding (aborting the entire drilling operation to elude the attack), sharing (buying insurance to cover
the monetary losses of the attack), and accepting the risk (inheriting all the consequences of the
attack, conditional on to the mitigation decisions of DP, FD, and DR).
Additionally, the Respond and Recovery decision node (DR) represents the Defender’s decision
between continuing and stopping the drilling operations as a reaction to the attack. Continuing the
drilling may lead to worsen the consequences of the attack, whereas stopping the drilling will incur
in higher costs due to holding operations. This is a major issue for drilling CS. In general, critical
equipment should not be stopped, since core operations or even the safety of the equipment or the
crew may be compromised.

Attacker Decisions For simplicity, in the Perpetrate decision node (AP) the Attacker decides
whether he perpetrates the attack or not, although further attack options could be added. In this
example, the attack aims at manipulating the devices directly under control of physical systems with
the purpose of compromising drilling operations or harming equipment, the well, the reservoir, or
even people.

3.2 Threat Outcomes and Uncertainty
Outcomes and Uncertainty during the Incident The Contextual Threats uncertainty node
(UC) represents the existence of riskier conditions in the drilling operations (e.g., bad weather or one
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of the usual incidents during drilling), which can clearly worsen the consequences of the attack. In
this scenario, the Attacker is able to know, to some extent, these contextual threats (e.g., a weather
forecast, a previous hacking in the drilling CS that permits the attacker to read what is going on in the
rig).
The Attack uncertainty node (UA) represents the chances of the Attacker of causing the incident.
If the Attacker decides not to execute his action, no attack event will happen. However, in case of
perpetration, the chances of a successful attack will be lower if the Defender invests in protective
measures (DC node). An additional uncertainty arises in case of materialization of the attack: the
possibility to identify and counter-attack the node, represented by the Counter-Attack uncertainty
node (UCA).
If the attack happens, the Defender will have to deal with different consequence scenarios. The
Monetary (UM) and Human Consequences (UH) nodes represent the chances of different consequences or impact levels that the Defender may face. The monetary consequences refer to all impacts that can be measured as monetary losses, whereas human consequences represent casualties
that may occur during an incident or normal operations. However, the Defender has the option to react to the attack by deciding whether she continues or stops the drilling (DR node). If the Defender
decides to stop, there will be lower chances of casualties and lower chances of worst monetary consequences (e.g., loss of assets or compensations for injuries or deaths), but she will have to assume
the costs of keeping the rig held (one day in our example) to deal with the cyber threat.

Outcomes and Uncertainty in Risk Management Process The previous uncertainties appear after the Attacker’s decision to attack or not. The Defender faces additional relevant uncertainties. She must make a decision between avoiding, sharing, or accepting the risk (DT node). Such
decision will determine the •nal or residual consequences. The •nal monetary consequences are
modeled through the Defender Cost deterministic node (DC node), whose outcome represents the
cost of different Defender decisions (nodes DP, DF, DT, and DR). In case of accepting or sharing
the risk, the outcome of the DC node will also inherit the monetary consequences of the attack (UM
node). Similarly, the outcome of the Residual Human Consequences uncertainty node (URH) is conditioned by the risk treatment decisions (DC node) and, in case of accepting or sharing the risk, it will
inherit the human consequences of the attack (UH node). If the Defender decides to avoid the risk,
she will assume the cost of avoiding the entire drilling operations and will cause that the crew face a
regular death risk rather than the higher death risk of offshore operations. If the Defender shares the
risk, she will assume the same casualties as in UH and a •xed insurance payment, but she will avoid
paying high monetary consequences. Finally, in case the Defender accepts the risk, she will inherit
the consequences from the UM and UH nodes.
The Attacker Cost deterministic node (AC) provides the costs (non-uncertain by assumption) of
the decision made by the Attacker. Since he only has two decisions (perpetrate or not), the node
has only two outcomes: cost or not. This node could be eliminated, but we keep it to preserve the
business semantics within the graphical model.

3.3 Agent Preferences
The Defender aims at maximizing her expected utility, with the utility function being additive, through
the Defender Utility node (DU). The Defender key objective is minimizing casualties, but he also
considers minimizing his costs (in this example we assume she is risk-neutral). Each objective has
its own weight in the utility function.
The objective of the Attacker is to maximize his expected utility, represented by an additive utility
function, through the Attacker Utility node (AU). The Attacker key objective is maximizing the monetary
consequences for the Defender. We assume that he is risk-averse towards this monetary impact (he
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prefers ensuring a lower impact than risking the operations trying to get a higher impact). He also
considers minimizing his costs (i.e., being identi•ed and perpetrating the attack). Each of these
objectives has its own weight in the utility function, and its own value function. The Attacker does not
care about eventual victims.

3.4 Uncertainty about the Opponent Decisions
The Attacker is able to know to some extent the protective decisions of the defender (DP node),
gathering information while he tries to gain access to the drilling CS. While knowing if the Defender
avoided the risk (avoiding all the drilling operations) is easy, knowing if the Defender chose between
sharing or accepting the risk is dif•cult. The most important factor, the decision between continue or
stop drilling in case of an attack, could be assessed by observing the industry or company practices.
The Defender may be able to assess also how frequent similar attacks are, or how attractive the
drilling rig is for this kind of attacker. In ARA, and from the Defender perspective, the AP node
would be an uncertainty node whose values should be provided by assessing the probabilities of the
different attack actions, through analyzing the decision problem from the Attacker perspective and
obtaining his random optimal alternative.

3.5 Example Values
An annex provides the probability tables of the different uncertainty nodes employed to simulate the
example in Genie (Tables 11 to 17). It also provides the different parameters employed in the utility
and value
q functions (Tables 18 to 20). Additionally, the “risk-averse” values for AMV are obtained with
DC
AMV = 3 10
7 ; the “risk-neutral” values for DCV are obtained with DCV = 1 −
DHV are 0 in case of victims and 1 in case of no victims.

DC
;
107

and, the values for

3.6 Evaluation of Decisions
Based on the solution of the example, we may say that the Attacker should not perpetrate his action
in case he believes the Defender will avoid or share the risk. However, the Attacker may be interested
in perpetrating his action in case he believes that the Defender is accepting the risk. Additionally,
the less preventive measures the Defender implements (DP and DT nodes), the more motivated the
Attacker would be (if he thinks the Defender is sharing the risk). The Attacker’s expected utility is
listed in Table 21 in the Annex. The Defender will choose in this example not to implement additional
protection (DP node) without a forensic system (DF node). If the Defender believes that she is going
to be attacked, then she would prefer sharing the risk (DT node) and stop drilling after the incident
(DR node). In case she believes that there will be no attack, she should accept the risk and continue
drilling. The Defender’s expected utilities are listed in Table 22 in Annex.
Thus, the Defender optimal decisions create a situation in which the Attacker is more interested
in perpetrating the attack. Therefore, to affect the Attacker’s behavior, the Defender should provide
the image that her organization is concerned with safety, and especially that it is going to share risks.
On the other hand, if the Attacker perceives that the Defender pays no attention to safety or that she
is going to accept the risk, he will try to carry on his attack. The ARA solution for the Defender is the
following:
1. Assess the problem from the point of view of the Attacker. The DT and DR nodes are uncertainty nodes since that Defender decisions are uncertain for the Attacker. The Defender must
model such nodes in the way that she thinks the Attacker models such uncertainties. In gen-
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eral, perpetrating an attack is more attractive in case the Attacker strongly believes that the
Defender is going to accept the risk or is going to continue drilling.
2. Once forecasted the Attacker’s decision, the Defender should choose between sharing and
accepting the risk. Accepting the risk in case of no attack is better than sharing the risk, but
accepting the risk in case of attack is worse.
Thus, the key factor for optimizing the decision of the Defender are her estimations on the uncertainty
nodes that represent the DT and DR nodes for the attacker. Such nodes will determine the Attacker
best decision, and this decision the Defender best decision.

4 Conclusions and Further Work
We have presented the real problem and extreme consequences that OT cybersecurity in general,
and drilling cybersecurity in particular, are facing. We also explained some of the questions that
complicate cybersecurity, especially in OT systems. The proposed graphical model provides a more
comprehensive, formal and rigorous risk analysis for cybersecurity. It is also a suitable tool, able of
being fed by, or compatible with, other more speci•c models such as those explained in Section 1.
Multi-Agent In•uence Diagrams provide a formal and understandable way of dealing with complex
interactive issues. In particular, they have a high value as business tools, since its nodes translate
the problem directly into business language: decisions, risks, and value. Typical tools employed in
widely used risk standards, such as risk matrices, oversimplify the problem and limit understanding.
The proposed ARA-based model provides a business-friendly interpretation of a risk management
process without oversimplifying its underlying complexity.
The ARA approach permits us to include some of the •ndings of game theory applied to cybersecurity, and it also permits to achieve new •ndings. The model provides an easier way to understand
the problem but it is still formal since the causes and consequences in the model are clearly presented, while avoiding common knowledge assumptions in game theory.
Our model presents a richer approach for assessing risk than risk matrices, but it still has the
security and risk management language. In addition, it is more interactive and modular, nodes can
be split into more speci•c ones. The proposed model can still seem quite formal to business users.
However, data can be characterized using ordinal values (e.g., if we only know that one thing is more
likely/valuable than other), using methods taken from traditional risk management, employing expert
opinion, or using worst case •gures considered realistic. The analysis would be poorer but much
more operational.
Using the nodes of the proposed model as building blocks, the model could gain in comprehensiveness through adding more attackers or attacks, more speci•c decision nodes, more uncertainty
nodes, or additional consequence nodes, such as environmental impact or reputation. Other operations with signi•cant business interpretation can be done, such as sensitivity analysis (how much
the decision-makers should trust a •gure) or strength of the in•uence analysis (which are the key
elements).
Its applicability is not exempt of dif•culties and uncertainties, but in the same way than other
approaches. Further work is needed to verify and validate the model and its procedures (in a similar
way to the validation of other ARA-based modelsRíos Insua and Cano (2013)), and to identify the
applicability and usability issues that may arise. The model could gain usability through mapping only
the relevant information to decision-makers (roughly, decisions and consequences) rather than the
entire model.
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Appendix: Tables with Example Data
Table 11: Probability table for UC node
Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

30%
70%

Table 12: Probability table for UA node
Attacker’s Perpetrate decision
Defender’s Protect decision
Attack event
No attack event

Perpetrate
Additional protection
5%
95%

No perpetrate

Non additional protection
40%
60%

Additional protection
0%
100%

Non additional protection
0%
100%

Table 13: Probability table for UM node
Attack event

Attack

Contextual Threat event

Riskier conditions

Defender’s Respond and Recovery decision
Losing 0 $ event
Losing 0 - 1 Million $ event
Losing 1 - 5 Million $ event

Continue drilling
3%
12%
85%

No attack
Normal conditions

Stop drilling
0%
85%
15%

Continue drilling
10%
20%
70%

Stop drilling
0%
90%
10%

Riskier conditions
Continue drilling
92%
7%
1%

Normal conditions

Stop drilling
0%
97%
3%

Continue drilling
96%
4%
0%

Stop drilling
0%
99%
1%

Table 14: Probability table for UH node
Attack event

Attack

Contextual Threat event

Riskier conditions

Defender’s Respond and Recovery decision
Non casualties event
Casualties event

Continue drilling
96%
4%

Stop drilling
99.2%
0.8%

No attack
Normal conditions

Continue drilling
99.4%
0.6%

Stop drilling
99.96%
0.04%

Riskier conditions
Continue drilling
99.6%
0.4%

Normal conditions

Stop drilling
99.96%
0.04%

Continue drilling
99.9%
0.1%

Stop drilling
99.99%
0.01%

Table 15: Probability table for URH node
Human Consequences event
Defender’s Residual Risk Treatment decision
No casualties event
casualties event

No casualties
Avoid
99.95%
0.05%

Share
100%
0%

Casualties

Accept
100%
0%

Avoid
0%
100%

Share
0%
100%

Accept
0%
100%

Table 16: Probability table for UCA node
Attack event
Defender’s Forensic System decision
No identi•cation event
Identi•cation event

Attack
Forensic
30%
70%

No forensic
90%
10%

No attack
Forensic
100%
0%

No forensic
100%
0%
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Table 17: Probability table for DC node
Avoiding the risk
Sharing the risk
Accepting the risk

Monetary Consequences event
Value assigned

Additional protection
Forensic system
Stop drilling

10,000,000 $
500,000 $
0 $ 0 - 1,000,000 $
0$
500,000$
20,000 $
10,000 $
300,000 $

1,000,000 - 5,000,000 $
2,500,000 $

Table 18: Probability table for DU node
Importance of the Costs
Importance of the Human Consequences

5%
95%

Table 19: Probability table for ACV node
Attacker Cost event

Cost

Counter Attack Consequences event
Value

No identi•cation
0.75

No cost
Identi•cation
0

No identi•cation
1

Identi•cation
0.25

Table 20: Probability table for AU node
Importance of the costs
Importance of the Monetary Consequences on the Defender

3%
97%

Table 21: Attacker expected utilities (in black the highest among the different Attacker’s decisions)
DP node

DF node

DT node

UC node

Defender continues drilling
Perpetrate decision

Forensic

Share

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.56074
0.56074

0.56903
0.56903

0.61138
0.61138

0.61966
0.61966

Accept

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.36484
0.35170

0.35433
0.34293

0.61728
0.61375

0.62458
0.62130

Avoid

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

Share

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.55938
0.55938

0.56699
0.56699

0.61060
0.61060

0.61821
0.61821

0.34461
0.33055

0.33241
0.32013

0.61653
0.61299

0.62315
0.61986

Avoid

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions
Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

Share

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.55116
0.55116

0.56496
0.56496

0.60295
0.60295

0.61675
0.61675

Accept

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.45634
0.42794

0.29898
0.28532

0.61588
0.61058

0.62173
0.61841

Avoid

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

Share

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.55442
0.55442

0.56282
0.56282

0.60690
0.60690

0.61530
0.61530

Accept

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

0.32392
0.28286

0.07465
0.05131

0.61990
0.61456

0.62030
0.61696

No additional protection

No forensic

Non perpetrate decision

Riskier conditions
Normal conditions

Accept

Forensic

Perpetrate decision

Avoid

Additional protection

No forensic

Defender stops drilling

Non perpetrate decision
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
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